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Abstract 
        This dissertation examines the conception and practice of poetry in twelfth-century China. It 
argues that the poets, facing an identity crisis caused by social, political, and institutional 
changes of the time, engaged in the reconstruction of a collective discourse on what being a poet 
meant and how poetry should be written. 
        The issue of the poets’ marginalization during the twelfth century is often mixed with the 
sense of displacement in their personal pursuit of an official career, and is displayed in their self-
construction of their identity as a poet through space—from as small as a meditation room and a 
boat to a much larger space of “mountains and forests” and “rivers and lakes.” What emerged 
from this process was an idealized poetry written by specialized poets who functioned outside of 
the urban centers of political power and in the redefined space of “mountains and forests” or 
“rivers and lakes.” The identity construction conducted by the poets in this redefined space, I 
argue in the dissertation, represents the poets’ response to the sense of confined geographical and 
psychological space in their real life. 
        Three poets and their poems, poetic criticism, and daily practices are discussed in the main 
body of the dissertation. Among them, Yang Wanli (1127-1206) was the senior poet and leader of 
the poets’ community, known for his refreshing poetic style, the “Chengzhai Style.” I associate 
one central characteristic of “Chengzhai style”—taking nature as its writing subject—first with 
Yang’s requirement of “the eyes of the poet,” and then with the space of “mountains and forests” 
from the perspective of Yang as a lower rank official. “Mountains and forests,” in Yang’s poems, 
go beyond the traditional implication of reclusive life and appear as the poet’s actual living 
environment. In the chapter on Jiang Kui (1155-1221), a younger generation poet known 
primarily for his song lyrics, I focus on his poetic criticism and argue that his own identity as a 
iii 
 
poet is constructed through his traveling experiences among the “rivers and lakes.” I further 
argue that “rivers and lakes” in Jiang’s poems are not only representations of concrete images 
Jiang encountered in the real world, but also a metaphorical term referring to the realm of being 
away from the traditional domain. The third poet I discuss, Lin Xian (fl. 1180), a lesser known 
poet in literary history, was taken as a representative of the poet who was in poverty and 
constrained condition. Lin’s construction of his poetic identity was completed and widely 
accepted by his contemporaries through the allegorical space of his meditation room, the “Snow 
Nest,” which carries the Buddhism connotation and represents a continuation and further 
development of the “Snow Hall” image of the Northern Song poet Su Shi.  
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Introduction 
        This dissertation looks into the changing conceptions of shiren 詩人, or the poet, and the 
poetic practice in the second half of the twelfth century in China. More specifically, it covers the 
reign periods from the end of the Shaoxing 紹興 (1131-1162) reign of Emperor Gaozong 高宗, 
to the Longxing 隆興 (1163-1164), Qiandao 乾道 (1165-1173), and Chunxi 淳熙 (1174-1189) 
reigns of Emperor Xiaozong 孝宗, the Shaoxi 紹熙 (1190-1194) of Emperor Guangzong 光宗, 
and the Qingyuan 慶元 (1195-1200) of Emperor Ningzong 寧宗. This period, particularly the 
Qiandao and Chunxi reigns of Emperor Xiaozong, was labeled the “Restoration” (Zhongxing 中
興) period of the Southern Song, with both political and cultural implications.1 
        The poetic landscape of the second half of the twelfth century was greatly shaped by the 
partisan politics regarding both internal and external affairs. Since Emperor Shenzong (r. 1067-
1085) of the Northern Song supported Wang Anshi’s 王安石 (1021-1086) political and 
economic reforms, the Song political scene had been dominated by frequent swings between the 
reformist and conservative factions. The members of the conservative faction were banished 
during the reign of Emperor Zhezong 哲宗 (r. 1085-1100), and their names were listed on stone 
                                                          
1
 Zeng Weigang and Han Liping in their dissertations have discussed the issues related to the 
periodization of the Restoration period. Zeng, in his 2006 dissertation “Nansong zhongxing shitan de 
jiangou,” considers that the Restoration period, according to Song people, referred to both Gaozong and 
Xiaozong’s reign periods, but in literature the Restoration started from the end of Gaozong’s or beginning 
of Xiaozong’s reign and ended around the earlier reigns (zhong qian qi 中前期) of Ningzong, that is, 
from 1162 to 1210. Han Liping defines the term from several aspects: from the succession of emperors, 
the Zhongxing of the Song dynasty started from Gaozong’s reign to the end of the Southern Song; from 
the aspect of the social  reconstruction, the period should be defined from the year of Qin Hui’s 秦檜 
(1090-1155) death or the end of the Shaoxing reign period of Gaozong (1131-1162) to the Kaixi 開禧 
(1205-1207) and Jiading 嘉定 (1208-1224) reign periods of Ningzong; from literary perspectives, the 
periods started  from 1156,  the year after Qin Hui’s death and the year that in which quite a few 
influential literary figures began to appear in public view. Following Han Liping, in this dissertation I 
also treat 1156 as the start year of the Restoration in literature. 
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tablets erected across the country and their writings were accordingly banned during the reigns of 
his successor, Emperor Huizong 徽宗 (r. 1100-1126). Among the conservative members, the 
most influential literary figures were Su Shi 蘇軾 (1037-1101) and Huang Tingjian 黄庭堅 
(1045-1105). Their poetry was banned by the court, the carved wooden blocks of their collected 
poems being ordered to be destroyed.  
         As for the foreign affairs, since the war with the Jurchens and the Treaty of Shaoxing 
(Shaoxing heyi 紹興和議) with them in 1141, pro-war and anti-war officials frequently debated 
in court, and the control of literary writings was greatly tightened to suppress dissent.
2
 For 
instance, in 1138, the then-Junior Compiler in the Bureau of Military Affairs 樞密院編修官 Hu 
Quan 胡銓 (1102-1180) was demoted and banished because of his proposing to put the Chief 
Councilor Qin Hui秦檜 (1090-1155) to death and his opposition to the Treaty of Shaoxing. 
Wang Tinggui 王庭珪 (1079-1171) was even banished because of a poem he wrote to send off 
Hu Quan to his exile. Emperor Gaozong held grudges against literary men. He once claimed: 
“From now on I will not employ literary men” 朕今不用文華之士.3  
        At the beginning of the second half of the twelfth century, however, literary men—
primarily poets—faced a better writing environment than their predecessors at the end of the 
eleventh and early twelfth centuries. In 1163, Emperor Xiaozong was enthroned, who supported 
the conservative faction’s policies. In the same year, he gave the literary men a positive signal by 
                                                          
2
 Zeng listed the literary inquisitions that took place at the end of the Shaoxing reign in a chart. See Zeng, 
“Nansong zhongxing shitan de jiangou,” pp. 304-306. 
3
 Quoted from Zeng, p. 330. 
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asking Hu Quan who were the best contemporary poets.
4
 The shadow of the literary inquisitions 
of the earlier periods, however, was still hanging on the poets, resulting in a wave of reflection 
on the function of poetry and the role of the poet. Zhou Bida 周必大 (1126-1204), a prominent 
statesman of the period and an excellent prose writer, says in a preface to the collected works of 
Yang Yuan 楊願 (who passed the civil service examinations the same year as Zhou in 1151), “At 
that time poetry was taboo for contemporary people” 是時人諱言詩.5 Families from the 
conservative faction particularly had a shared unpleasant memory of it. Lu You 陸游 (1125-
1210), for example, in a preface written to send off Fan Zhongqi 范仲芑 (fl. 1172), shows his 
emotional bonding with Fan by claiming that they both came from “families on the Conservative 
Faction List” 黨籍家.6 Some chose to stay away from the political and academic partisanship 
and frequently sighed over the fickleness of human nature as reflected in the partisan politics of 
their times.
7
 
        Huang Tingjian, one of the greatest poets of the Song, after experiencing the literary 
inquisition in the late Northern Song, reflected on the social function of poetry writing: 
     
          Poetry is about one’s feelings and emotions. It is not about forcibly remonstrating in     
                                                          
4
 “Song gu Zizhengdian xueshi Chaoyi dafu zhishi Luling jun Kaiguo hou shiyi yiqian wubai hu shishi 
feng yibai hu ci zijin yudai zeng Tongyi dafu Hugong xingzhuang” 宋故資政殿學士朝議大夫致仕廬陵
郡開國侯食邑一千五百户食實封一百户賜紫金魚袋贈通議大夫胡公行狀, in Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 
4505. 
5
 Zhou Bida, “Zhu Xinzhong sheren wenji xu,” in Quan Songwen, vol. 230, p. 137. 
6
 Lu You, “Song Fan Xishu xu” 送范西叔序, in Quan Songwen, vol. 122, p. 330. 
7
 By academic partisanship I mean the different branches of Daoxue and other schools of thought. For a 
detailed discussion on this, see Peter Bol, Neo-Confucianism in History, pp. 138-140. 
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          the court, venting one’s grievances and resentment on the road, or angrily berating the 
neighbors and cursing the guests. … When it is expressed in a way of slandering and 
bullying, stretching one’s neck to wait for the blade, taking off one’s clothes to take the 
arrows, in order to vent one’s momentary anger and satisfy one’s instant pleasure, people 
all consider it as the misfortune of poetry. This is the writer missing the purpose of poetry 
composition, it is not poetry’s fault. 
          詩者, 人之情性也. 非強諫爭于庭, 怨忿詬于道, 怒鄰骂坐之為也. ... 其發為訕謗侵陵,  
          引頸以承戈, 披襟而受矢, 以快一朝之忿者, 人皆以為詩之禍, 是失詩之旨, 非詩之過 
          也.8 
 
Huang is saying that it is not appropriate to directly express excessive feelings such as anger and 
resentment in a poem. Its root goes back to the ancient poetic principle advocated by Confucius: 
poetry should be gentle and placid (wenrou dunhou 温柔敦厚), even though it is considered 
acceptable for the poet to use poetry for eulogizing or satirizing (meici 美刺). What is 
noteworthy here is that, Huang clearly states that it is not poetry but the writer’s fault when 
poetic expression goes astray.    
        Changes in other areas also had an impact on poetry. In the Northern Song, the civil service 
examination had provided educated scholars with the opportunity to become officials. Many of 
them were also good poets, because poetry was an integral part of the examination. During the 
Southern Song, due to the loss of the north to the Jurchens, the population density increased 
while the number of official positions decreased. At the same time, because of the changes in the 
                                                          
8
 “Shu Wang Zhizai Qushan zayong hou” 書王知載朐山雜詠後, Yuzhang xiansheng wenji (Sibu 
congkan edition), 26:13. 
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examination format and curriculum, poetry’s role in deciding one’s success in the civil service 
examination was much reduced. For much of the Southern Song, the examinations basically 
consisted of two categories, each with three test sessions to take. In the “Poetry and Rhapsody” 
track (shifu ke詩賦科), the examinees were asked to first write one regulated verse and one 
regulated rhapsody (lüfu 律賦), then one treatise (lun論), and finally three policy response 
essays (ce策). In the “Meaning of the Classics” track (jingyi ke 經義科), the examinees were 
required to first write three essays on the classics in which they specialized, one essay 
respectively on the Analects and Mencius as well as one treatise, and finally three policy 
response essays.
9
 Contemporary Southern Song records indicate that the grades crucial to 
passing were those received in the treatise and policy response essays sessions.
10
 These changes 
affected how the scholars would prepare for the exams. Skills in poetry writing became a less 
useful tool in gaining official posts and, as a consequence, less effort was put by the exam 
candidates in honing their poetic skills. 
        Poetry writing, in addition, had been constantly challenged by Daoxue scholars since the 
Northern Song. They considered that literary practice was harmful for attaining the Dao. Under 
these circumstances, poetry writing was becoming a less favored or significant undertaking for 
aspiring scholars. Wang Shipeng 王十朋 (1112-1171), who passed the civil service examination 
                                                          
9
 The poetry track had been abolished for the better part of half a century in the late Northern Song as part 
of Wang Anshi’s王安石 (1021-1086) reforms. It was reinstated in 1127 at the beginning of the Southern 
Song. 
10
 The contemporary twelfth-century official Wu Cong, for example, wrote that exam candidates in the 
Department of Ritual 禮部 examination (the second highest level) were judged primarily by their 
performance in these two sessions. Based on this evidence, Hilde De Weerdt concludes: “Average grades 
in all three sessions did not necessarily lead to success, but distinction in either the second or third session 
could ensure a place on the list of departmental examination graduates.” See De Weerdt, Competition 
over Content, p. 57. 
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as the top-ranked candidate in 1157, wrote: “As for the matter of writing poetry, it is a habit and 
practice of scholars. It is of no use to one’s virtue and can be put aside. Previously composed 
pieces are especially not suitable to be circulated, lest they become the source for gossip” 如作詩
一事, 乃書生氣習, 于道德無補, 姑可置之. 舊日篇章, 尤不宜播之于外, 恐爲人所議.11 
Wang’s point of view was representative at the beginning of the second half of the twelfth 
century. 
        Previous studies on Southern Song poetry paid more attention to individual poets, the 
relationships among them, to debates on the poetic trends, or the impact of Daoxue, the civil 
service examination and the literary inquisitions on poetry. The poetic circle of the Restoration 
period has been examined recently by Zeng Weigang 曾維剛 and Han Liping 韓立平 in their 
Ph.D. dissertations. They have outlined the development of poetry in this period and provided a 
much more vivid picture of the spirit of the time than their predecessors. However, their research 
is more descriptive in nature and is not issue-oriented. Research on poetry before the Restoration 
period generally acknowledges that the foundation for the new development in the Restoration 
period had been laid in the earlier periods but scholars also agree that it did not reach its peak 
until the Restoration period. Research on later periods, such as the thirteenth century, notices the 
changes in the poet’s social status and its impact on poetry writing.12 However, there are far less 
studies on the changes of the poet’s social status in the twelfth century and how the poets 
themselves reacted to it.  
                                                          
11
 “Yu Zhijiang shi shilang” 與直講史侍郎, in Quan Songwen, vol. 208, pp. 264-265. 
12
 Such as Qian Jianzhuang, NanSong chuqi de wenhua chongzu yu wenxue xinbian; Wang Jiansheng, 
Tongwang zhongxing zhilu: Sixiang yu wenhua shiyu zhong de Song nandu shitan; and Zhang Hongsheng, 
Jianghu shipai yanjiu. 
 7 
 
        The term shiren 詩人 at the beginning of the Chinese poetic tradition, specifically with the 
Classic of Poetry, referred to a person who was associated with the work, and its meaning was 
later extended to refer to an individual writer or a group of writers of poetry. Over the centuries, 
the term experienced changes in both how poetry is conceived of and the degree of self-
consciousness on the part of the poet regarding their identity. Scholars, as early as Yang Xiong 
揚雄 (B.C. 53-A.D. 18) in the Han Dynasty, began to pay attention to works produced by 
different groups of writers. He differentiated between rhapsodies written by shiren and 
rhapsodies written by ciren 辭人.13 In Liu Xie’s 劉勰 (465-520) Wenxin diaolong 文心雕龍, he 
comments on the features of works written by shiren.
14
 According to the modern scholar Chen 
Chia-huang 陳家煌, it was in the High Tang that the term shiren was gradually used to refer to 
the individual poets. And particularly it was since the Mid-Tang that shiren began to be used as a 
term to refer to writers who were committed to or specialized in poetry writing, to be juxtaposed 
with the term wenshi
15
 (“literary scholars:” here writers of prose), and with officials.16 According 
to Chen, this change indicates that the term by then had been recognized as a social status 
indicator, to acknowledge one’s talent in writing poetry. Other scholars have also examined the 
increased level of self-consciousness in choosing to identify one as a poet in the cases of the 
                                                          
13
 See “Wuzi” 吾子 chapter in Fayan yishu 法言義疏, p. 49. 
14
 “Qingcai” 情采 chapter in Wenxin diaolong zhushi, p. 347. 
15
 According to Chen Chia-huang, wenren or wenshi at the beginning refers entirely to persons who have 
culture and virtue. In the Eastern Han, it began to be associated with people who are specialized in literary 
writing, to be distinguished from people who are engaged in the Classics, the so-called jingxue zhi shi 經
學之士. When wenren appeared in Cao Pi’s 曹丕 (187-226) Dianlun, it is a general term referring to the 
literary men. See Wenxuan, juan 52, p. 720. 
16
 Chen, “Lun ZhongTang ‘shiren gainian’ yu ‘shiren shenfen’” 論中唐 “詩人概念” 與 “詩人身分,” in 
Wenshizhe, 2010 (12:17): 137-168, p. 144. 
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Tang poets Bai Juyi 白居易 (772-846) and Meng Jiao 孟郊 (751-815), and the late Northern 
Song poet Chen Shidao 陳師道 (1053-1102).17 
        During the Song, it became more common to juxtapose shiren with wenshi/wenren on the 
one hand and shiren/wenshi or wenren with the nobles and high officials (wanggong daren 王公
大人) on the other. This juxtaposition highlights both the changes in the social status of the 
groups involved and the desire for differentiation among the different genres of writing. Wang 
Kaichun 王開春 in an article discusses the growing self-consciousness in general on the part of 
the poets to identify themselves with the status of shiren in the Southern Song.
18
 Wang Shuizhao 
王水照 notes the correlation between the changes in the social status of the poets and the 
growing levels of education among the population (wenhua xiayi 文化下移) in the same 
period.
19
 He argues that literati who did not hold offices (either failed or did not take the civil 
service examination) showed considerably different taste in literature due to their limited 
political power, low social status, and indifference to the social elite. He points out that most of 
the well-known literary figures of the Southern Song passed away between 1205 and 1207, very 
close to the ending period that is examined in this dissertation. After 1205-1207, we see only less 
                                                          
17
 See Chen Chia-huang, “Bai Juyi shiren zijue yanjiu” 白居易詩人自覺研究, 2007 dissertation; Zhong 
Xiaofeng 鐘曉峰, “Lun Meng Jiao de shiren yishi yu ziwo biaoshu” 論孟郊的詩人意識與自我表述, in 
Danjiang zhongwen xuebao 淡江中文學報, 2009 (6:20): 190-211; and Li Niting 李妮庭, “Chen Shidao 
shiren yishi yu ‘shiqiong’ biaoshu” 陳師道詩人意識與 “詩窮”表述, in Donghua hanxue 東華漢學, 
2010 (6:10): 169-213. 
18
 See “Keju dui NanSong shitan de yingxiang: yi shiren ‘shenfen zijue’ yishi wei zhongxin de kaocha” 
科舉對南宋詩坛的影嚮: 以詩人“身份自覺”意識為中心的考察. In Qiushi xuekan 求是學刊, 2012 
(39:5): 119-125. 
19
 “Nan Song wenxue de shidai tedian yu lishi dingwei” 南宋文學的時代特點和歷史定位, in Wenxue 
yichan 文學遺產, 2010 (1): 47-55. 
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famous ones, although both the number of poets and their density in the general population 
greatly increased.
20
 
        Along with the differentiation of shiren, wenren, and wanggong daren, poems were labeled 
according to the groups to which the writers belonged, such as shiren zhi shi and wenren zhi 
shi.
21
 Shiren zhi shi and wenren zhi shi are usually defined from two aspects: the writers (poetry 
writers vs. prose writers) and the writing styles (with or without the prosodic syntax).
22
 The 
Northern Song scholar Li Fu 李復 (1079 jinshi) made the following comments on the Tang poet 
Han Yu’s 韓愈 (768-824) poems in a letter to a scholar named Hou Mo 侯謨: “I was inquired by 
you about Du Fu 杜甫 (712-770) and Han Yu’s poems and prose. Du Fu specializes in poetry. 
Han Yu is good at composing prose and his poems resemble his prose. The poems of Han Yu are 
not poems composed by a poet but by a prose writer” 承問子美與退之之詩與雜文. 子美長于
詩, 退之好為文, 詩似其文. 退之詩, 非詩人之詩, 乃文人之詩也.23 Shen Gua 沈括 (1029-1093) 
also takes a similar view on Han Yu’s poetry: “They are prose with rhymes. Even though they 
are vigorous, graceful, rich and full, their style is not close to poetry” 乃押韻之文爾, 雖健美富
                                                          
20
 Wang, p. 51.  
21
 And for jingxue zhi shi 經學之士, their poems are accordingly labelled as xuezhe zhi shi 學者之詩. For 
example, Xiao Yi 蕭繹 (508-555) in “Jinlou zi 金樓子,” brings up the term ruzhe shi (儒者詩, poetry by 
Confucians). Zhang Shi 張栻 (1133-1180), the Southern Song Daoxue scholar, uses the term xuezhe zhi 
shi (poetry by scholars) to refer to poetry composed by the Daoxue scholars. 
22
 The word wen, although still used to refer to literary works in general, was more and more used in the 
sense of prose. Chen Ing-jie also noted that one aspect of this trend, that is, the strong intent of keeping 
the boundaries of poetry and prose was attacked by writers in the later generation, such as Zhen Dexiu 眞
德秀 (1178-1235) and Liu Chenweng 劉辰翁 (1232-1297). 
23
 “Yu Hou Mo Xiucai” 與侯謨秀才, in Yushui ji, SKQS edition, juan 5: 16.b. 
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贍, 而格不近詩.24 The Southern Song poet Xue Jixuan 薛季宣 (1134-1173) praises the Tang 
poet Li He’s 李賀 (790-816) poems: “Other people’s poems have the fault of being either 
unrefined or vulgar, which definitely cannot be called a poet’s poetry” 他人之詩, 不失之粗, 則
失之俗, 要不可謂詩人之詩.25  
        The above quotes show that even though shiren zhi shi most of the time refers to poems 
composed by a real poet, it could have other implications according to the speaker’s 
understanding of the term. If we focus on the modifiers used to define the different 
categorizations, we find that they are all related to the identity of the writer: shiren, wenren, or 
xuezhe. Many scholars follow this major line of categorization. Zeng Weigang divides the 
Zhongxing poetry writers into Daoxue poets 道學詩人, conservative official-poets 保守官僚詩
人, progressive official-poets 激進官僚詩人, and River and Lake poets 江湖詩人. This 
seemingly neat categorization, however, might be too narrow and rigid in positioning the poets in 
a particular group. According to Han Liping, this problematic categorization might not well 
represent the poetic style of the poets.
26
 Uchiyama Seiya 内山精也 considers that the three social 
statuses of poetry writers—officials, scholars, and poets—form a triangle. When the stability of 
this triangle becomes problematic, it would show in the poems. For example, in the officials’ 
works, poems reflecting social concerns occupy a large portion. When the status of officials 
became detached from the status of poets in the thirteenth century, poems could be merely a 
means of expressing personal concerns, and poets might come from outside of the literati circle. 
                                                          
24
 Wei Tai 魏泰, Linhan yinju shihua 臨漢隱居詩話, in Lidai shihua, p. 323. 
25
 “Li Changji shiji xu” 李長吉詩集序, in Quan Songwen, vol. 257, p. 314. 
26
 Han, p. 25. He groups the poets according to their generations and poetic styles. 
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Unlike Zeng Weigang, Uchiyama recognizes the existence of overlap among the three social 
statuses.
27 
 
        Chen Ing-jie 陳英傑 has also examined the claim of “poetry by poets” in the Southern Song, 
but he simply takes it as a sign of the poets’ promoting the Tang poetic style and a way of the 
poets’ attempt to change the Jiangxi School style popular since the late Northern Song, which 
emphasizes skills and the importance of reading for composition.
28
 Chen equates “poetry by 
poets” with the Tang poetic style, particularly the High Tang poetic style. The Tang poetic style 
is indeed what was promoted by poets of the time. The poets’ use of the term “poetry by poets,” 
however, covered far more ground than Chen’s argument suggests. 
        While listing the River and Lake poets among the Zhongxing poets, Zeng Weigang points 
out that there are still debates about the time of the emergence of the River and Lake poets and 
that scholars tend to consider they were active at a time after the Four Masters of the Zhongxing 
period, based on the fact that they obtained this name due to the title of  their poetry collection 
Jianghu ji 江湖集 in 1209, and their subsequent involvement in the so-called “Incident of the 
River and Lake poets” (jianghu shihuo 江湖詩禍). In contrast to this majority view, Zeng argues 
that the River and Lake poets had become an important component of the poetic circle in the 
earlier Zhongxing period.
29
 
                                                          
27
 “Songdai shidafu de shigeguan: cong Jiangxipai dao Jianghu pai” 宋代士大夫的詩歌觀: 從江西派到
江湖派, in Songdai wenxue zhi huitong yu liubian 宋代文學之會通與流變, pp. 29-55. 
28
 See “Song Yuan Ming Qing shixue fazhan zhong de ‘shengTang’ guannian xilun” 宋元明詩學發展中
的“盛唐”觀念析論. Dissertation. Taipei: Guoli zhengzhi daxue, 2011. 
29
 According to Zeng, the River and Lake poets at the earlier Zhongxing period were represented by 
Zhang Fu 章甫, Chen Zao 陳造 (1133-1203, 1175 jinshi), Liu Guo 劉過 (1154-1206), Jiang Kui, Liu Han 
劉翰, Zhang Liangchen 張良臣 (1163 jinshi), and Ge Tianmin 葛天民. 
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        In this dissertation I will focus on shiren zhi shi and treat shiren as a term that was closely 
associated with the poet’s self-identification as a poet. In other words, shiren was not a simple 
equivalent of writers of poetry. When it is used with a strong implication of social status and a 
clear requirement of high literary quality, it means that not every poetry writer will naturally be 
taken as a shiren.
30
 By looking at the conception of the poet and the practice of poetry through 
the lens of social status, this dissertation aims to examine the place of poetry and poets in a 
radically changing society and analyze how the circumstances caused the concept of “poet” to be 
problematic at the time. If the contrast of shiren and wenshi, and that of shiren and wanggong 
daren in the Mid-Tang is taken as a sign of acknowledging the talent of the poets and the 
growing self-consciousness of their identity as a poet, the heightened awareness of the distinction 
between these groups taking place at the second half of the twelfth century shows not only the 
growing self-consciousness of the poet’s identity but also the lack of acknowledgment of their 
value by their contemporaries. I argue, firstly, that poets of the time showed a strong tendency to 
lean toward emphasizing the continued relevance of poetry when their access to political and 
economic power was limited. Secondly, I argue that the change in this period was a prelude to 
what was going to happen in the thirteenth century, with the poetic community reacting as a 
group faced with the challenges from outside of the community. They chose “poet” as their 
identity, promoted “poems by poets,” and were committed to the elevated enterprise of poetry 
writing. Thirdly, I argue that this community building effort was concerned with not only how to 
write poetry and what to write, but also who is writing, which was at the center of the issue and 
shaped the other two concerns. What is noteworthy during these processes is that the poets of the 
                                                          
30
 For instance, Zhou Bida 周必大 (1126-1204) in literary history is known more for his prose writing. 
However, in his discussions of poetry, Zhou takes the position of a poet. Therefore this dissertation 
considers him a member of the poetic community. 
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second half of the twelfth century tended to take space as an important part of their identity 
construction, be it the redefined and expanded space of “mountains and forests” (shanlin 山林), 
“rivers and lakes” (jianghu 江湖), or one’s meditation room. This was the poets’ response to the 
confined geographical and psychological space of the Southern Song.   
        Besides the writer’s identity as a poet, the term shiren zhi shi also emphasizes the writer’s 
particular ability or specialization and talent within the field of poetry. It contains the same 
elements as the term shi zhi zhuanmen jia 詩之專門家 analyzed by Qian Zhixi 錢志熙.31 Since 
Qu Yuan’s 屈原 (B.C. 340-B.C. 278) time, people have noticed that each thing and human being 
has their own unique strengths and weaknesses.
32
 Later critics further apply this observation 
about physical objects and human beings to literary writings. Cao Pi 曹丕 (187-226) in his 
Dianlun 典論, when talking about the literary men’s tendency of disparaging each other (wenren 
xiang qing 文人相輕), says: “Human beings are good at discovering the strengths of themselves. 
But there is not just one genre in literature, and people can rarely be good at all of them. 
Therefore they use their strengths to disparage other people’s shortcomings” 夫人善於自見, 而
文非一體, 鮮能備善, 是以各以所長, 相輕所短.33 The Six Dynasties scholar Shen Yue 沈約 
                                                          
31
 Qian traces the notion of a poet specializing in a particular subgenre of poetry to the Wei and Jin 
periods. His definition of shi zhi zhuanmen jia is a person who has the ability to specialize in a particular 
subgenre, who devotes himself to poetry composition for a considerable long period, and who has a 
sustained passion for poetry composition. He thinks that the closer to the contemporary period, the more 
poetry specialists there are, and the higher the degree of specialization. See Qian, “Zhongguo gudai 
shixue de yanjin de jizhong qushi (lungang): yi Wei Jin nanbeichao shiqi de shixue xingtai wei zhongxin” 
中國古代詩學的演進的幾種趨勢 (論綱): 以魏晋南北朝時期的詩學形態為中心, in Lixue ji 立雪集. 
Beijing: Renmin wenxue chubanshe, 2005, pp. 58-63. 
32
 See “Buju” 卜居, in Chuci jizhu 楚辭集注, p. 112: “Chi, [although longer], has its shortcomings. Cun, 
[although shorter], has its strength. [Even materially rich], one could feel the lack of something; Even a 
wise person could be shaded” 夫尺有所短, 寸有所長, 物有所不足, 智有所不明. 
33
 “Lunwen” 論文, in Wenxuan, juan 52, p. 720. 
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(441-513) in his “Biography of Xie Lingyun” comments extensively on the strengths of Sima 
Xiangru 司馬相如 (B.C. 179-B.C.118), Ban Biao 班彪 (3-54), Ban Gu 班固 (32-92), Cao Zhi 
曹植 (192-232), and Wang Can 王粲 (177-217).34 The literary theorist Liu Xie from the same 
period, after briefly criticizing writers from the Xianqin period to his own time, thus concludes 
the chapter “Talents and Strategies” (Cailue 才略) in his Wenxin diaolong: “It is indeed hard to 
get talented writers. Each of them has different gift” 才難然乎! 性各異禀.35 
        The practice of associating one’s talent with one’s strength was also shared by the Song 
people. Qin Guan 秦觀 (1049-1100) once commented on Du Fu 杜甫 (712-770) and Zeng 
Gong’s 曾鞏 (1019-1083) writings: “People’s talent has its limitation. Du Fu’s poetry is the best 
of all time, but his prose writings are not readable. Zeng Gong is known for his prose writings, 
while he is unskillful at writings with rhymes. This cannot be easily comprehended through 
reason” 人才各有分限. 杜子美詩冠古今, 而無韻者殆不可讀. 曾子固以文名天下, 而有韻者
輒不工. 此未易以理推之也.36  
        Because of this association of one’s talent with literary writings, the poets of the second half 
of the twelfth century demanded that poetry be written not by any writers but by specialized 
poets. Yang Wanli 楊萬里 (1127-1206), in as early as 1176, made the following strong, direct 
claim: “Poetry is unlike prose; it must be written by poets” 詩非文比也, 必詩人為之.37 Qian 
Zhongshu 錢鐘書 (1910-1998) uses the term professionalization to describe the poetic trend in 
                                                          
34
 “Xie Lingyun zhuanlun” 謝靈運傳論, in Wenxuan, juan 50, pp. 702-704. 
35
 Wenxin diaolong zhushi, p. 505. 
36
 “Ji Shaoyou lu shi wen” 記少遊論詩文, in Su Shi wenji, p. 2136. 
37
 “Huang Yushi jixu,” in Yang Wanli ji jiaozhu, p. 3209. 
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the thirteenth century, which is only slightly later than the period discussed here.
38
 Furthermore, 
later there was the trend of demanding that poetry should be commented and analyzed by poets, 
which can be seen as the further development of this requirement. Huang Sheng 黄昇 (fl. 1244) 
in his preface to the Shiren yuxie 詩人玉屑 writes: “People who are good at writing poetry are 
able to see the nuances in their commentaries” 善詩者能識其評之精. Liu Kezhuang 劉克庄 
(1187-1269), a poet from a later generation, says: 
 
            Poetic criticism must be done by poets. Nowadays if people say someone’s fame is as 
noble as the moon and the sun, filling heaven and earth, then this is a person of morality; 
if someone whose rationality reaches the heaven and has inherited and continued the 
tradition of Zhou Dunyi [周敦頤 1017-1073] and the Two Chengs [Cheng Hao 程顥 
1032-1085 and Cheng Yi 程頤 1033-1107], then this person is a scholar; if someone who 
looks into Yao and Si [last names of Shun and Yu, the two virtuous leaders after the 
Yellow Emperor] and reaches the level of Zhuangzi [庄子, B.C. 369-B.C. 286] and Qu 
Yuan, adopts Qu Yuan and Song Yu’s [lines] [B.C. 298?-B.C. 222], and is influenced by 
Ban Gu and Sima Qian [司馬遷 (B.C. 145/135-B.C. 86)], then this person is a writer of 
prose; if someone who likes to talk about becoming a government official or minister, then 
this is a person who pursues fame. These several types of people have not reached the 
fence and wall or the banks and boundaries of poetry writing. Even if they want to 
comment on poetry, they will not be able to scratch the itches. 
                                                          
38
 Wang, pp. 50-51. 
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            詩必詩人評之. 今世言某人貴名揭日月, 直聲塞穹壤, 是名節人也; 某人性理際天淵, 
源派傳濂洛, 是學問人也; 某人窺姚姒, 逮庄騷, 摘屈宋, 熏班馬, 是文章人也; 某人立
談取卿相, 是功名人也. 此數項人者……於詩家高下深淺未嘗涉其藩牆津涯, 雖強評, 
要未抓着痒處.39 
  
 Both requirements, that poetry must be written by poets and that poetry must be commented on 
and critiqued by poets speak of the desire for specialization in the fields of poetry writing and 
poetic criticism in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.   
        As mentioned above, this dissertation aims to challenge the practice of viewing poets as 
independent individual writers that did not face the same issues and share the same concerns as 
other poets; and to examine the poets by situating them in their very own community. My 
examination of the poetic community at the time will be carried out by paying particular 
attention to their efforts and discourses on building a poetic community, as well as the 
relationship between this poetic community building and the identity crisis facing them caused 
by the increased competition from other genres, the decline of the status of poetry and of the poet, 
and other cultural, political, philosophical, and institutional factors. My understanding of the 
poet’s community in this dissertation is inspired by Tian Yuan Tan’s definition in his Songs of 
Contentment and Transgression: Discharged Officials and Literati Communities in Sixteenth-
Century North China, in which he argues that “participation in a genre defines a community.” 
Tan points out three themes or elements in the conception of community: “the social class of the 
members or participants, their spatial connection, and their shared interests or values.”40 Tan also 
                                                          
39
 “Ba Liu Lan shiji” 跋劉澜詩集, in Quan Songwen, vol. 330, p. 25. 
40
 Tian Yuan Tan, Songs of Contentment and Transgression, p. 11. 
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talks about the importance of the writer’s position and position-taking in the community and the 
symbolic and cultural capital accompanying it. 
        These three elements also play a crucial role in the poet’s community in the period under 
discussion here (Tan’s analysis is based on a later period, the song writers of the Mid-Ming). The 
poets of the second half of the twelfth century chose the identity of poet among their multiple 
identities. Connected by their shared interests and values, the writers in the poet’s community 
communicated with each other despite spatial distances and discoursed on their identity as poets. 
       The main body of the dissertation consists of four chapters. The first chapter outlines the 
poetic community in the second half of the twelfth century and the major discourse by the poets 
themselves on the issue of identity. I will pay particular attention to the role played by Yang 
Wanli in this community and process. The second chapter discusses Yang Wanli’s literary works, 
especially how his poems and the so-called Chengzhai Style 誠齋體 reflects the changing social 
status of the poet and how he responds to the poetic issues of his time. Yang’s “Chengzhai style” 
is considered as a continuous effort of an earlier generation poet, Lü Benzhong 吕本中 (1084-
1145) on the lively poetic writing style.
41
 I intend to demonstrate, besides this known poetic 
tradition and thoughts, Yang’s “Chengzhai style” is also the outcome of his active response to 
the challenged poetic identity of his time. The subsequent two chapters focus on two poets close 
to Yang Wanli within the large poets’ community: Jiang Kui 姜夔 (1155?-1121?)42 and Lin Xian
林憲 (passed a special examination during 1165-1173). Jiang Kui, although known primarily as 
                                                          
41
 For “Live Method” (huofa 活法), see Lü’s “Preface to Xia Junfu’s Collection” 夏均父集序, in Lidai 
shihua xubian, Beijing: Zhonghua shujue, p. 485. 
42
 There are a few hypotheses about Jiang Kui’s year of death: (1) 1231 by Chen Si; (2) around 1121 by 
Xia Chengtao; (3) 1209 or 1210 by Chen Shangjun; (4) 1209 by Shu Jingnan; (5) around 1207 by Han 
Liping; (6) 1208 by Wang Rui. Before more solid evidence is found, I will in this dissertation use 1121 as 
the approximate year of Jiang’s death. 
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a song lyrics writer in literary history, is also an excellent poetry writer with a work of poetics 
circulating at the time, as well as a representative of the younger generation of poets in the 
twelfth century. The third chapter studies Jiang Kui’s poems and his Baishi daoren shishuo 
(Master White Stone’s Poetic Remarks 白石道人詩說). I will analyze in great detail Jiang Kui’s 
understanding of the term “poet” (shiren) and his specific requirements for poets in Baishi 
daoren shishuo, and how the frequent appearances of the images of “rivers and lakes” and “boat” 
in his poems outline his life experience and at the same time define his identity as a poet. The 
fourth chapter discusses the case of Lin Xian, relatively obscure in literary history but renowned 
in the poets’ community of his time. He was chosen as a representative for poets who did not 
hold an official position and were in an economically constrained situation. In the chapter, I 
analyze how Lin constructed his poetic identity through his poetic practices and, more 
specifically, through his meditation room, the “Snow Nest,” a name of both literary heritage and 
with Buddhism connotation. Taking “Snow Nest” as his literary name, Lin has been strongly tied 
to the symbolic meaning of this name. In the Conclusion, I bring the above three case studies 
together and further discuss the relationship among poetry, society, and politics, and poetry as a 
genre in the transitional period of the Southern Song. 
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Chapter 1: The Poets’ Community in the Second Half of the Twelfth Century 
        As briefly mentioned in the Introduction, poetry writing as a practice toward the end of the 
Northern Song and the early decades of the Southern Song was in a depressed state because of 
the highly charged political atmosphere. Compared to those more chaotic periods, the poets’ 
community in the second half of the twelfth century became more active, due to the loosened 
control on literature after Emperor Xiaozong ascended the throne. According to Han Liping’s 
statistics, there are 37 Zhongxing poets with at least five volumes of poems included in the Quan 
Song shi.
43
 As we mentioned in the Introduction, when Emperor Xiaozong ascended to the 
throne in 1163, he made an inquiry to Hu Quan about the influential poets in the court. Hu Quan 
replied with a list of poets that includes Wang Tinggui, Zhu Xi 朱熹 (1130-1200), Yang Wanli, 
Zhou Bida, Hu Hao 胡鎬 (Hu Quan’s brother), Hu Changling 胡昌齡 (Hu Quan’s nephew), and 
Hu Ji 胡籍 (Hu Quan’s nephew). Hu Quan’s list, of course, had its limitations. For one thing, the 
names were largely determined by Hu Quan’s familial relations and social circles: the last three 
names on Hu’s list were his family members, not popular names in the poetic community of the 
time; both Wang Tinggui and Yang Wanli were in close relationships with Hu Quan.
44
 For 
another, the list was created in 1163, a time when the poetic scene was transitioning from the 
generation that had a close tie with the Northern Song to the younger generations who were 
about to enter people’s vision. 
                                                          
43
 Han, pp. 22-24. Han does not include Wang Tinggui in his list due to the fact that Wang was active 
mainly in the Gaozong reign periods. 
44
 See Zhang Ruijun, Yang Wanli pingzhuan, Nanjing: Nanjing daxue chubanshe, p. 8. 
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          Yang Wanli, in his Chengzhai shihua (Chengzhai’s [The Sincerity Studio’s] Poetic 
Remarks 誠齋詩話), completed during his later years,45 provides a more comprehensive list of 
contemporary twelfth-century poets: 
 
Since the Longxing reign period [1163-1164], people who have earned a fame in poetry 
are Lin Guangchao [Qianzhi, 1114-1178, 1163 jinshi]), Fan Chengda [Zhineng, 1126-
1193, 1154 jinshi], Lu You [Wuguan, 1125-1210], You Mao [Yanzhi, 1127-1294, 1148 
jinshi)], and Xiao Dezao [Dongfu, 1151 jinshi]. More recently, there are Zhang Zi 
[Gongfu, 1153-?], Zhao Fan [Changfu, 1143-1229], Liu Han [Wuzi), Huang Jingshuo 
[Yanlao, 1169 jinshi], Xu Sidao [Yuanzi, 1166 jinshi], Xiang Anshi [Pingfu, 1129-1208, 
1175 jinshi], Gong Feng [Zhongzhi, 1148-1227], Jiang Kui [Yaozhang, 1155?-1221?], Xu 
He [Gongzhong], and Wang Jing [Zhongquan]. The first five all have poetry collections 
circulating in the world. 
自隆興以來, 以詩名者, 林謙之, 范至能, 陸務觀, 尤延之, 蕭東夫. 近時後進有張鎡功
父, 趙蕃昌父, 劉翰武子, 黃景說岩老, 徐似道淵子, 項安世平甫, 鞏豐仲至, 姜夔堯章, 
徐賀恭仲, 汪經仲權, 前五人皆有詩集傳世.46 
 
Except for Lin Guangchao, most of the senior poets on Yang’s list were born in the 1120s (Yang 
Wanli and Fan Chengda received their jinshi degrees in the same year of 1154), and the younger 
generation poets were born around 1160. 
                                                          
45
 See Hu Jiansheng 胡建昇, “Chengzhao shihua chengshu niandai kao” 誠齋詩話成書年代攷. In 
Tangdu xuekan, 2006 (3): 123-126. 
46
 Chengzhai shihua, in Lidai shihua xubian, p. 142. 
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        Similar statements can be found in Yang Wanli’s other writings as well. For example, in the 
preface written for Xiao Dezao’s poetry collection in 1191, Yang ends with these words: “I often 
make the following comments on contemporary poets: the freshness of Fan Chengda, the balance 
and simplicity of You Mao, the richness of Lu You, and the skillfulness of Xiao Dezao—these 
are all what I admire” 余常論近世之詩人, 若范石湖之清新, 尤梁溪之平淡, 陸放翁之敷腴, 蕭
千巖之工緻, 皆予之所畏也.47 In a poem written to Zhang Zi and Jiang Kui, Yang again lists 
these four figures while highlighting the leading young poets of his time: 
 
After the four old fellows of You, Xiao, Fan, and Lu,                     尤蕭范陸四詩翁, 
who will take the first place?                                                            此後誰當第一功? 
I would now make Mr. South Lake [Zhang Zi] the general,            新拜南湖為上將, 
and recommend Master White Stone [Jiang Kui] as the vanguard. 更推白石做先鋒.48 
 
The poetic critic in the Song-Yuan transitional period Fang Hui 方回 (1227-1307) makes a more 
general statement based on Yang’s above comments and his own observations: “Since the 
revival of the [Southern] Song, when people talk about good governance, they would mention 
the Qiandao and Chunxi reign periods; when talking about poetry, they would mention You, 
                                                          
47
 “Qianyan zhaigao xu,” in Yang Wanli ji jiaozhu, p. 3281. 
48
 “Jintui ge ji Zhang Gongfu and Jiang Yaozhang” 進退格寄張功甫姜堯章, in Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 
2190. 
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Yang, Lu, and Fan” 宋中興以來, 言治必曰乾淳, 言詩必曰尤楊陸范.49 Fang Hui’s ranking of 
the four masters of the Southern Song will be followed as the standard one thereafter. 
        Yang’s list of major contemporary poets reflected his recognition of these poets’ role and 
achievements within the community. Yang’s own achievement, because of the popularity of the 
Chengzhai Style 誠齋體 named after him, had by this time been widely recognized. Moreover, 
Yang had been in ascendency in his official career, taking office periodically in the capital city 
Lin’an 臨安 (present-day Hangzhou). Because of its geographical location and political position, 
Lin’an provided a natural gathering place for like-minded officials and friends, and conveniently 
linked the poets in the surrounding areas, such as Fan Chengda in Wuxian 吳縣 (present-day 
Suzhou), and Xiao Dezao and Jiang Kui in Wucheng 烏程 (present-day Huzhou), making 
possible the formation of a bigger literary community. In the following sections, the practices of 
the poets in the community and Yang’s involvement with and contribution to them will be 
examined through three areas: the actual gatherings of the community (local); the exchange of 
poems and circulation of one’s published poetry collections among friends (trans-local); and 
Yang and other poets’ theoretical discourses on the community on the whole (discourse). 
 
Gatherings 
 
        Zeng Feng 曾豐 (1142-1224, 1169 jinshi), after a failed attempt to visit Zhang Zi, wrote: 
“In the capital, with whom I can discuss literature? / Those busybodies all hustle to pay their 
                                                          
49
 Fang Hui, “Ba Suichu You xiansheng Shangshu shi” 跋遂初尤先生尚書詩, in Tongjiang ji 桐江集. 
Nanjing: Jiangsu guji chubanshe, 1988, juan 3, p. 234. 
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respects to Ziyun” 京師誰可與論文, 好事紛紛訪子雲.50 Ziyun 子雲 is the style name 字 of the 
Han Dynasty scholar and writer Yang Xiong, which was used to refer to Yang Wanli. As 
indicated in this line, Yang was a central figure in the literary circle of Lin’an. And the literary 
and social gatherings in which Yang was involved were often held by the West Lake 
(particularly in the years between 1185-1187), or at Zhang Zi’s Cassia Estate (from 1186 to 
1190). 
        In 1185, when Yang was appointed first an examiner for that year’s civil service 
examination and then in the fifth month promoted to the post “Vice Director of the Ministry of 
Personnel” 吏部郎中, he and several of his colleagues, including You Mao, Chen Zhong’e 陳仲
諤 (1148 jinshi), Yan Shilu 顏師魯 (1118-1193), and Shen Kui 沈揆 (1160 jinshi), decided to go 
for some sightseeing. During that time span, they visited the West Lake and the Pei Garden 裴園 
at least four times; each time they wrote and exchanged poems with each other.
51
 In 1186, Yang 
wrote a preface for his own Nanhai Collection 南海集 and post-faces for Lu You’s Jiannan 
shigao 劍南詩稿, Jiang Teli’s Meishan shiji 梅山詩集, and Zhang Zi’s Yuezhai shi yigao 約齋
詩乙稿. He wrote 26 poems on Yu Liangneng’s 喻良能 (1157 jinshi) garden. On the Cold Food 
festival of the same year, Yang and Lu You, Shen Kui, You Mao, Mo Shuguang 莫叔光 (1163 
jinshi), and Shen Ying 沈瀛 (1160 jinshi) gathered at Zhang Zi’s North Garden in the Cassia 
                                                          
50
 “Jiu yu fang Yuezhai weiguo liangjueju xiadai” 久欲訪約齋未果兩絕句下逮, in Quan Songshi, vol. 
48, p. 30322. 
51
 Yu Beishan, Yang Wanli nianpu, pp. 280-281. 
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Estate.
52
 The gatherings at Zhang Zi’s Cassia Estate became a legend to the later generations. 
Dai Biaoyuan 戴表元 (1244-1310) recounts these gatherings in a tone full of nostalgia: 
  
The war had ended for a long time. The well-known figures and literary men gradually 
returned to the old practices that were conducted by high officials during peaceful times. 
Zhang Gongfu [Zhang Zi], the grandson of the Prince of Xun, was known for his 
hospitality. At the time, when the weather was good, when the flowers were blooming or 
the moon was bright, Gongfu would open his Hall of Illumination and prepare wine to 
entertain his guests. Among them were Yang Tingxiu of Luling [Yang Wanli], Lu 
Wuguan of Shanyin, and Jiang Yaozhang of Fuliang. The number could go up to several 
dozens. When these people came, they would drink in delight and sing loudly, staying 
until the end of the night and forgetting to take off. The next day, the poems and lyrics 
they had composed while drunk during the night would be quickly circulated to the capital. 
Every household in the capital would copy and recite them, considering it a glorious 
matter. 
渡江兵休久, 名家文人漸漸修還承平舘閣故事, 而循王孫張功父使君以好客聞天下. 
當是時, 遇佳風日, 花時月夕, 功父必開玉照堂, 置酒樂客. 其客廬陵楊廷秀, 山陰陸務
觀, 浮梁姜堯章之徒以十數. 至輒歡飲浩歌, 窮晝夜忘去. 明日醉中唱酬詩或樂府詞, 
纍纍傳都下. 都下人門抄戶誦, 以為盛事.53 
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 “Mudan yanxi shixu” 牡丹嬿席詩序, in Shanyuan wenji, juan 10, p. 15. SKQS edition. 
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        In 1187, Yang, together with Shen Kui, You Mao, Wang Houzhi 王厚之 (1131-1204), and 
Lin Xian, went to the West Lake again. Also in the same year, Yang introduced Jiang Kui to Fan 
Chengda, who was then in his Bolder Lake Estate. He copied and sent his own Jingxi Collection, 
and later his Xigui Collection 西歸集, to Zhong Jiangzhi 鍾將之 (1127-1196, 1148 jinshi). 
Yang’s other activities during the year include exchanging poems with Lin Xian, Jiang Teli, and 
Zhang Zi, and sending his three poetry collections, that is, Nanhai Collection 南海集, Chaotian 
Collection 朝天集, and Jingxi Collection 荆溪集, to Zhang Zi. Liu Huan 劉渙 (fl. 1186) sent 
Yang a copy of Yang’s Nanhai Collection that he himself printed. Yang, in return, sent Liu a 
copy of his Chaotian Collection, and later his Xigui Collection.
54
 
        These frequent social gatherings and interactions with like-minded friends were one of the 
main occasions where poems were composed and exchanged. Among Yang’s poetic exchanges 
with friends, two written to Lu You in 1186 are noteworthy. In the two poems, Yang compares 
himself and Lu You to the Western Han writer Yang Xiong and the Western Jin writer Lu Yun 
陸雲 (262-303). Below is the second of the two poems entitled “Once Again Matching the 
Rhymes of ‘The Song of Yang Ziyun and Lu Shilong,’ Asking Lu Wuguan to Stay for the West 
Lake Gathering and to Supervise the Contest” 再和雲龍歌留陸務觀西湖小集且督戰云55: 
 
I myself would like to be the cloud,                                            我願身爲雲, 
and you be the dragon.                                                                東野化爲龍. 
                                                          
54
 Yu, pp. 323-326. 
55
 Yang Ziyun refers to Yang Xiong (BC.53-AD.18), a famous Western Han writer of rhapsody. Lu 
Shilong refers to Lu Yun (262-303), a well-known literary figure during the Western Jin period. Here, 
Yang Ziyun and Lu Shilong are used by Yang Wanli to refer, respectively, to himself and Lu You. 
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The dragon will enter the deep pool and the cloud                     龍會入淵雲入岫, 
will enter the cave;                       
          while Master Han [Han Yu] wants to stay together for long.      韓子却要長相逢. 
When you intentionally look for it, the encounter will not         作意相尋偏不値, 
     happen;  
I do not know what year this year is.                                           不知今年是何歲. 
The Shanteng paper and the jade tablet have been presented;    剡藤玉板贈一番, 
and the Yangui and Wuwan inks have not yet dried.                  延珪烏丸晒未乾. 
It turned out to be my old friend Lu Junyi [Lu Yun 262-303],   乃是故人陸浚儀, 
who in his poems transformed bones into gold.                          詩骨點化黄金丹. 
People say that Liu Xiang [77B.C.E-6B.C.E.] should have        謂宜天祿貯劉向, 
    been kept at the Tianlu Library, 
or otherwise at least be put at the Cloud Tower.                         不然亦合雲臺上. 
But he was instead ordered to go collecting taxes;                     却令去鎖催租錢, 
three thousand pieces of poetry of cool breeze and bright          枉却清風明月三千篇. 
   moon were all wasted.  
Departing in night clothing or in the morning, he could             夜裝明發走不徹, 
    not get through; 
the wormwood pierces through the moon of Yan Shoal in         半蒿刺破嚴灘月.56 
half.   
                                                          
56
 Yan Shoal is the place where the renowned Latter Han recluse Yan Guang resided. 
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          I, the old man, would not like to be the lord of ten thousand       老夫不願萬戶侯, 
    households, 
but to drink and enjoy ten thousand gallons of wine, floating    但願與君酒船萬斛同拍浮. 
    on a boat with you. 
I, the old man, is not afraid of the former general,                      老夫不怯故將軍,57 
but fear chasing and competing with you with pens                   但怯與君筆陣千里相追奔. 
               for ten thousand miles.                                                             
          Where is Du Fu’s Huanhua Thatch now;                                     少陵浣花舊時屋,58 
and where is the tomb of Li Bai in the blue mountains?             太白青山何處墳. 
The two immortals could be buried in the dunes and mounds    二仙死可埋丘阜, 
    when they died; 
the two immortals might wear plain cotton clothes when           二仙生可著韋布. 
    they were alive.  
But their names are listed on the trees of the Moon Palace;        名掛廣寒宫裏樹, 
their fame is not mist, not cloud, and also not fog.                      非煙非雲亦非霧. 
They constantly make the Jade Emperor look back and recite    長使玉皇掉頭誦渠句. 
    their lines.  
Who is able to open the gate to the Hall of Poetry with the        詩府誰得玉𥫽開, 
    jade keys?  
                                                          
57
 The former general refers to General Li Guang 李廣 (?-119 B.C.E) of the Western Han. 
58
 Huanhua Thatch refers to the thatch Du Fu built and lived in when he was in Sichuan, which was on the 
Huanhua Creek. 
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Who has received the golden axe on the Altar of Poetry?           詩坛誰受黄鉞來. 
Unable to be kept as companion, you are eager to return home; 留君不住君急回, 
but you seem to forget that there is no wine to drink after you   不道西出陽關無此杯. 
    head west out of the Yangguan Pass.  
The west mountains and the golden basin are all here for you    西山金盆盡渠穨, 
    to enjoy as you wish; 
let’s leave the nostalgic thoughts for this gathering for               斯游明日方懷哉.59 
    tomorrow.  
 
Comparing himself and his friend to the famous writers from the past, Yang describes the joy of 
poetry exchange and competition among friends in gatherings, saying that nobles and General Li 
Guang are inferior to a competitive poet friend. Yang then brings up the two great Tang poets, Li 
Bai and Du Fu, stating that despite their physical death and their status as a commoner most of 
their lives, their literary fame will not go away like mist, cloud, or fog. And even the Jade 
Emperor of the Heaven becomes the loyal reader of their poems. It indicates that the influence of 
literary works lasts longer than that of worldly pursuits. This poem shows the writer’s eagerness, 
sincerity, and humor in asking for a friend to stay for the gathering; it also shows the writer’s 
passion for and confidence in poetry, the desire for poetry competition, and his close relationship 
with his fellow poets.  
        Even after he took office outside Lin’an in 1191, Yang’s literary interactions with his 
friends continued. For instance, Yang wrote poems to Zhang Zi and Lu You, sent his The Sequel 
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of Chaotian Collection to Jiang Kui and praised Jiang’s most recent poems,60 and wrote prefaces 
for Xiao Dezao’s The Draft Selected Works of Qianyan 千巖摘稿 and Lin Xian’s A Small 
Collection of Mr. Snow Nest 雪巢先生小集. Besides these activities between him and other 
major poets, what should also be noted, was Yang’s interactions with a wide range of other 
writers in the form of either poetry or prose, including: Liu Caishao 劉才邵 (1086-1158), Ge 
Yan葛掞(1154 jinshi), Liu Yingshi 劉應時 (fl. 1162), Shi Yuanran 施淵然 (1162 jinshi), Zhang 
Yan 張縯 (1163 jinshi), Liu Chengbi 劉承弼 (?-1188), Wu Songnian吳松年 (1119-1180), 陳從
古 (1122-1182), Ouyang Fu 歐陽鈇 (1126-1202), Yuan Shu 袁樞 (1131-1205), Lu Jiuyuan 陸九
淵 (1139-1193),Yuan Yueyou 袁說友 (1140-1204), Peng Guinian 彭龜年 (1142-1206), Wang 
Zijun 王子俊 (1148-1220), Sun Fengnian 孫逢年 (1172 jinshi), Liu Guo 劉過 (1154-1206), Han 
Hu 韓淲 (1159-1224), Xu Ji 徐璣 (1162-1214), Xu Geng 徐賡 (fl. 1189), Zhang Yaochen 張堯
臣 (Zhang Wuzi’s younger brother), and Ge Tianmin 葛天民 (who befriended Jiang Kui). 
        The poetic gatherings certainly were not limited to those that involved Yang Wanli. For 
instance, Lu You with Han Yuanji 韓元吉 (1118-1187) and Zhang Xiaoxiang 張孝祥 (1132-
1169) composed and exchanged poems among themselves at Jingkou 京口 (present-day 
Zhenjiang) around 1166 and, later in around 1176, with Fan Chengda and others in Chengdu; 
Fan Chengda gathered with his poet neighbors when he semi-retired in his Boulder Lake Estate 
in Wuxian (present-day Suzhou); Jiang Kui, Yu Hao 俞灝, Zhang Jian 張鑑 (Zhang Zi’s brother), 
Ge Tianmin (described as a “poetry maniac” shimo 詩魔 by Chen Zao) went on a trip to Liang 
River in 1196 and later compiled the works produced during this trip as Riding with Snow 
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Collection 載雪集.61 What is of particular interest to us here is a community in a collective sense, 
more specifically, the larger communal space in which people are related to one another and are 
identified by their status as poets.
62
 The reason to choose Yang Wanli as one of the main figures 
is that, firstly, his poetic style was considered highly by his fellow poet contemporaries. The 
style of Yang Wanli’s poems, according to Yang’s preface to Jingxi Collection, was formed 
during the years of 1177 and 1178. The new poetic style, labeled “Chengzhai Style,” was not 
only recognized by Yang himself, but also by his fellow poets. The main characteristics of the 
style are Yang’s use of natural images, his refreshing expressions, his humorous language, and 
the easy and lively syntax of his poems. Xiang Anshi considers that Yang has established a new 
poetic style (xinchuang wenji 新創文機). Jiang Teli, in a poem written to Yang,63 says that the 
poetic prosodies of Yang (Chengzhai shilü 誠齋詩律) are becoming popular. Lu You uses 
“Chengzhai feng” 誠齋風 to describe the influence of Yang’s poetic style. The final episode of 
this recognition comes from Yan Yu 嚴羽 (fl. 1200) in his Poetry Remarks of Canglang 沧浪詩
話: he names it the “Chengzhai Style of Yang” 楊誠齋體 and lists it together with six other 
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 See Jiang Kui, the preface for the song lyric “Qinggong chun: Shuangjiang tuanbo” 慶宫春: 雙槳蓴波, 
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identify themselves as poets. 
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 “Xie Yang Chengzhai hui changju” 謝楊誠齋惠長句, in Yang Wanli Fan Chengda ziliao huibian, p. 3. 
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poetic styles. Yuan Yueyou, in his poem “Three Poems to Match the Rhymes of Yang 
Chengzhai, Thanking Him for Sending Me His Nanhai Collection, the First” 和楊誠齋韻謝惠南
海集詩三首其一, thus describes the reception of Yang’s poetic style at the time: 
 
   This culture relies on you returning to be its leader;                         斯文宗主賴君歸, 
   so that no other Yangs will be able to usurp your position.              不使他楊僭等夷. 
   Winning fame within the Four Seas, you are now the master hand; 四海聲名今大手, 
   ten thousand poets surrender to you, lowering their flags.                萬人辟易幾降旗.64 
 
This recognition of Yang’s leading position and his particular writing style is not only carried out 
through words, but also through the attempts of imitating his poetic style by writers in 
contemporary and later periods . Not only his close friends, such as Fan Chengda, but also the 
younger poets, such as Wang Mai 王邁 (1184-1248) and Zhang Kan 張侃 (b. 1189), imitate 
Yang’s poetic style. 
          More importantly, Yang was the one who not only expressed his concerns about issues of 
poetic composition but he was also very sensitive to the identity of poet and very concerned 
about his fellow poets’ situation. Since the end of the 1180s, the social status of poets became 
one of the central concerns for Yang and he kept bringing this topic up in his writings. In the 
preface written in 1191 to Xiao Dezao’s poetry collection—Xiao is another member of Yang’s 
version of the Four Master poets—he focuses on the “impoverished” (pin) and “constrained” 
(qiong) situation of Xiao in particular and of contemporary poets in general. Later, in 1192 or 
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1193, in a preface to Lin Xian’s A Small Collection of Mr. Snow Nest, Yang especially talks 
about how poets should deal with their constrained situation and justify their poetic practices. 
 
Poetry and Shiwen 
 
       The claim “poetry by poets” first appears in Yang Wanli’s writings: 
              
          Poetry began to flourish in the Tang and poets became skillful during the Late Tang. At 
that time the government selected their officials by testing the candidates’ ability to write 
poetry in the civil service examination. Scholars all strove for excellence in writing poetry. 
Therefore the flourishing of poetry at that time cannot be surpassed. If poetry is the 
fashion of the time, how should we worry about a lack of talented writers? Poetry is unlike 
prose; it must be written by poets. Just as working on jade, one needs an artisan 
specialized in jade; it would not be good if you ask an artisan specialized on gold to take 
the job. Now, if one applies one’s profound learning, splendid scholarship, and grand 
words to write poetry, only changing the punctuation in accordance with the five or seven 
syllable line and alternating the tones, is that poetry? 
詩至唐而盛, 至晚唐而工. 蓋當時以此設科而取士, 士皆爭竭其心思而為之, 故其工後 
無及焉. 時之所尚, 而患無其才者, 非也. 詩非文比也, 必詩人為之. 如攻玉者必得玉工 
焉, 使攻金之工代之琢, 則窳矣. 而或者挾其深博之學, 雄雋之文, 於是櫽括其偉辭以
爲詩,五七其句讀, 而平上其音節, 夫豈非詩哉?65 
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 “Huang Yushi jixu” 黄御史集序, Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, pp. 3209-3210. 
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Yang associates the flourish of Tang poetry with the civil service examination system of the time. 
He indicates an inner connection among the civil service examination, poetry, and social practice 
in the Tang: since poetry was an important subject tested in the exams, poetry practice became a 
fashion in society, and more good poets appeared. By commentating on Tang poetry this way, 
Yang criticizes the trend of his time. He emphasizes the irreplaceable role of the poets because 
poetry writing requires specialized skills and talent that cannot be easily acquired by just anyone 
who is interested in writing poetry.  
        Yang expresses a similar view in a preface for an examination guide on poetry: 
 
The poets of the Late Tang, although their works lack the grandeur and sublime seen in Li 
Bai and Du Fu’s poems, adore the beautiful things but do not indulge in them, complain 
but are not unprincipled; their works still share the features of the guofeng and xiaoya. 
There are no other reasons; it is all because the Tang emperors employed the literary men 
exclusively by testing their abilities to write poetry and rhapsody. Among the two, poetry 
was particularly esteemed. 
晚唐諸子, 雖乏二子之雄渾, 然好色而不淫, 怨誹而不亂, 猶有國風小雅之遺音. 無他, 
專門以詩賦取士而已, 詩又其專門者也.66 
 
        Some poets further pointed out that there were more prose writers than poets, which they 
again linked to the civil service examination policy of the time. Yang Wanli states, in a poem to 
Zhang Zi, that poets were lacking in contemporary society: “Writers nowadays are as sparse as 
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stars” 作者於今星樣稀.67 Seeing in Zhang a kindred-mind, Yang shows his delight: “How lucky 
that there is a poet on the staff” 幕中何幸有詩人.68 Lou Yue 樓鑰 (1137-1213), also comparing 
the poets in the Tang to his time, says in a postscript to Dai Fugu’s 戴复古 (b. 1167) poetry 
collection: 
 
Tang people who earned their fame by poetry are numerous. Nowadays there are few 
poets but a lot of prose writers. Writing prose could advance one’s official career, while 
writing poems is considered as useless as the skill of slaying dragons, however 
sophisticated it can get. Therefore those who love poetry are few. 
唐人以詩名家者眾, 近時文人多而詩人少. 文猶可以發身. 詩雖甚工, 反為屠龍之技, 
故好之者寡.69 
 
A mastery of prose writing could help one to pass the civil service examination and accordingly 
gain entrance to officialdom. 
          According to the Song poets, the rhapsody or fu 賦 weighed more in the poetry session of 
the exam than shi, having a direct impact on the result of the exam. The Northern Song writer 
Ouyang Xiu 歐陽修 (1007-1072) had already observed in his Liuyi shihua 六一詩話: “The civil 
service examination selects men by rhapsody. The jinshi examination candidates no longer pay 
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attention to poetry” 科場用賦取人, 進士不復留意於詩.70 Liu Kezhuang 劉克庄 (1187-1269), a 
poet born in the late twelfth century and flourished in the early thirteenth century, compares the 
civil service examination systems of the Tang and the Song, concluding: 
 
During the Tang, rhapsody and poetry were established as testing subjects in the civil 
service examination, and the passing of the exam was determined by the test on poetry. 
Therefore, Tang people were skilled at poetry but clumsy on rhapsody. Our dynasty also 
tests rhapsody and poetry in the exam. However, the passing is determined by the test on 
rhapsody. Therefore, people in our dynasty are skilled not in poetry but in rhapsody. 
唐世以賦詩設科, 然去取予奪一決于詩, 故唐人詩工而賦拙…本朝亦以詩賦設科, 然
去取予奪一決于賦，故本朝賦工而詩拙.71 
  
These comments all link the decline of poetry to the civil service examination. They tend to 
contribute the flourishing of Tang poetry and the decline of Song poetry to the different roles 
poetry played in the civil service examination systems. 
        Terms like shiwen 時文, chengwen 程文, or changwu zhi wen 場屋之文 refer to writings 
used in the exam. Shiwen requires the examinees to follow fixed patterns and styles, which can 
be easily spotted. Lu Jiuyuan once commented: “Observing his prose, [you can tell that the 
writer] is a person who is preparing for the civil service examination” 觀其文, 則從事於場屋者
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也.72 Poetry tested in the exam was called shengti shi 省題詩 during the Tang and the Song, 
literally, poetry exam given by the Ministry of Rites 禮部 in the Department of State Affairs 尚
書省. Most of the shengti shi are pentasyllabic poems with six or eight rhymes, but are different 
from the regulated verse in the use of rhymes.
73
 Ge Lifang 葛立方 (1138 jinshi), author of Yunyu 
yangqiu 韻語陽秋, goes as far as considering shengti shi as a different genre of poetry and 
comments that even Tang masters such as Wang Changling 王昌齡 (727 jinshi), Meng Haoran 
孟浩然 (d. 740), Qian Qi 錢起 (710-782), and Li Shangyin 李商隱 (813?-858?), were not good 
at it.
74
 The requirements of examination poetry and the corresponding preparation process did 
not ask much for originality and creativity. Instead, familiarity with and adeptness in the 
compositional rules on a given topic and genre provided the key to success. The odd exam topics 
taken from the classics and encyclopedias were criticized and pointed out by Yang Wanli, among 
others, as reasons for the lack of literary accomplishment by his contemporaries. He wrote a 
preface for an exam aid on shengti shi, in which he listed the dull, unpoetic topics given in the 
poetry exams, such as “The Four Barbarians Having an Audience with the King” 四夷來王 and 
“Governing with Virtue” 為政以德.75  
        Devoting a lot of time to preparing for the civil service examination, the examinees had less 
time and energy for regular poetry writing. Wang Yan 王炎 (1138-1218) in the preface for his 
song lyrics collection writes: “When I was preparing for the civil service examination, I studied 
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examination style writing day and night, hoping that I would be luckily selected by the officials 
in charge of the exams. I did not even have time to spend on ancient and the regulated poems, let 
alone song lyrics” 予為舉子時, 早夜治程文, 以幸中於有司, 古律詩且未暇著意, 況長短句
乎!76 Shao Hao 邵浩 (fl. 1190) also acknowledges: “For the sake of the civil service examination, 
I had no spare time for ancient-style prose and poetry” 知有科舉計耳, 古文詩章未暇也.77 Both 
mention the limited energy and time they could devote to poetry writing at the time. 
        The effect of this over-devotion to examination-style writing was noticed by people at the 
time. Ye Shi points out that the reduced ability to write poetry will affect the quality of one’s 
shiwen: “The harm is that once poetry is discarded, shiwen cannot be refined, either” 害處是詩
即棄去, 而時文亦不能精也.78 Ji Heng 計衡 (fl. 1190) notes the possible defects of each of the 
two examination tracks: “Completely devoting to the Classics may result in being deficient in 
literary embellishment; completely devoting to poetry and rhapsody may make one’s writings 
not rooted in rationality and moral principles” 一於經義或不足於詞藻, 一於詩賦或不根於理
致.79  
        “Usefulness” or yong 用 became one of the major factors in deciding on the examinees’ 
preparation strategies. Lu Jiuyuan, the Daoxue scholar, once discussed the concept of wen (in the 
general sense) and raised the following question: “As for literature, what is indeed its subject and 
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what is its use” 則所謂文學者, 果何所習而何所用耶?80 John Chaffee considers that a 
utilitarian discourse was reflected in literary writings of the time.
81
 And it was also illustrated in 
the practices and results of the civil service examination. Chaffee examines the tremendous 
pressure on and anxiety of the examination candidates as a group produced in the system, which 
the poets gave expressions to and had to cope with.
82
 The perceived lack of usefulness of poetry, 
according to the poets, was partly responsible for the lack of success of poets in the examinations 
and eventually for their lack of employment in the court. 
        The tension between poets and examination candidates grew as the sense of identity 
deepened. The Late Southern Song and early Yuan poet Shu Yuexiang 舒岳祥 (1219-1298) 
clearly sees a correlation between the change of strategy of the educated and the change in the 
examination policy at the beginning of the Yuan: 
 
When the civil service examination system carried the day, scholars who were smart and 
talented all devoted themselves to shiwen. When they were lucky to pass the exams, they 
would be proud of themselves, be employed and consider it a great honor. Only those who 
were limited by their writing skills and had no means to compete would identify 
themselves as a poet, and the examination candidates looked down on them. Now the civil 
service examination has been demolished, those who were once proud of what they were 
doing turn instead to what they looked down upon. How lamentable it is! 
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方科舉盛行之時, 士之資質秀敏者, 皆自力于時文. 幸取一第, 則身爲榮, 為時用, 自負
遠甚. 惟窘于筆下無以爭萬人之長者, 乃自附于詩人之列, 舉子盖鄙之也. 今科舉既廢, 
而前日所自負者, 反求工于其所鄙, 斯又可嘆也矣.83 
 
The juxtaposition of shiren with juzi 舉子 (examination candidates) leads to the juxtaposition of 
juzi ye 舉子業 or juye 舉業 with shijia shiye 詩家事業. “Ye” 業 means enterprise, therefore juzi 
ye or juye is the enterprise of the examination candidates, referring to the process and devotion of 
the candidates in preparing for the examination. Perhaps under the influence of this term, the 
poets came up with a new term “the enterprise of the poets” or shijia shiye to contrast with juzi 
ye or juye. For example: “I further sigh over the enterprise of poetry making one constrained” 更
嘆詩騷窮事業 [Late Northern Song poet Zhang Lei 張耒, 1054-1114]; “My lifetime enterprise, 
a thousand pieces of poetry” 平生事業詩千首 (Jiang Teli, also seen in a poem by Lu You); 
“Volumes of poetry and wine cups are my enterprise” 詩卷酒杯為事業 (Xiang Anshi); “The 
decrease of official duties does not hinder the enterprise of poetry” 官減不妨詩事業 (Fan 
Chengda); “As for the enterprise of poets, Sir, please stop asking” 詩家事業君休問 (Lu You); 
“The enterprise of my life can be seen in my poems” 一生事業略存詩 (Lu You);84 “I have 
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instead the poems and books as my real enterprise” 別有詩書真事業 (Yang Wanli).85 We can 
see two layers of meaning here. One is taking poetry composition as a serious undertaking; the 
other is to distance oneself, voluntarily or involuntarily, from the utilitarian pursuit of the 
examination takers. 
  
The Domain of the Poets: A Close Reading of Yang Wanli’s Preface to Fan Chengda’s Literary 
Collection 
        
        While poetry was considered less useful and was given less seriousness by the utility-
oriented society, the poets themselves in their coping with the situation turned to argue for the 
irreplaceability of poetry, trying to claim a domain of their own. Yang Wanli’s preface to Fan 
Chengda’s literary collection deserves our careful consideration here.    
        Fan Chengda and Yang Wanli had a very close relationship. They passed the jinshi 
examination in the same year (1154) and, compared to their fellow poets, both had a relatively 
successful political career. Fan’s highest position was Participant in Determining Governmental 
Matters 參知政事, a rank of 2a, a member of the elite policy-making State Council. They also 
shared a passion for poetry: they frequently matched the rhymes of each other’s poems and 
exchanged their poetry collections for appreciation and comment. Fan also wrote poems 
imitating Yang’s poetic style. Yang visited Fan a couple of times when the latter lived a semi-
retired life in his famous Boulder Lake estate.        
       Before he died, Fan edited his own literary collection and expressed the wish to have Yang 
Wanli write the preface for it. Yang wrote the preface in 1194, the year following Fan’s death, to 
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fulfill his old friend’s deathbed wish. At the beginning of the preface, Yang gives account of the 
occasion that prompted its writing, a story that is retold through the mouth of Fan Shen, Fan 
Chengda’s eldest son. And here we can get a glimpse of Fan’s view on Yang and their friendship: 
 
         My collection cannot be left without a preface. If a preface does not do its job, then I 
would rather have no preface. Nowadays among my literary friends within the four seas, 
only Yang Wanli of Jiangxi is on good terms with me and knows me well. If not this 
person, to whom can I entrust such a task?  
         吾集不可無序篇. 有序篇非序篇, 寧無序篇. 今四海文字之友, 惟江西楊誠齋與吾好, 
且我知. 微斯人, 疇可以囑斯事?86  
 
Fan’s words to his son tell us that, first, he takes his collection seriously and desires a preface 
that can match the quality of the works in the collection; second, not only because of their 
friendship, but more importantly, because Yang understands him and his works, Fan considers 
him the best person for the task.        
        In contrast to Fan’s emotional statement about the intimate relationship between them, 
Yang Wanli wrote the preface in a very formal style. He lists Fan’s style name and full official 
title in the title of the preface: “Preface to Mr. Boulder Lake, the Grand Academician of the Hall 
for Aid in Governance, Participant in Determining Governmental Matters, His Excellency Fan’s 
Literary Collection.” In the preface itself, Yang praises both Fan’s political and literary 
achievements, a conventional way of writing a preface for the collected works of someone who 
takes office.  
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        The main part of the preface starts with a comparison of their official careers. The tone is 
rather modest when Yang talks about his own official career, saying that compared to Fan’s 
success in officialdom, he himself is only a man surrounded by cold and desolate walls (huandu 
huanghan zhishi 環堵荒寒之士) and dare not consider himself a peer of Fan. Yang then talks 
about how Fan has achieved greatly both as a statesman in the court and as a literary man in 
poetry and prose composition. 
        Fan’s rise to prominence in government service was indeed much smoother than that of 
Yang, particularly during the early years. As mentioned above, Yang and Fan passed the jinshi 
examination in the same year of 1154. However, although they started at the same level in the 
official hierarchy, both as a prefecture level Revenue Manager and Adjutant, they had different 
career paths from this point forward. Fan began to take office in the capital Lin’an as early as 
1160s, while for Yang, it was about ten years later that he was appointed an Erudite in the 
Imperial College (guozi boshi), at which time, Fan had already earned a reputation because of his 
service as an envoy to the Jin. Fan was a few years later, in 1178, appointed into the State 
Council as the Participant in Determining Governmental Matters, when Yang was still serving at 
a local post as Prefect of Changzhou.   
        By distancing himself from people like Fan, with due respect to the latter as both a friend 
and a fellow poet, Yang successfully sets up a contrast between two groups of people: wanggong 
daren and shiren wenshi. The preface continues: 
 
As to devoting oneself to places such as mountains and forests, things like the moon and 
wind, and to carving dragons within the boundaries of words and writings, these are what 
we, the constrained and frustrated, are able to do. Why do people like His Excellency need 
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do this? As the old saying goes, “Those who compete for fame must do that in the court; 
those who compete for profit must do that in the market.” If these two types of people are 
made to exchange what each desires with the other, will they be willing to do so? It is not 
that they are unwilling to do so; it is that they do not desire to do so. It is not that they do 
not desire to do so; it is that this is what they enjoy doing. The joy that is carried by the 
poets and prose writers can rival that of the noble and the great men. But I would say it is 
not merely so. Moreover, the joy of poets and prose writers surpasses that of the noble and 
the great men. Therefore the noble and the great men have nothing to feel proud of, and 
the literary men have no need to bend their bodies before the noble and the great men, 
either. Now His Excellency [Fan] abandoned what he could enjoy [as an important figure] 
and instead made an effort to compete with the literary men over what they enjoy. This is 
the so-called “not expecting you to step into my territory.” Isn’t he acquiring too much?           
          若夫劌心於山林風月之場, 雕龍於言語文章之囿, 此我輩羈瓊酸寒無聊不平之音也,  
          公何必能此哉? 古語曰: “爭名者必於朝, 爭利者必於市.” 是二人者, 使之以此易彼, 二 
          人者其肯乎哉? 非不肯也, 不願也; 非不願也, 亦各樂其樂也. 詩人文士, 挾其所樂, 足 
          以敵王公大人之所樂. 不啻也, 猶將愈之. 故王公大人, 無以傲文士, 而士亦無所折於王 
          公大人. 今日乃自屏其所樂, 而復力爭夫士之所甚樂, 所謂“不虞君之涉吾地”者, 其不 
          多取乎?87 
  
Yang makes it clear that each of the two different groups of people, wanggong daren and shiren 
wenshi, has its own “territory” and that under normal circumstances their paths would not cross. 
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By highlighting and, in a sense, strengthening the line between these two groups of people, Yang 
makes its transgression more difficult. In so doing, he shows the unusualness and value of Fan’s 
choosing to cross over into the territory of poets in an era when poetry was much less valued. 
        Fan chose one particular identity from other possible identities. When Yang wrote this 
preface in 1194, he himself had held an office with a rank of 4a, by no means a minor post as he 
claimed. However, he chose to identify himself with the category of 環堵荒寒之士, not merely a 
fellow member of the poetic community, but a constrained one. This might have been due to the 
recent setback in his official career, having been just demoted from the rank of 4a to 7a. But 
Yang’s motivations run deeper than temporary political frustrations or conventional modesty. 
        This gesture act of deliberately choosing an identity also happens in Yang’s preface to the 
poetry collection of Zhang Zi, the great grandson of Zhang Jun 張俊, one of the generals who 
played a key role in stabilizing the Southern Song rule in the early years of the dynasty. In the 
preface, Yang recalls the circumstances under which their first unexpected meeting happened: 
 
At first, I heard from Delin, the monk from my hometown, that the great grandson of    
Zhang Jun had a reputation for poetry composition. At that time, although I admired him, I 
still considered him a scion of nobility and did not dare to approach him. Afterwards, 
when I visited Lu You on the West Lake, Zhang was also present. He had deep eyes, his 
eyebrows were knit, and his knees were thin. Sitting in a thatched cottage, his mind 
seemed to wander off to the cliffs and clouds and the moon. Then I realized that probably 
he was not really the scion of a noble prince. And I began to regret for having not met him 
sooner. 
          初, 予因里中浮圖德璘談循王之曾孫約齋子有能詩聲, 余固心慕之. 然猶以爲貴公子,      
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         未敢即也. 既而訪陸務觀於西湖之上, 是約齋子在焉. 則深目顰蹙, 寒眉臞膝, 坐於一草 
         堂之下, 而其意若在巖壑雲月之外者. 蓋非貴公子也. 始恨識之之晚.88 
 
What is interesting to note here is that among one’s many possible identities, the choice of which 
to identify with lies not only with the person involved but also with people around him. 
        If highlighting the identity of a poet, as in his preface of 1189 for Zhang Zi and his preface 
of 1194 for Fan Chengda, is Yang Wanli’s first step in constructing a collective identity for the 
poets, the second step, seen in his preface for Fan Chengda, involves the level of satisfaction in 
that identification. Yang makes it clear that each group enjoys what they are doing, having no 
cross-paths between them. Furthermore, Yang claims that the joy of being a literary man 
surpasses that of the noble and the great men. Therefore, what Yang makes is not only a claim 
for a separate domain for the poets, but also a positive and affirmative one. In another preface to 
the works of a different person, Yang says: “I in my whole life is fond of nothing but beautiful 
words, as if they were the beautiful faces of women” 予生平百無所好, 而顧獨尤好文詞如好好
色也.89 Yang’s view was shared by others. Another poet, Jiang Teli, expresses similar feelings 
toward poetry composition in the following poem, which is devoted to describing the joy of the 
poet, something unknown to the vulgar people in the world: 
 
          A poet has the ultimate joy,                                                                詩人有至樂, 
          its taste cannot be shared by people in the world.                              俗世不知味. 
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          It allows him to be content with poverty and low status;                   可以安貧賤, 
          it allows him to look down upon the rich and the noble.                    可以輕富貴. 
          It allows him to get through troubles and worries;                             可以履憂患, 
          it allows him to vent the feelings of being constrained.                     可以散淹滯. 
          Just as a man who chases after the odor                                             如彼逐臭夫, 
          in the market of abalone all day long.                                                 終日鮑魚肆. 
          When he is at the height of his pursuit,                                               方其樂其樂, 
          he would enjoy leeches and maggots, considering them delicious.    螲蛆甘所嗜. 
          Heaven bestows special favor upon us poets.                                     天特私吾徒, 
          Please be cautious not to divulge this secret.                                      慎勿泄其秘.90 
 
Here in this poem we see a similar pattern of drawing a line between poets and non-poets (vulgar 
people who “chase after the odor,” although poets were humorously compared to the vulgar 
people) as Yang Wanli did in his preface to Fan Chengda’s literary collection. First, Jiang Teli 
points out the barrier between these two groups of people: the joy of the poets is not understood 
by the worldly vulgar people. Jiang then lists the joy of composing poetry and makes a contrast 
between what each party enjoys and is devoted to. Jiang at the end of the poem uses an inclusive 
word “wu tu” 吾徒 to call on all the poets, taking the poetic talent and the joy of composing 
poetry as a privilege granted to the poets by the Heaven. 
        Third, in the quoted passage from this preface to Fan Chengda, Yang points out that the 
realm where poets take pleasure is that of mountains and forests, of the moon and the wind. As is 
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well-known, the natural world has been traditionally taken by poets as an ideal place for 
stimulation in poetry composition. Yang’s treatment of this issue fits into the actual living 
environments of many poets, the mountains and forests or the countryside, and they naturally 
became the sources and materials for their writings. Due to the partisan politics and the changed 
civil service examination policies, more and more literary men who were either minor officials 
or failed examination candidates ended up living in the rural areas instead of the cities. Yang 
shows interest in the particular features of certain locales that could stimulate poetic composition 
and at the same time provide a place of living for the majority of poets at his time. As will be 
discussed in the next chapter, Yang attempts to tackle the poetic identity crisis through the actual 
poetry composition process and through making a connection between the poet’s physical 
existence and his poetic being, linked by locality. 
       As mentioned above, the distinction among the different social groups goes beyond the 
contrast between wanggong daren and shiren wenshi; it also exists within the latter, that it, 
between shiren and wenshi. In the rest of his preface to Fan Chengda’s literary collection, Yang 
talks about how Fan is adept at writing various types of prose before finally coming directly to 
the topic of Fan’s poems: “Now within the four seas, the number of good poets does not exceed 
three or four. His Excellency surpassed them all without any shortcomings. As for poetry, I dare 
not yield to anyone, but I will readily fold my sleeves in front of Fan” 今四海之内, 詩人不過三
四, 而公皆過之無不及者. 予於詩豈敢以千里畏人者, 而於公獨斂衽焉.91 Yang puts Fan in the 
highest place among contemporary poets. This special recognition of the value and quality of 
Fan’s poems was made in an era, according to Yang and his fellow poets, when good poets and 
high quality poems were lacking.  
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       The 1194 preface by Yang Wanli to Fan Chengda’s poetry collection was, in a sense, a 
declaration on the value of poetry made by Yang on behalf of his fellow poets to other 
contending social groups. Fan’s literary achievements are singled out and highlighted through 
three levels of contrast: (1) the contrast between wanggong daren and shiren wenshi; (2) the 
contrast between scholars who are skilled in particular types of prose and those who are skilled 
in many different types of prose; (3) the contrast between good poets and average ones. A close 
reading of this preface, particularly, Yang’s discourse on the contrast between wanggong daren 
and shiren wenshi, demonstrates how Yang claims, defines, and persistently defends a separate 
domain and territory for the poets. This is a recurrent theme in Yang’s writings and it shows 
Yang’s self-conscious effort to take the initiative in constructing a collective identity for the 
poets. Besides aiming to construct a strong poetic identity, Yang, here and in other places, 
suggests to his fellow constrained poets that their achievements would be valued by later 
generations through their words and writings (I will come back to this topic in Chapter 4). Yang, 
in an emphatic and systematic way, tries to elevate the status of poetry and justify the practice of 
poetry composition at a time when the time-honored genre was under serious challenge. 
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Chapter 2: Self-Conceptualization: The Poetic Discourse of Yang Wanli 
        Poetry became a less favorable undertaking during the Southern Song due to, among other 
things—as we have seen in the preceding chapters—the literary inquisitions taking place toward 
the end of the Northern Song and the lesser importance given to poetry in the civil service 
examinations, resulting in the lowered status of poetry and the lack of adequate training among 
the educated population in society. Poets of the twelfth century under this situation showed a  
strong sense of “Us” versus “Them.” “Them” referred to those other than “Us” who wrote poetry 
mainly for practical purposes and the beginners, or, the nobles and high officials, wanggong 
daren. “Us,” the pure poets, distinguished themselves from the utilitarian-minded poets and 
beginners by their specialization, and from the wanggong daren by their lowly social status. In 
this chapter I focus on how Yang Wanli, one of the leading poets of the time, articulates this 
discourse through the conception of an “Us” identity of the poets. In his own poetic compositions, 
Yang values natural scenes, the process of viewing, an instant response to the view, and the 
preferred locale. I argue that Yang, by choosing nature as his major sources of inspiration and 
stressing the importance of visuality, which I describe as both site and sight specific, shows a 
deep connection with the theoretical tradition of the Six Dynasties literary theorist Liu Xie, 
particularly his theory on “colors of things” (wuse). Yang further connects this renewed sense of 
nature with the poetic identity crisis of his time and with his strategies in response to it. 
 
“Poetry by/of Poets” 
 
         Yang Wanli, in 1176, after analyzing the reasons for the flourishing of poetry in the Tang 
and its decline in the Song, writes: 
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           Poetry is unlike prose; it must be written by poets. Just as working on jade, one needs an 
artisan specialized on jade; it would not be good if you ask an artisan specialized on gold 
to take the job. Now, if one applies one’s profound learning, splendid scholarship, and 
grand words to write poetry, only changing the punctuation in accordance with the five or 
seven syllable line and alternating the tones, is that poetry? 
            詩非文比也, 必詩人為之. 如攻玉者必得玉工焉, 使攻金之工代之琢, 則窳矣. 而或者
挾其深博之學, 雄雋之文, 於是櫽括其偉辭以爲詩, 五七其句讀, 而平上其音節, 夫豈
非詩哉?92 
 
This passage (quoted in the previous chapter as well) implies that a poet is not just anyone who 
writes poetry, that poetry is more than a form but has its own criteria, and that poetic 
composition needs specialization. It provides an answer to the question of why poetry has to be 
written by poets, although it does not specify how poetry should be written. 
        Yang’s above statement may give readers the wrong impression that he is mainly against 
the trend of applying prosaic syntax to poetry writing, which is considered one of the main 
characteristics of Song poetry. In an 1184 preface written to the poetry collection of the Jiangxi 
School poets, Yang takes a retrospective look at the tradition of “poetry of the poets” (shiren zhi 
shi 詩人之詩): 
 
In the past there was poetry written by the poets, which had its origin from a long time ago. 
However, when we talk about Tang poets we name only Li Bai and Du Fu and when we 
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talk about Song poets we name only Su Shi and Huang Tianjian. Is that because there are 
no poets other than these four? Great clans for sure have their traditions and there is 
continuity in the exploits of different generations. These four poets have the same form 
but different flavors; and although they have different flavors, they follow the same rules. 
Have you ever observed how Lie Zi and Qu Yuan travel all through the world and the 
heavens? Travelling by carriages on the land and by boats in the water is being practiced 
since ancient times. However, Lie Zi travels by riding the wind and does not return until 
after fifteen days. Does he need to rely on the boats and carriages? But can boats and 
carriages be demolished? Qu Yuan is another story. Drinking dew on the orchids and 
eating yellow chrysanthemum, does Qu Yuan skip normal eating and drinking? Wearing 
clothes made from lotus and jewelries with jade and gem, does he get rid of decoration? 
Riding the cinnamon boat and the jade carriage, does he get rid of utensils?             
昔有詩人之詩, 其來遙遙也. 然唐云李, 杜, 宋云蘇, 黄, 將四家之外, 舉無其人乎? 門固
有伐, 業固有承也. 雖然, 四家者流, 一其形, 二其味, 二其味, 一其法者也. 蓋嘗觀夫列
禦寇, 楚靈均之所以行天下者乎? 行地以舆, 行波以舟, 古也. 而子列子獨禦風而行, 十
有五日而後反. 彼其於舟車, 且烏乎待哉, 然則舟車可廢乎? 靈均則不然, 飲蘭之露, 餐
菊之英, 去食乎哉? 芙蓉其裳, 寶璐其佩, 去飾乎哉? 乘吾桂舟, 駕吾玉車, 去器乎哉?93 
 
Yang singles out the Tang poets Li Bai and Du Fu 杜甫 (712-770) and the Song poets Su Shi 
and Huang Tingjian as representatives of “poetry of the poets.” He then groups Li Bai and Su Shi 
together and compares them to the Warring States period Daoist master Lie Zi’s riding on the 
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wind; and groups Du Fu and Huang Tingjian together and compares them to the great Chu poet 
Qu Yuan’s (340 B.C. -278 B.C.) relying on boats and carriages to travel. Although these two 
groups of poets have different writing styles, according to Yang, they are all great poets and 
neither style exists exclusive to the other. It is also in this preface that Yang points out that the 
Jiangxi School of poets are not categorized by their birth places, nor by their poetic forms, but by 
the shared flavors of their poetry.
94
       
        In another preface written in his later years (1201) for the poetry collection of a 
contemporary poet Liu Yingshi, Yang considers the flavor of poetry its most important feature. 
He writes: 
  
 For what reasons is poetry composed? To value the words. People say that a good poet 
should get rid of words and value intent. And then they say that a good poet should get rid 
of intent. But without words and intent, how could poetry exist? I say that poetry exists 
without words and intent. But where is it really? I say, are you good at tasting syrup and 
the Tu plant? Who does not like the taste of syrup? At first it tastes sweet, in the end it 
turns into sour. As for the Tu plant, people are sick of its bitterness. However, when one 
tastes it, he will begin to enjoy the taste of sweet even before the bitterness completely 
disappears. Poetry is like this as well. 
 夫詩何為者也? 尚其詞而已矣. 曰善詩者去詞, 然則尚其意而已矣. 曰善詩者去意, 然
則去詞去意, 則詩安在乎? 曰去詞去意而詩有在矣. 然則詩則果焉在? 曰善食夫飴與
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荼乎? 人孰不飴之嗜也? 初而甘, 卒而酸. 至於荼也, 人病其苦也. 然苦未既而不勝其
甘. 詩亦如是而已矣.95 
 
Instead of words and intent, Yang believes flavor should be the key element that defines a poem. 
        In addition to flavor, writing poems requires adequate training and practice. Efforts working 
toward this goal, as mentioned in the previous chapter, are called by the poets “the enterprise of 
the poet” 詩家事業. The Daoxue scholar and thinker Ye Shi once sighed over his neglecting 
practicing poetry in his youth because he had switched his focus to contemporary prose writing, 
which according to him, directly resulted in the poor quality of both his poetry and contemporary 
writing.
96
 Even for a poet like Yang Wanli, frequent practice is a must for maintaining the 
quality of his poems. He tells us that he had a hard time finding the right words after stopping 
writing poetry for a certain period of time: “Since I was sick, I have long been neglecting 
practicing poetry. / It takes me time to think and find the lines” 病來詩久廢, 覓句費商量.97 He 
states that “The quality of one’s poems would decline if one has not practiced it for three years” 
三年不為詩, 詩必穨.98 For those who decided to practice contemporary writing and therefore 
ignored poetry composition, the quality of their poems would be easily questioned. 
        Yang’s fellow contemporary twelfth-century poets seem to agree that poetry composition is 
not easy, especially when compared with other genres. Zhou Bida, a close friend of Yang Wanli, 
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who was famous in his time for his prose writing, particularly the parallel prose, acknowledges 
the greater difficulty of composing poetry. He states: 
 
          It is already difficult to be included on the list of prose writers; poetry is the most difficult 
among all genres. Liu Yuxi [劉禹錫, 772-842] says, “The sophistication and delicateness 
of one’s heart becomes literary writing when expressed in words, and the most marvelous 
and subtle ones become poems.” Sikong Tu [司空圖, 837-908] also says, “Prose writing is 
difficult, but poetry writing is even more difficult.” He once uses a metaphor stating that 
although cooking and eating cannot be done without salt and plum, the beauty of it often 
exists beyond the salty and the sour. Both sayings have been accepted by our predecessors. 
Ancient people, when teaching the Classic of Poetry with the four arts, or teaching their 
sons in the courtyard, all took poetry as their priority. As for our dynasty, when Su Shi 
compiled his Earlier Collection of Dongpo and Latter Collection of Dongpo, he also listed 
his poems first. There is a long tradition of this. 
          登文章之籙固難矣, 詩於其中抑又艱哉! 劉夢得曰: “心之精微發而為文, 文之神妙詠
而為詩.” 司空表聖亦云: “文之難, 而詩之尤難.” 又嘗喻以飲食不可無鹽梅, 而其美常
在咸酸之外. 之二說者, 前輩有取焉. 古者教士以四術, 教子過於庭, 皆以詩爲首. 本朝
蘇氏自編東坡前後集, 亦先列詩篇, 其所從來遠矣.99 
 
Zhou Bida emphasizes the importance of poetry and poetry training by tracing the tradition back 
to earlier periods and indeed, to the very beginning of the tradition in the classical period. 
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        The poets’ overly serious attitude toward poetry might also cause a lot of pain in the writing 
process. Yang frequently mentions and describes the kuyin 苦吟 (literally, “bitter chanting,” 
composing poems with great effort to the extent of having pain) mentality he and his poet friends 
indulge in when composing poetry: sometimes with pride, sometimes with a sense of self-
mockery. And he almost takes it as a signature of the poets who show so serious a commitment 
to the art that they nearly become the “madman of poetry” (shidian詩癲). Lin Guangchao, a 
friend of Yang’s, once asked him: “How could you expect to be not lacking in productivity when 
you make careful choices and obtain the lines with great difficulty?” 擇之之精, 得之之艱, 又欲
作之之不寡乎? And Yang sighed: “Although the diseases of the poets have different symptoms, 
they probably all derive from the same source. Is it only me who is like this?” 詩人蓋異病而同
源也, 獨予乎哉?100   
        Besides the kuyin tradition, contemporary twelfth-century poets were largely under the 
influence of the Jiangxi School of Poetry, which emphasizes method (or fa 法) in poetry 
composition. However, the practice of the Jiangxi School poets later began to show the tendency 
of rigidity and some poets, who were once followers of the School, such as Yang himself, turned 
to develop their own styles. And the trend of talking about method and poetic skills for both 
poets and poetry beginners or amateurs had been growing since the end of the Northern Song, as 
can be seen in the compilation of the Yinchuang zalu 吟窗雜錄 over the twelfth century (with a 
printed edition in 1194),
101
  and a bit later than Yang Wanli’s time, Jiang Kui’s Baishi daoren 
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shishuo 白石道人詩說 (Master White Stone’s Remarks on Poetry), Zhou Bi’s 周弼 (1194-1255) 
Tang santi shifa 唐三體詩法 (Tang Methods for Composing Poetry in Three Forms [the three 
forms refer to pentasyllabic regulated poetry, heptasyllabic regulated poetry, and heptasyllabic 
quatrains]), Yan Yu’s 嚴羽 (born between 1192-1197, and died between 1241-1245?) Canglang 
shihua 滄浪詩話, and Wei Qingzhi’s 魏慶之 (fl. 1240) Shiren yuxie 詩人玉屑.102  In other 
words, it could be generalized that in the second half of the twelfth-century, both poets and 
poetry beginners or amateurs took an interest in discussing the ways of writing poetry, under the 
impact of, but not limited to, the methods of the Jiangxi School.  
        Given this writing environment, the question arises: What would be a good and easy way of 
composing poetry, or are there any better and easier ways of composing poetry? According to 
Yang’s 1187 preface to the Jingxi Collection 荊溪集 (poems in the collection were composed 
between the years of 1177 and 1178), it was around the end of the 1170s that Yang discovered or 
realized an easy way of composing poetry: 
 
On that day I composed some poems. I suddenly felt like being enlightened. I was then 
able to bid farewell to the Tang poets, and to Wang Anshi 王安石 (1021-1086), Chen 
Shidao 陳師道 (1053-1102), and the Jiangxi School poets. I no longer dared to learn 
from them. After that I felt joy and at ease. …Since then, each afternoon when the 
official duties were over and the yard was empty, I would take a fan and walk through the 
back garden, climb the old city wall. I picked chrysanthemums and climbed and jumped 
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over the flowers and bamboos. Images all came to me offering writing materials. I just 
could not drive them away: when the latter ones are approaching, the earlier ones are not 
gone yet. I no longer felt the difficulty in composing poetry. 
是日即作詩, 忽若有寤. 於是辭謝唐人, 及王陳江西諸君子皆不敢學, 而後欣如也…自
此每過午, 吏散亭空, 即擕一便面, 步後園, 登古城, 采擷杞菊, 攀翻花竹. 萬象畢來, 獻
予詩材. 蓋麾之不去, 前者未讎而後者已迫, 渙然未覺作詩之難也.103 
 
In this confession, Yang reveals to us how he reaches the current state of writing after first 
emulating and eventually abandoning the great poets of earlier times. Readers tend to pay more 
attention to the fact and the timeline of Yang’s stylistic transformation, but overlook the message 
conveyed in the latter part of this passage: “I no longer felt the difficulty in composing poetry.” 
This echoes what Yang mentions at the beginning of the preface: “The more effort I put in 
learning to compose, the less I can produce” 學之愈力, 作之愈寡. What is indicated in this 
expression is that Yang experienced a reduction of productivity even though he strived with extra 
effort.  
        In the preface Yang shares with his readers how he has successfully begun to establish his 
own style of writing, labeled “Chengzhai Style” by both contemporary poets and later scholars, 
featuring the use of natural images, refreshing expressions, humorous language, and easy 
syntax.
104
 He stresses the important role natural images played in this transformational process. 
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Elsewhere, he frequently comments on the materials and topics for poetry abundantly available 
in the natural world. According to him, topics for poetry are everywhere. It is often the case that 
the natural images come to him instead of him looking for them. In the discussions below, I will 
examine the two questions related to Yang’s discovery and transformation. First, when various 
natural images appear before the poet, how does the process described by Yang in the preface 
take place? In other words, is Yang’s personal experience applicable to other poets, who could 
also achieve this ease in their poetry compositions? Second, is the natural world referred to by 
Yang just any kind of nature? Does Yang’s choice of nature reflect his self-conscious 
reconstruction of his identity as a poet? 
 
“The Eyes of the Poet” 
 
        When writing poems on nature, Yang puts a great deal of emphasis on the function of the 
eyes of the poet, shiyan 詩眼 or shiren yan 詩人眼. In his mind, the eyes of the poet appear to be 
a determining participant in the writing process, which is, as I would call in this chapter, sight 
specific. 
        Before going further to discuss Yang’s version of shiyan, it is necessary to take a look at 
how the notion was used both before and at Yang’s time. “Yan” 眼 literarily means eyes. In 
Buddhism, it refers to the true Buddha eye that can tell the truth of the world and the term in this 
sense became popular in the Song, especially in the Southern Song. It is believed that it is the 
early Song monk-poet Bao Xian 保暹 who first applied this Buddhist term in poetry: 
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            Jia Dao’s [779-843] “Encountering a Monk” says, “In the sky is the mid-autumn moon; / 
in the human world is the lamplight of half a lifetime.” “Deng” [lamplight] is the yan of 
this poem. Another poem of Jia: “A bird rests on a tree near the pond; / a monk knocks the 
door in the moonlight.” “Qiao” [to knock] is the yan. Yet another one: “Passing the bridge, 
the view in the wildness is divided; / moving the rock, the root of the clouds is displaced.” 
“Fen” [to divide] is the yan. Du Fu’s poem: “The river flows, and the moon takes away the 
rock; / the creek is misty, and the clouds lean against the flowers.” “Yi” [to take away] is 
the yan of this poem. 
            賈生《逢僧詩》: “天上中秋月, 人間半世燈.” “燈”字乃詩眼也. 又詩: “鳥宿池邊樹, 僧
敲月下門.” “敲”字乃詩眼也. 又詩: “過橋分野色, 移石動雲根.” “分”字乃詩眼也. 杜甫
詩: “江動月移石, 溪虛雲傍花.” “移”字乃詩眼也.105 
  
As shown here, Bao Xian uses the term yan to refer to the key word in a poetic line that 
expresses the essence of the line.  
        The meaning of the term yan has developed generally in two ways since Bao Xian’s time. 
One is “essence,” which is closely related to and derives from its original Buddhist meaning. For 
instance, Huang Tingjian once comments, “There are yan in Du Fu’s lines; / and Tao 
Yuanming’s intention is beyond the strings” 拾遺句中有眼, 彭澤意在無弦.106 Later, Fan Wen 
范溫, a member of the Jiangxi School, in his Qianxi shiyan 潛溪詩眼 emphasizes the poet’s 
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ability to recognize and differentiate the intent of ancient poets. He says, “Therefore poetry 
learners should first take training the ability of recognition as their major task, for the ability of 
recognition is like the true dharma eye of the Buddha. One can only enter the Dao by first 
obtaining such an ability” 故學者[要]先以識爲主, [如]禪家所謂正法眼[者]. 直須具此眼目, 
方可入道.107 The modern scholar Zhou Yukai considers that Fan Wen borrowed the idea from 
Chan Buddhism and applied it in poetry.
108
  
        The other is “the eyes of the poet.” It is used by Su Shi in this sense and by such Southern 
Song poets as Han Ju 韓駒 (?-1135) and Zhou Zizhi 周紫芝 (1082-1155), both a generation 
older than Yang. Yang uses the term shiyan mostly in this sense and in his usage the Buddhist 
connotations of the term are obscured. The writing sources of a poem are organized and 
presented through the poet, in the role of an observer/viewer/interpreter. Therefore it is typical in 
a poem that the readers see all kinds of changing views presented before them, although the poet 
might not be particularly mentioning that these are his/her views. Some of Yang’s poems on 
nature belong to this category. In his poems, however, it is more common that “the act of 
viewing” (the action of looking carried out by the viewer), “the state of viewing” (the state of the 
viewer while he is carrying out “the act of viewing”), and “the effect of viewing” (the effect on 
the viewer brought about by the action of looking) are frequently highlighted by the exact words 
of 眼 yan, 看 kan, or 窺 kui. In other words, the use of yan is frequently accompanied by the 
word kan, or that the actions of kan are associated with the changing locations, times, scenes, and 
angles of viewing. A wide variety of words are used by him to deliver meanings associated with 
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viewing: for “the act of viewing,” “entering [my eyes]” 入, “setting [eyes] on” 著, 
“sending/letting” 送, “passing before” 經, “staying” 留, and “peeking” 窺; for “the state of 
viewing,” “disorder” 亂, “sickening” 病, “saddening” 愁, “full” 飽, “cold” 寒, “burning” 燒, 
“old” 老, and “view in leisure” 閑看; for “the effect of viewing,” “brightened” 明, “refreshed” 
新, “opened” 開, “awakened” 醒, “broadened” 寬, “defamiliarized” 生, and “astonished” 驚. 
These choices of words include both “active” and “passive” views. Moreover, they often appear 
with a strong contrast between “the state of viewing” and “the effect of viewing.” In “the state of 
viewing” category, the words more likely carry negative implications and are related to the state 
of the viewer, which creates the pathos effect. In “the effect of viewing” category, the words 
carry positive implications and reflect the powerful effect of the external natural world on the 
viewer, demonstrating the tremendous enabling power of nature. 
          The concept and metaphor of “eyes” play such a crucial role in Yang’s poetry that it 
actually determine what and how the poems are to be written. This visually oriented observation 
is what I call sight specific. “Setting eyes on” 著眼 and “composing poems when inspiration 
arrives” 興到成詩 are included in the same process.109 According to Yang, there is a direct 
connection between “eyes” and “poetic lines”: “I often acquire poetic lines through my eyes” 眼
中長得句.110 It seems that Yang tends to highlight the power of nature and downplay the poet’s 
role in the process. Yang, however, apparently stresses the agent of these observations, or the 
owner of the eyes, that is, the poet, by using the terms of “the eyes of the poet,” which connects 
the physical natural world with the imagined one in a poem. 
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        The characteristics of Yang’s “eyes of the poet” are demanding and insatiable, sharp, alert, 
and nature-oriented. In a poetic version of his “Preface to the Jingxi Collection,” he writes: 
 
The pavilion is empty and quiet after the yamen runners were          吏散亭空便悄然, 
    dismissed; 
I do not need to wait until the weekends to snatch a moment of        不須休日始偷閑. 
    leisure. 
            The seagulls are near the wild waters and the wild waters are near    鷗邊野水水邊屋, 
    the cottage; 
            Outside the city is the forest and outside the forest are the                 城外平林林外山. 
                mountains. 
Occasionally I see passersby halting and looking back;                     偶見行人回首卻, 
They are also looking at me standing in the pavilion.                         亦看老子立亭間. 
Why are the sunset cicadas in such a hurry to urge me home?           暮蟬何苦催歸急? 
I will just wait till it cools down and the half-moon comes out.         只待涼生月半環.111 
 
The first couplet tells of the poet’s most immediate environment, which is spacious and empty. 
The second couplet takes the readers to the more distant environment, which is even more 
spacious, a vast space with calm and relaxed images such as seagulls, wild waters, forest, and 
mountains. In these quiet and peaceful surroundings, people only pass by occasionally. The 
above information is told step by step from the angle of the poet. The next line, from the third-
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person angle, tells the readers that the poet is in the pavilion. If all of the above largely focuses 
on the quietness of the environment, then the following line demonstrates this quietness in the 
opposite direction: the chanting cicadas in the setting sun. The images in the last line, the half-
moon and the expected coolness, strengthen the picturesque effect and once again highlight the 
calm and relaxed feel. 
        If the above poem provides a model of gazing afar, then the following set of six poems on 
the Haitang flowers (Chinese crab apples) involves Yang’s act of viewing them from different 
angles: 
 
After the rain the sky is still wet.                                                            過雨天猶溼, 
Although cleared up, the sun is still chilly.                                             新晴日尚寒. 
I know the Haitang flowers will look good in their morning makeup.   懸知曉妝好, 
Breaking through the fog, I hurried to come to see them.                       破霧急來看. 
 
The sunshine of the early morning is quite thin.                                     初日光殊薄, 
The dew on the branches is still heavy.                                                   晴梢露正濃. 
The makeup with pearls has just been applied.                                       真珠妝未穩, 
Moreover, they are wearing the wind that comes from the side of the   更著柳邊風. 
    willows. 
 
Lately I have obtained the secrets of appreciating flowers.                     晚得看花訣, 
I was told to appreciate them in the earliest moments of the morning.   丁寧趁絕晨. 
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Wait till their awakening from drunkenness.                                          乘他醉眠起, 
You will get another kind of spirit/taste.                                                 別是一精神. 
 
The brightness of the Haitang flowers comes from all sides.                  四面花光合, 
They are red with fragrant mist.                                                               一身香霧紅. 
From the morning rays, unexpectedly,                                                     忽從霞綺上, 
They jump into this colorful city.                                                             跳下錦城中. 
 
The thick blossoms are in countless layers.                                             花密無重數,  
I look at them to the point of as if looking at dust.                                  看來眼轉塵. 
I transform myself into this world of flowers,                                         化為花世界, 
And forgot whether the sun is in the west or east.                                   忘卻日東西. 
 
Outside, I planted about one hundred trees.                                             外种百來樹, 
In the middle, I built a small pavilion.                                                     中安一小亭. 
I set out my eyes and saw red color with no boundaries.                         放眸紅未了, 
Beyond the red color, I saw the blue sky.                                                紅了是天青.112 
  
The first poem tells us the reason why the poet comes to see the Haitang flowers in the early 
morning hours and under these weather conditions. The second poem reveals the joy of the poet 
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on his initial discovery of the flowers and their surroundings when he approaches them. The third 
poem once again confirms the reason why he chooses to appreciate the flowers at this early time 
of the day when he is finally closely examining them. The fourth poem shows the radiance of the 
flowers felt by the poet as he examines them more closely. It includes light, color, and his 
immediate feelings about seeing the amazing sight of the flowers. The fifth one describes the 
next state in this appreciation process: the poet is so attracted by the flowers that he becomes a 
part of them. The last one is a panoramic view highlighting the striking color effect of the 
flowers and their scale. As the title suggests, the six poems are centered on the keywords of “kan” 
(to look) and “xiao” 曉 (early morning).  
        Yang’s emphasis on and interest in “looking/viewing/observing” is usually interpreted from 
the perspective of the Daoxue influence, more specifically, the Daoxue point of view in 
“observing things” or guanwu 觀物. According to the early Song Daoxue thinker Shao Yong 邵
雍 (1011-1077), the purpose of observing things is to see the Dao or moral principles hidden in 
them.
113
 Yang himself is a Daoxue learner and certainly is under its influence. Drawing attention 
to the Daoxue influence on Yang’s poetry composition, however, should not allow us to 
overlook the poetic side of Yang’s way of observing objects in his poems, which shows a closer 
association with the conventional understanding of the role of natural objects in poetry, 
particularly the Six Dynasty’s critic Liu Xie’s theory in the “Wuse” 物色 (Colors of things) 
chapter of the Wenxin diaolong. Liu Xie’s highly poetical descriptions of the encounter between 
mind and object remained influential in Yang Wanli’s time: “While the poet wanders about the 
myriad images, he contemplates in the realm of the eyes and ears” 流連萬象之際, 沉吟視聽之
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區; “Spying the feelings from among the scenes, carving the appearances from among the 
grasses and woods” 窺情風景之上, 鑽貌草木之中; “As the eyes set on things and come back, 
the heart also takes and gives as well” 目既往還, 心亦吐納.114 As Liu Xie realizes, in 
appreciating nature and facing the various images, seeing and hearing become the more 
important senses; and there exists an ongoing exchange between what the eyes see and what the 
heart feels. The increased demand on describing these natural images has to first of all fall on the 
poet’s eyes. Modern scholars, such as Xiao Chi and Zhang Jing, have suggested that Liu Xie’s 
“Wuse” chapter should be better understood in the context of the flourishing of the shanshui 
(mountains and waters) poems and have noticed the phenomena of an increased utilization of 
visuality with the flourishing of the shanshui poems.
115
  
        In Yang’s case, his highlighting “the eyes of the poet” is also be associated with the subject 
matter of his poetry, that is, nature, “mountains and waters” (shanshui). Yang composed a great 
deal of poems with nature or mountains and waters as their topics, calling himself a guest of 
mountains and waters, particularly during the years when he stayed at his hometown and when 
he took offices outside the capital. Yang claims, “Looking at my poems, you will find that the 
sceneries are mostly in the mountains, rivers, lakes, and seas” 觀予詩, 江湖嶺海之山川, 風物多
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在焉.116 Among the 205 poems in the Jiangxi daoyuan ji 江西道院集, ninety percent are about 
the natural scenes he encountered on the way to his destination.  
        Because of his turn of attention to nature—his new favorite source of inspiration—he needs 
to find a way of writing that best matches the topics. The increased use of sight in his poems is 
determined, on the one hand, by the topic, content, or type of poetry being written; for example, 
whether it is a shanshui poem or a travel poem. On the other hand, it is determined by the way of 
composition. The Six Dynasties critic Zhong Rong 鍾嶸 (?468-?518) in his Shi pin 詩品 
emphasizes that poets should write “what are before their eyes/they see” jimu/suojian 即目/所見 
or “what can be approached directly by their eyes” 直尋.117 This directness in describing natural 
scenes is valued by Yang as well. Yang once evaluates the different ways of composing poetry 
and places poetry stimulated by nature as the highest: 
 
Generally in composing poetry, the most superior are those inspired by the xing; 
straightforward descriptions comes next; composing in response to other works is the 
worst, coming out of necessity. At the beginning, I have no intention to compose a poem, 
but this thing and this object happen to touch me and my mind is moved by that thing and 
that object. Therefore, I am touched by the thing or object first, which gives rise to 
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 “Preface to the Sequel of Chaotian Collection” 誠齋朝天續集序, Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 3274. 
117
 “‘My thinking of you is like the flowing water.’ This is about what is before one’s eyes. ‘The high 
terrace is filled with the baleful sound of wind.’ This is about what one sees. ‘Climb on the top of the 
Long mountain in the early morning.’ There is no historical allusion. ‘The bright moon shines on the 
snow.’ Do they come from the classics and history? Examining the wonderful words since the ancient 
time, most of the effects do not come from allusions but from a direct approach” “思君如流水,” 既是即
目. “高臺多悲風,” 亦惟所見. “清晨登隴首,” 羌無故實. “明月照積雪,” 詎出經史. 觀古今勝語, 多非
補假, 皆由直尋. See Lidai shihua 歷代詩話, Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1981, p. 4. 
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feelings, and a poem is produced. Is there anything to do with me at all? It is all due to 
Heaven. This is what is called xing. 
大抵詩之作也, 興上也, 賦次也, 賡和不得已也. 我初無意於作是詩, 而是物是事釋然
觸乎我, 我之意亦是然感乎是物. 是事觸先焉, 感隨焉, 而是詩出焉, 我何與哉? 天也, 
斯之謂興.118 
 
Here, in highlighting the features and importance of xing, Yang shows his preference for those 
poetic topics that are stimulated by nature. 
        This is also why Yang thinks highly of the great shanshui poet Xie Lingyun’s 謝靈運 (385-
433) well-known poetic line about “the spring grass by the pond” 池塘春草119 and takes it as a 
refined model of composition. The opinion is also shared by critics a generation before Yang. 
For instance, Ye Mengde 葉夢得 (1077-1148) comments: “The refinement of these words [of 
Xie Lingyun] lies in its lacking of intention. The poet unexpectedly runs into the scene and 
borrows it into his compositions, not relying on polishing and embellishment. The poetic effect 
cannot be achieved under normal circumstances” 此語之工, 正在無所用意, 猝然與景相遇, 借
以成章, 不假繩削, 故非常情所能到. He further says: “Poets should take this as the 
fundamental rule in poetic composition. However, those who are stuck with painstaking 
ponderings on words and expressions often do not realize it” 詩家妙處, 當須以此為根本, 而思
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 Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 2841. 
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 “Deng chishang lou” 登池上樓, in XianQin HanWeiJin Nanbeichao shi. Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 
1983, p. 1161. 
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苦言難者, 往往不悟.120 Here, Ye juxtaposes the two different ways of composing poetry, that is, 
writing with simplicity and directness and writing with pain, and gives preference to the former. 
Ge Lifang also describes Xie’s lines as “no masks before the eyes” 目無膜.121 Yang’s emphasis 
on yan and his taking nature as the source of inspiration represent his effort to promote his 
particular poetic ideas. Yang in his poems frequently downplays, sometimes even denies, his 
own efforts as a poet in the poetic contemplation process. He tends to attribute his productivity in 
poetry composition to nature, which arouses him to compose. And we see a similar discourse in 
Yang as we have seen in Ye Mengde regarding how poetry should be written. This is a 
correction to the faults of the style of the later Jiangxi School poets, who were known for their 
going to the extremes in making word choices and taking written materials as their sources of 
inspiration. 
         Below are some examples (also quatrains) from the Jingxi ji, written during the years from 
1177 to 1179 including those written when Yang Wanli was on his way to Changzhou 常州 and 
those written during his tenure there. These years, as discussed earlier, are considered an 
important period in the formation of the Chengzhai style.    
   
Yesterday I was worried about the continuous rain and today I am     昨日愁霖今喜晴, 
    happy with the sun.    
The nice mountains beautifully stand on both sides of the road.          好山夾路玉亭亭. 
One peak suddenly is stolen by clouds,                                                一峰忽被雲偷去, 
                                                          
120
 Shilin shihua, in Lidai shihua, p. 426. 
121
 Yunyu yangqiu 韻語陽秋, in Lidai shihua, p. 483. 
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Only half of that green lofty mountain remains there.                          留得崢嶸半截青.122   
 
In the old house with the bamboo canopy, the sound of rain dries out.蒻篷舊屋雨聲乾, 
Under the newly made eaves of reed and the fa grass, I take a nap in  蘆蕟新檐暖日眠. 
    the warm sun.             
Under the pillow and beside the bamboo mat is all green water,          枕底席邊俱綠水, 
At my foot and above my head I see two pieces of blue sky.                脚根頭上兩青天.123 
 
Both poems are about the scenery he saw on his journey. The first one humorously describes the 
scene of a mountain’s being shielded by the clouds. In the second poem, the poet is taking a nap 
in a boat surrounded by clear water and sky. The words, such as clear sky, warm weather, new 
eave, and green water and sky, reflect the poet’s content in a nice weather and beautiful natural 
environment. 
        Besides mountains and waters, Yang writes on birds as well: 
 
Hundreds and thousands of winter sparrows fly down to the empty       百千寒雀下空庭, 
    courtyard.                
They gather on the ends of the plum branches and chat about the clear  小集梅梢語晚晴. 
    evening weather. 
They particularly gather here to kill me by their chirping noises;           特地作團喧殺我, 
                                                          
122
 “Ru Changshan jie” 入常山界, in Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 445. 
123
 “Xiaozhou wanxing” 小舟晚興, in Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 665. 
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Suddenly they fly away, leaving behind a silent yard.
 
                          忽然驚散寂無聲124 
 
My child looks at me with laughs,                                                          穉子相看只笑渠, 
I, the old man, also chuckle.                                                                   老夫亦復小盧胡. 
          One crow is standing on the corner of the rail,                                       一鴉飛立鈎欄角,  
It has beard, if you look carefully.                                                          子細看來還有鬚.125 
 
These two poems present two different pictures. In the first poem, the poet appears as a disturbed 
observer of the sparrows. When he is just about to complain about the birds, t hey are gone 
unexpectedly. They go and come as they wish, overlooking the poet’s existence. Also, the 
objects are personified: they are not only busy with their chatting, but also have the naughty 
intention of deliberately disturbing the poet. The second poem involves two persons and a crow, 
with the people laughing at the bearded crow. It is a vivid presentation of one detail with simple 
words.   
      The last example is one of Yang’s poems on plum blossom: 
 
Plum blossoms must not be so zealously competing for the glory of    梅花不合太爭春, 
   spring,  
They annoy people when they are in full bloom.                                   政盛開時却惱人. 
I try to break off one branch and hold it in my hand,                             試折一枝輕著手, 
                                                          
124
 “Hanque” 寒雀, in Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 589. 
125
 “Ya” 鴉, in Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 575. 
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It startles ten thousands of petals, all falling on my clothes.                  驚飛萬點撲衣巾.126 
 
If the poem on the sparrows is about a disturbed poet, then this poem is about the poet being 
annoyed. The humorous complaint starts right from the beginning by saying that the plums 
should not have blossomed so early. Then the poet keeps complaining about the petals dropped 
on his clothes and head. By describing this particular scene, the poet is as if saying that the plums 
should have waited and left the beautiful moment all to himself. All the five little poems are 
written in a light mood and with humor, wit and lively wording.   
        Yang’s amazing ability to express in words what he sees, one of the most prominent 
features of his poetry, has been recognized and singled out by Jiang Kui around 1187: “Each 
year, the moon and the flowers do not even have one day free; / the mountains and rivers are 
afraid of running into him” 年年花月無閑日, 處處山川怕見君.127 The modern critic Qian 
Zhongshu 錢鐘書, in describing the stylistic differences between Yang and Lu You, expresses 
similar opinions but with more details: 
 
Having the ability to express what other people have not said is how Chengzhai 
transforms the unfamiliar into the familiar… Chengzhai is good at taking things directly 
from nature…Chengzhai’s poems are like the snapshots of modern photographing. Be it a 
hare’s springing up or a falcon’s swooping down, he can see clearly and capture quickly 
the moments of things that are about to disappear but have not disappeared yet, things that 
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 “Duojia ting kan mei” 多稼亭看梅, in Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 633. 
127
 “Returning the Sequel of Chaotian Collection to Chengzhai While I am in Jinling” 送朝天續集歸誠齋
時在金陵, in Baishi shici ji, Beijing: Renmin wenxue chubanshe, 1998, p. 33. 
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are about to change but have not changed yet, as if following an arrow or chasing the wind. 
This only Chengzhai is capable of doing. 
人所未言, 我能言之, 誠齋之化生為熟也 ... 而誠齋擅寫生 … 誠齋則如攝影之快鏡, 兔
起鶻落, 鳶飛魚躍, 稍縱即逝而及其未逝, 轉瞬即改而當其未改, 眼明手捷, 踵矢躡風, 
此誠齋之所獨也.128 
  
Qian precisely points out the particular quality of the Chengzhai style: the snapshot of 
photographing that requires a high level of concentration and cooperation between the poet’s 
eyes and hand. 
        Owning “the eyes of the poet” and the ability of expressing in words what has been 
captured by such eyes are what is valued and practiced by Yang. As Qian indicates at the end of 
his comment, this style of Yang’s cannot be easily copied by other poets. He writes, 
“Chengzhai’s various collections have been circulating in the world unappreciated for several 
hundred years and there is hardly anyone who can really understand him” 而誠齋諸集孤行天壤
數百年, 幾乎索解人不得. The poetic eye is not something that can be acquired by sheer effort. 
It asks for the poet’s superior judgment, ability, and taste. It is perhaps a little ironic that in the 
end the so-called easy way of writing poetry turns out to be not so easy at all. In other words, it 
actually requires much more of the poet and might not be acquired by just any poetry writer. 
 
Nature Outside of the City and the Reconstructed Space of “Mountains and Forests” 
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 Tanyi lu 談藝錄, Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1984, p. 118. 
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        Besides sight-specific, another feature of Yang’s poems and his poetic point of view is site-
specific. By “site-specific” I refer to Yang’s taking “mountains and waters” (shanshui) or, to use 
his preferred term, “mountains and forests” (shanlin 山林) as the desired space for poetic 
composition. “Mountains and forests” are viewed as a source of poetic inspiration in classical 
Chinese poetry. The term also carries the implication of withdrawal from public life due to 
political disappointment. In this section I discuss how Yang reconstructed the allegorical term to 
make it fit in his poetic discourse. Yang, while stressing shanlin as the preferred site for the poets 
to compose poetry, brings his conception of the notion to a contrast with the newly emergent 
space of chengshi 城市 (cities), which shifts away from the traditional reclusive overtone the 
term carries and adds to it a sense of plebeianism, a life style of countrymen and low-rank 
officials different from the urban centers of power, societal success, and political ambition. 
Yang’s interest is mainly in the particular features of certain locales that could stimulate poetic 
composition and at the same time provide a place of living for the majority of poets at his time. I 
argue that this speaks of Yang’s attempt to tackle the poetic identity crisis through making a 
connection between the poet’s physical existence and his poetic being, both bound to locality. 
Yang transforms shanlin from a metaphorical space to a concrete place, livable, travelable, 
sensible and inspiring. This newly constructed idea of shanlin, it is my intention to show, 
represents one key component in Yang’s effort to speak for the group of fellow twelfth-century 
poets in face of their changing social status due to the dramatic social, political, and institutional 
changes of the time, and represents their need to redefine their poetic identity and reclaim the 
territory of poetic composition. 
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        Originally, the term shanlin carried no such implications. It is probably at Zhuangzi’s time 
that the term began to be associated with the reclusive life.
129
 Shanlin, in referring to mountains 
and forests, gives the impression of remoteness, plainness, and wildness. Therefore it forms a 
contrast with the center of the human world, particularly the political center that is more civilized, 
more populated, and has more competition over resources and power. It is also Zhuangzi who 
gives this term a particular emotional dimension of meaning: “Mountains and forests, and river 
banks, are what makes me happy and joyful” 山林與, 臯壤與, 使我欣欣然而樂與!130  
        When the image and concept of shanlin appear in poetry, they could mean the actual 
mountains and forests, or allegorically, the reclusive life style. Accordingly, they develop into 
two different types of poetry: the landscape or shanshui poetry and the recluse or yinyi 隱逸
poetry. In the Six Dynasties, the function and value of mountains and forests in poetry 
composition were singled out and stressed. Liu Xie claims that “places such as mountains and 
forests, and river banks, are really the reservoir of literary inspiration” 若乃山林臯壤, 實文思之
奧府.131   
        Liu Xie’s comment on shanlin reveals the function of site in the poetic production process. 
In a famous anecdote recorded in Beimeng suoyan 北夢瑣言, the Tang dynasty minister Zheng 
Qi 鄭綮 (?-899) made the following remark on the impulse of composition: “The poetic impulse 
comes when riding the donkey on the windy and snowy Ba River Bridge. How can I possibly get 
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 See Chapters 13, 16, and 24 of Zhuangzi. 
130
 “Zhi beiyou” 知北游, in Zhuangzi zuanjian 莊子纂箋, Hong Kong: Dongnan yinwu chubanshe, 1951, 
p. 182. 
 
131
 Wenxin diaolong zhushi, p. 494. 
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it here [in the minister’s mansion]” 詩思在灞橋風雪中驢子上, 此處何以得之?132 Zheng’s 
remark makes a direct contrast between the different effects of locations on poetry composition. 
        Yang also emphasizes the importance of sites in poetry composition. As early as 1163, 
Yang sighed: “Getting out of the city, everything is tranquil” 出得城來事事幽.133 In 1181, Yang 
wrote: “In the city, how can I obtain poetic lines? / Without mountains, how can I obtain poetic 
lines” 城中安得詩, 無山安得詩?134 In 1185, Yang said: “Composing poems in the city makes 
one pull one’s beard in vain; / there are, however, in the mountains every subject is a poetic topic” 
城裏哦詩枉斷髭, 山中物物是詩題.135  In 1187, in the “Preface to Xigui ji,” Yang wrote, 
“Poetry is in the mountains and forests, while people are in the cities. Therefore these two are 
often coincidentally in disaccord but it is a good thing that they do not get along with each other” 
詩在山林, 而人在城市, 是二者常巧於相違而喜於不相值.136 In 1188, when he was demoted 
and banished to Yunzhou (in present-day Jiangxi), Yang edited the poems he had composed 
during this period and wrote in the preface: “The site of mountains and waters is a boundless 
resource for the poets” 蓋山水之窟宅, 詩人之淵林也.137 He often commented that that when he 
took offices outside of the capital, he was becoming more productive in poetry writing. 
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 Beimeng suoyan北夢瑣言, Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2002, vol. 7, pp. 149-150. 
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 Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 32. 
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 Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 825. 
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 Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 1008. 
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 “Preface to Xigui ji,” Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 3262. 
137
 “Preface to Jiangxi daoyuan ji,” Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 3269. 
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        Yang frequently mentions his particular love of mountains.
138
 He writes about different 
mountains and their different features and characters, which can be frequently seen in his travel 
poems. Staying at his hometown, he sighed: “My hometown is really a den of mountains and 
waters” 吾鄉端是山水窟.139 During the years of 1188 to 1189, when he was on the way to take 
a post at the Daoist Monastery of Jiangxi (during the years of 1188 to 1189), Yang composed 
two volumes of poems, which are collected into Jiangxi daoyuan ji 江西道院集. Among the two 
hundred and five poems in the collection, more than one tenth, that is, 24 poems altogether are 
specifically on mountains. There are also a few poems in which mountains are mentioned but not 
treated as their main topics. The poet claims, “[Such a view] is certainly not to be seen in the 
cities” 城裏自不見. Most of the time, he gives the exact names of the mountains, such as Mount 
Quan泉嶺, Looking Out for Husband Mountain 望夫嶺, Gezao Mountain 閣皂山, Ling 
Mountain 靈山, Yu Mountain 玉山, Mount Shanghu上湖嶺, the South and North Mountains of 
Zhaoxian River 招賢江南北二山, Ke Mountain 柯山, Jiming Mountain 雞鳴山, Heng Mountain 
橫山, Jinhua Mountain 金華山, and Ce Creek Mountain 側溪山. Through Yang’s spectatorship 
(he uses words such as “see/look afar/watch” 望見), the route of his journey is shown in detail. 
One of these mountains poems says: 
 
When have I realized the marvels of watching mountains?                  看山妙處幾曾知? 
It is in the skewed light of the dusk that I began to realize it.               落照斜明始覺奇. 
Their clothes are so wrinkled that they almost crack.                           皺盡衣裳紋欲裂, 
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 Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 1068. 
139
 Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 102. 
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Competing to be ahead of each other, they chase me from afar.          爭先頭角遠相追. 
The six peaks appear from the end branch of the pine trees.                松梢別放六峰出, 
And the one thousand mountains are hanging upside down in the       江底倒將千嶂垂. 
     river. 
Through whole journey, I composed poems out of my impulse.          一路詩篇渾漫興, 
The Ce Creek really treated me well.                                                    側溪端的不相虧.140 
 
This poem illustrates again a few points we discussed earlier. First, Yang’s strong interest in 
“kan” 看 (to look) and the sight-specific feature of his poems. Second, his particular choice of a 
poetic device developed from the Classics of Poetry tradition, that is, the xing, or affective image. 
The latter reminds us of Liu Xie’s comment on shanlin, the reservoir of poetic source and 
inspiration. Yang’s liking of shanlin and the high percentage of his poems that feature this topic 
show his consistent views on the relationship between nature and poetic composition, and 
indicate an intentional return to Liu Xie’ theory on “Wuse” and a reconfirmation of Liu’s poetic 
value.   
        Shanlin, however, has acquired a new dimension in Yang’s poetry. It is also a manifestation 
of the poet’s social identity through the place where he is situated. Shanlin became Yang’s 
dwelling place and living environment while he was away from the political and economic center 
of the cities. The locale of outside-of-the-city, where mountains and forests are to be easily found, 
has largely inspired Yang the poet: the much greater number of nature poems composed during 
his time staying outside of the cities compared with those composed in the cities corroborates 
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 Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 1364. 
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Yang’s comment on the difference in poetic productivity at different locales. Moreover, it also 
helps Yang the low-rank official to construct his poetic identity not only on the basis of poetic 
composition but also on the basis of his social and political status and conditions. 
        Yang likes to use the word “wild” (ye 野) to describe things he has encountered outside of 
the cities: unknown households 野人家, wild chrysanthemums 野菊, wild fragrance野香, 
flowers in the wilderness/on the roadside 野花/路花, and wild ponds 野塘. Yang frequently 
labels himself “the wild old man” 野叟 or “the wild man of the mountains and forests” 山林野
人.141 He also calls himself “the wild old man of the Sincerity Studio” 誠齋野叟. When recalling 
events in his youth, Yang says: “I was from the mountains and forests, and unknown to others” 
我昔山林人不識;142 when taking court posts in the capital, he says: “I instead envy the old man 
on the roadside, who has never been to the cities in his whole life” 卻羨路旁叟, 白首不到城.143  
        This “wildness” connects with the term shanlin in the sense of the uncultured and the 
remote. Most of Yang’s time was spent in places where he calls shanlin, either at posts outside of 
the cities or in his hometown. He passed the highest level of the civil service examinations in 
1154 at the age of twenty-eight. During the early years of his official career, Yang followed the 
path of a typical low-rank official. From 1155 to 1170, he had been serving as a low-rank local 
official; from 1170 to 1173, as low-rank officials in the capital; from 1174 to 1181, as local 
officials; from 1182 to 1187, as a low-rank official in the capital; in 1188, as a local official 
again; from 1189 to 1193, as officials in the capital with the highest rank of 4a (specifically, 
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 Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 6, p. 33, p. 242, p. 1068, p. 3988, and p. 2894. 
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 Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 1041. 
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 Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 1330. 
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Director of the Palace Library). Yang retired in 1194. In 1206, recruited by the Prime Minister 
Han Tuozhou 韓佗胄 (1152-1207), Yang was promoted and appointed to an honorable position 
with the rank of 3b. The above survey of Yang’s official career shows (as can also be seen in the 
table below) that, first, before his retirement, Yang had been mostly a low-rank official; and 
second, Yang spent about half of his forty-year long official life in various, different local posts. 
 
Table 1: Yang Wanli’s Offcial Career 
Year Events in Yang’s official career, 1127-1206 
1154 Passed the highest level of the Civil Service Examinations 
1155 Revenue Manager and Adjutant of Ganzhou 贛州司戶參軍, rank 9b 
1159 Magistrate of Lingling County, Yongzhou 永州零陵縣丞 
1163 Instructor of Lin’an Prefectural School 臨安府學教授 
1170 Magistrate of Fengxin County 奉新縣令;  
Erudite of the National University國子博士, rank 8a 
1171 Erudite of the Court of Imperial Sacrifices 太常博士, rank 8a 
1172 Aid in Chamberlain for Ceremonials 太常丞, rank 7b 
1173 Vice Director of the Palace Library袐書少監, rank 5b 
1174 Prefect of Zhangzhou 知漳州 
1178 Prefect of Changzhou 知常州 
1181 Judicial Commissioner of Guangdong廣東提刑 
1182 Auxiliary in the Imperial Archives 直袐閣, rank 8a  
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Table 1 (cont.) 
1184 Vice Director of the Ministry of Personnel 吏部員外郎, rank 7a 
1185 Vice Director of the Ministry of Personnel 吏部郎中, rank  6b; concurrently 
Study Attendant in the Eastern Palace東宮侍讀, rank 7a 
1186 Editorial Clerk in the Bureau of Military Affairs 樞密院檢詳諸房文字, rank 
6b; 
Gentleman for Court Audience朝請郎, rank 7a;  
Right & Left Office and the Bureau Director 右司郎中, 左司郎中, rank 6a 
1187 Consultant of the Civil Service Examinations 參詳官 
Vice Director of the Palace Library 袐書少監, rank 5b 
1188 Prefect of Yunzhou 知筠州 
1189 Grand Master for Closing Court 朝散大夫, rank 6b; 
Grand Master for Court 朝議大夫, rank 6a; 
Director of the Palace Library袐書監, rank 4a 
1190 Director of the Palace Library, concurrently Examining Editor in the True 
Records Institute 袐書監兼實錄院檢討官; 
Grand Master for Palace Attendance 中奉大夫, rank 4a; 
Auxiliary in the Hall of the Dragon Diagram 直龍圖閣, rank 7a; 
Vice Fiscal Commissioner of the Jiangdong Circuit 江東轉運副使 
1194 Retired from official posts 
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Table 1 (cont.) 
1206 Academician of the Hall for Treasuring the Heritage 寳謨閣學士, rank 3b144 
 
        It will help us understand Yang’s conception of the term shanlin if we examine how the 
word is used in his works. As just mentioned, in Yang’s poems, shanlin more often appears 
during the following times: when he was taking offices outside the capital, when he was waiting 
to take a newly appointed position, during his mourning periods, and in his retirement. The last 
three situations all took place when Yang was in his hometown. Yang tells us that his native 
town, Jishui (in present-day Jiangxi province), is a mountainous place. And as we have seen 
most of his official career was spent outside of the capital, as is succinctly summarized in this 
couplet: “In my whole life I have been in charge of areas outside of the cities; / having been born 
a native of Drunkland” 生涯管城外, 本貫醉鄉中.145  
        Therefore shanlin in Yang’s poems, no matter if it appears as his hometown or as the places 
he travelled to and resided in while taking local offices outside of the capital, refers to actual 
living spaces associated with real mountains and forests. In the following poem written around 
1175-1177, Yang describes the shanlin environment of his hometown: 
 
My hut is by the South Creek;                                                            吾廬在南溪, 
          To the north of the creek you can see half of North Mountain.          溪北北山半. 
                                                          
144
 Yang’s official appointments in the chart are based on Yu Beishan’s Yang Wanli nianpu 
(Chronological Biography of Yang Wanli), Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 2006. English 
translations and the ranks are based on Hucker’s A Dictionary of Official Titles in Imperial China, 
Stanford: Stanford University, 1985.    
145
 “Bingqi lanjing qier” 病起覽鏡其二, in Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 2240. 
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Ten thousand pine trees can be taken as my fence;                            萬松當籬落, 
And thousands of rocks come up to my table.                                    千岩上幾案. 
          Who will loathe to have more flowers?                                               花草豈厭多, 
          They are enjoyable even if they are not many.                                    不多亦堪翫. 
Having this hill, I feel content;                                                            一丘萬事足, 
And I am not even a bit jealous of other people.                                 半點無外羡. 
How can I clean my two tassels?                                                         如何濯雙纓,146 
What I lack is only a spring.                                                                獨欠泉一眼. 
I wander in the wilds under the clear skies at the dusk;                      晚晴漫野步, 
I happen to come to the side banks of the creek.                                 偶到溪側畔. 
I quite blame the clear but shallow creek,                                           頗怪清淺流, 
It gets worse after snow and diminished into a line.                           雪後劣如綫. 
I will bring two or three friends,                                                          相將二三子, 
And laugh with them in this marvelous scenery.                                一笑出奇觀.147 
  
The South Creek and North Mountain surrounded by pine trees, rocks, flowers and grass are an 
integral part of the poet’s family life in his hometown. 
                                                          
146
 The allusion of “cleaning tassels” is from the chapter “Lilou” of Mencius. It says that one cleans his 
cap and tassels when the water is clear; he cleans his feet when the water is muddy. It indicates that one 
needs to make his own right choice according to the circumstance. 
147
 “Playing with Water at South Creek during a Walk in the Evening” 晚步南溪弄水, Yang Wanli ji 
jianjiao, pp. 396-397. 
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        Yang also frequently uses “residing in the mountains” 山居 in the titles of his poems. For 
instance, the following poem tells us about the shanlin environment when Yang served as the 
Prefect of Changzhou in 1178: 
  
Since I brought my family to Jingxi and served as its Prefect.               擕家守荊溪,  
It has been one year.                                                                                忽忽已一朞. 
It is not that the official residence is bad;                                                官舍非不佳, 
It is that what I harbor always lacks joy.                                                 懷抱長鮮怡. 
If it is not the servants getting sick,                                                         若非僮仆病, 
It must be my children crying.                                                                 定復兒女啼. 
In the past, I was in poverty and my stomach was not full;                     昔貧歎不飽, 
How can my current sadness be due to hunger?                                      今愁豈緣飢? 
In the morning, I took some books in my sleeve;                                    晨起袖書冊, 
And climbed in a hurry to the pavilion to enjoy myself.                         急登亭上嬉. 
The dew has left traces and the stars and the moon are still in the sky.   露痕尚星月, 
There is wind and mist but no windows.                                                  風氣無窗扉. 
I immediately feel that my old and sick body                                          頓覺老病身, 
Cannot bear my clothes that are made from bad cotton and rough          不禁縘綌衣. 
    kudzu vine.  
How did I take yesterday’s hot and humid weather?                               昨暑何可度? 
The morning cool is so marvelous.                                                          朝涼乃爾奇. 
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The white bird afar looks like a butterfly;                                              白鳥遠如蝶, 
The cicadas are chanting as if reciting poems.                                       玄蟬哦似詩. 
The color of the pine trees cleans my spirit,                                           松色雪我神, 
And the fragrance of the lotus flowers chills me from inside.                荷香冰我脾. 
Where has my sadness and joy gone?                                                     憂樂忽安在? 
It is gone with both my body and my soul.                                             形骸亦俱遺. 
My young kids do not understand what I am feeling at this moment;    稚子不解事, 
He calls me to return for breakfast.                                                         朝餐呼我歸.148  
  
Both poems show us a real living place within the shanlin environment.  
        Enjoying living in such an environment and getting tired of officialdom, Yang yearns for a 
commoner’s status. In a poem written around 1188 towards the end of his official career, he says: 
 
           It has been one year since I left the court and returned home.              去國還家一歲陰, 
           I once again came to Brocade River and climbed Phoenix Mountain. 鳳山錦水更登臨. 
           Since my departure several hundred battles have been fought with     別來蠻觸幾百戰, 
              the barbarians;  
           How many hearts are stirred while braving through the dangerous      險盡山川多少心? 
              mountains and rivers?  
          How can it be compared to the idle man who is not enlisted in             何似閒人無籍在, 
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 “Reading Books in the Pavilion of Abundant Crops in Leisure on a Sunny Morning” 休日晴曉, 讀書
多稼亭, Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 508. 
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              officialdom?  
          They could keep an eye on the ups and downs of the world.                 不妨冷眼看昇沉. 
          The lotus flowers are blooming and the seedpods are fresh.                  荷花正閙蓮蓬嫩, 
          Let me pour the wineglass full under the pine in the moonlight.           月下松醪且滿斟.149 
     
        In contrast to a commoner’s status, the conventional use of shanlin might easily let people 
associate the term with one’s reclusive thoughts. And retiring to one’s hometown, particularly at 
an unusual time in one’s life, tends to be taken as a way of showing a gesture of disapproval 
toward the contemporary political culture. Yang could be viewed as one of these people. He 
criticized court politics for its partisanship and capriciousness, which also resulted in a worsened 
human relationship. In his later years, Yang refused to be recruited into Han Tuozhou’s 
administration because of his disapproval of the latter’s foreign policy. Yang once responded to 
people’s compliments to his choice of retirement: 
 
I am just a tired old man of the mountains and forests. Pheasants and hares are my 
neighbors; fish and shrimps keep me company. I seek low-rank positions because of 
poverty, put my hand in the silk ribbons of the official seals because of laziness, decline 
the official’s leather cap because of sickness, and put the tablet away because of age. This 
is totally different from the returning cattle of the peach woods and the discarded runners 
of the army camp.
150
 Therefore the comment that you made in your letter regarding my 
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 “Being Touched by the Moment” 感興, Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 1302. 
150
 “The returning cattle of the peach woods” is an illusion from the Shangshu (The Book of Documents). 
King Wu of Zhou, after defeating the Shang, returned the horses to Mount Hua and the cattle to the peach 
woods to show his intention of ending the war and desire for peace. 
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“being brave in making decisions” is like discussing years with the morning mushrooms 
and talking about ice with the summer insects. It is especially unreasonable in your 
comparing me with His Excellency Fan Zhongyan [the preeminent Northern Song 
statesman]. 
某山林一槁人耳. 雉兔之與處, 魚蝦之與侶. 以貧而求抱關, 以憊而上印綬, 以疾而辭
皮冠, 以年而袖手板. 此其異於桃林之歸牛, 柳營之汰卒者幾希. 而來教有 “去就勇決”
之褒, 正與朝菌論年, 夏蟲語冰耳. 至擬之以范蜀公, 尤非其倫.151 
  
This statement may sound self-humbling, but it clearly shows Yang’s refusal to be idolized and 
idealized as a recluse.     
        Yang’s use of the term shanlin also indicates that he is against the popular thought of 
seeking the coexistence of natural beauty and urban life in the city, which again shows his 
attitude toward gardens and estates in the cities and changes the traditional implications of 
shanlin as the symbol for a reclusive life style in contrast with langmiao廊廟 (official halls and 
ancestral shrines). Shanlin usually appears as a space away from the political center, or as a 
gesture of waiting for opportunity to further one’s career. This makes it possible that one can be 
physically in the shanlin while setting one’s mind at the langmiao. 
        It had long been a popular practice among the noble and the literati to enjoy both nature and 
urban life in the cities. The Northern Song literati are known for their practices in the gardens of 
Luoyang.
152
 The calligrapher Mi Fu 米芾 (1051-1107) once juxtaposed “mountains and forests” 
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 “Da Xunzhou Liao Zihui shu” 答潯州廖子晦書, Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 2894. 
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 See Xiaoshan Yang, Metamorphosis of the Private Sphere: Gardens and Objects in Tang-Song 
Poetry, Cambridge, MASS: Harvard University Press, 2003; Robert E. Harrist, Jr, Painting and Private 
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with “city” while he and his son resided in the South Mountain. He praises the South Mountain 
for its perfect inclusion of the best qualities of both the city and the mountains and forests. Yang 
apparently rejects this kind of practice by saying that “it is hard to have both chengshi and 
shanlin at the same time” 城市山林難兩兼.153 He even goes so far as saying that it might not be 
easy for people residing in the cities to really appreciate the beauty of mountains and rivers. For 
him the relationship between nature and person is karmic: 
  
The joy of mountains and waters is easy to acquire on one hand and not easy to acquire on 
the other. The happy person will not get it; those who get it are not happy. You cannot 
give it to the greedy person; you cannot take it away from an honest person, either. 
Therefore people and the mountains and waters mutually seek each other but cannot run 
into each other. Yu Liang [元規 289-340], Xie Lingyun, and Li Bai—aren’t they people of 
the hills and valleys? However, they are the only ones who can fulfill their enjoyment. 
Those who reside in mountains and build houses by rivers loathe the cold of the high 
mountains and suffer from the loneliness. They would rather get away from it but could 
not. 
山水之樂, 易得而不易得, 不易得而易得者也. 樂者不得, 得者不樂, 貪者不與, 廉者不
奪也. 故人與山水, 兩相求而不相遭. 庾元規, 謝太傅, 李太白輩, 非一丘一壑之人耶? 
然獨得竟其樂哉! 山居水宅者, 厭高寒而病寂寞, 欲脫去而不得也.154 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
Life in Eleventh-Century China: Mountain Villa by Li Gonglin, Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University 
Press, 1998. 
153
 See “Ti Zhang Tanfu Yuzhuang tu sanshou, qier” 題張坦夫腴莊圖三首, 其二, in Yang Wanli ji 
jianjiao, p. 1932. 
154
 “Jingyan lou ji” 景延樓記, in Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 2995. 
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        Yang finds ample opportunity to express his own particular interest in the wilderness even 
in writings to praise his friends’ gardens and estates. In one of a series of twenty-six poems 
written for Yu Liangneng’s garden in 1186 when he took office in the capital, Yang singles out 
the wild nature of the pond to praise: 
 
The wild geese fly down to the reefs and water grass, announcing     雁下菰蒲報夕寒, 
    the coldness of the dusk.  
The herons take the xing and zao grasses as their breakfast.               鷺將荇藻作朝餐. 
The wild pond only allows the wild man to come.                              野塘只許野人到, 
It does not let Mr. Jin, Mr. Zhang, Mr. Xu, and Mr. Shi take a peek. 不要金張許史看.155 
   
In another series of ten poems written on the plum flowers in Zhang Zi’s Jade Illuminating Hall 
玉照堂, he praises the plum flowers but considers them inferior to those in Mount Yu: 
 
The colors of red and purple are so numerous and lively.                   紅紅紫紫儘紜紜,  
Their charm is after all inferior to that of the plum blossoms of         韻處終輸虞嶺君. 
    Mount Yu. 
I have not yet spoken of its jade blossoms and icy bones.                  未說玉花冰雪骨, 
The new shade has already turned half of the spring clouds green.    新陰先綠半春雲.156 
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 “Sending Twenty-six Poems to Yu Liangneng on His Garden” 寄題俞叔奇國博郎中園亭二十六詠, 
Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 1068. Jin, “Zhang, Xu, and Shi are the four big last names in the Han and are 
used to refer to noble families in later generations. 
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          Yang also keeps a distance from life in the gardens and estates within the cities. While 
appreciating the plum blossoms in Zhang Zi’s Cassia Estate, the beauty of the blossoms reminds 
the poet of his dream about the mountains.
157
 In another poem written in response to Zhang Zi 
matching the latter’s rhymes, Yang says: 
 
The poet resides in the patches of clover.                                             詩人家在木樨林, 
A narrow path by the lake of ten thousand acres.                                 万頃湖光一徑深. 
Along the road dark green trees stand up like canopies.                       夾路兩行森翠蓋, 
The west wind scatters the golden cassia at midnight.                          西風半夜散麩金. 
Inviting guests, raising up the wine cups, fragrance flows like jade.    邀賓把酒香浮玉, 
Breaking through water and frost, meat falls down on the anvil.          擘水庖霜膾落砧. 
Snatching off the legendary mountain and bringing it into the capital. 掇取仙山入京洛, 
Watching the vicissitudes of the world unharmed, in cold eyes.           不妨冷眼看昇沉.158 
 
Yang starts with a description of the overall environment, such as the lake and the cassia trees. 
He then presents the night scenes in an impressionist style, which involve things on movements, 
appearing obscured amid the wind, frost, and the vapors of water – the scattering cassia petals, 
the floating aroma of wine, and the food prepared by the skillful chef. However, by contrasting 
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 “Matching the Rhymes with Zhang Zi’s Ten Quatrains on the Jade Illuminating Hall” 走筆和張功父
玉照堂十絕句, Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 1079. 
157
 Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 1079. 
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 “Again Matching the Rhymes [with Zhang Zi]” 又和, Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 1172. 
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the nature of the “legendary mountain” with that of the capital and by personifying the 
“legendary mountain,” Yang in this poem appears as a reserved observer and stays detached 
from the lively night life at the Estate. 
          Compared to the image of shanlin, the image of chengshi in Yang’s poems is vague and 
inadequate. We can, however, still get a glimpse of his imaginings of chengshi. First, chengshi in 
his poems is often used for the capital city Lin’an, referred to variously as the imperial city 帝城, 
the imperial capital 帝京, the imperial home 帝里, the capital city 京師, or metaphorically, 
Chang’an 長安. When Yang is in cities other than the capital, the juxtaposition of city and 
shanlin is rare. And unlike poems on shanlin, poems with topics related to chengshi are mostly 
composed for social gatherings, occasions in the court, or exchanges with friends and are mostly 
related to his political life. Chengshi quite often appears as a space full of mundane attraction 
and temptation. It is “a soft bustling world” 軟紅塵 that might disturb one’s heart, or, a 
sensational “world of birds and flowers” 鶯花世界. Likewise, the West Lake, as a site for social 
gathering and scenic appreciation, represents either “a place of brocade” 錦繡鄉 or “the world of 
red fragrance” 紅香世界.159 In the following poem, Yang records his reflections on reading 
Zhang Zi’s poetry collection: 
 
I have not dreamed of the soft rosy dust world for ten years.            十年不夢軟紅塵, 
Reading your poems disturbed my carefree heart.                             惱亂閒心得我嗔. 
Reading your collection two nights in a row.                                     兩夜連繙約齋集, 
My eyes were able to see the spring of the imperial capital again.    雙明再見帝城春. 
                                                          
159
 Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 953, p. 960, and p. 1001. 
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The world of birds and flowers was better than mine.                       鶯花世界輸公等, 
I was infatuated with springs and rocks and can only sigh over        泉石膏肓歎病身. 
   my sick body. 
The four leading poets of the recent time,                                          近代風騷四詩將, 
If it is not you, who could challenge them?                                        非君摩壘更何人?160 
 
This poem was written around 1200 when Yang was in retirement. As the poem says, Yang had 
left the capital for about ten years and the poet’s heart was stirred by reading his friend, Zhang 
Zi’s poetry collections. He recollected the spring scenes in the capital and the world that he was 
once familiar with but that was different from what he has now. This poem could be read side by 
side with the poem about a banquet at Zhang Zi’s Cassia Estate quoted right above. The so-
called “the world of birds and flowers” 鶯花世界 in this poem has been described in the 
previous poem, in which the guests are enjoying the wonderful banquet and the gorgeous estate 
of the host. The old feeling that he was not part of “the world of birds and flowers,” however, has 
not changed. Yang’s typical expressions on both chengshi and shanlin, except for the sighing 
over his sickness, and his determination to stick to shanlin can be seen in his use of particular 
words such as “quanshi gaohuang” 泉石膏肓 (being infatuated with mountains and rivers to the 
point of getting sick) and “chen” 嗔 (scowl). 
        If we view Yang Wanli’s conception of shanlin from the perspective of the term itself, then 
it is obvious that shanlin in Yang’s poems has been given more dimensions than its previous 
usages. Shanlin is not just only a remote area with mountains and forests for recluses, but a 
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living space for low-rank officials and poets who enjoyed the environment and benefited from it 
in their poetic compositions. This expanded space of shanlin, both imagined and physical, when 
juxtaposed with chengshi, is a demonstration of an expanded group of low-rank officials among 
the poets, for the city represented the political power, which was lacking in this group of people. 
Lu You once comments on the association between the content and style of writing and the 
locality of writing: “Therefore it seems that the Creator intends to make an association between 
the talent that one is bestowed with and the place that one lives in, so that one is able to spread 
his fame to the later generations, even though he is not employed at his time” 故其所賦之才与
所居之地, 亦若造物有意于其間者. 雖不用于時而自足以傳後世.161 
        Speaking from the aspect of poetic art, Yang’s compositions on the specific sites of gardens 
and estates follow the tradition established by the Tang poet Wang Wei 王維 (692-761) in his 
Wangchuan Collection. These poems are considered by scholars as estate poems.
162
 And Yang’s 
matching poems to Zhang Zi belong to the category of social poems, with the purpose of 
communication and entertainment. These latter two types of composition apparently are not 
promoted or liked by Yang. In a letter written in his later years, which is mentioned in the earlier 
part of this chapter, Yang rated the different ways of composition and explained the reason for 
the different rankings: 
 
          Generally in composing poetry, the most superior are those inspired by the xing; 
straightforward descriptions comes next; composing in response to other works is the 
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 “Zhou Yigong wenji xu” 周益工文集序, in Weinan wenji, juan 15, p. 88. 
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55.1 (1995): 39-59. 
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worst, coming out of necessity ... no matter if one focuses on one certain flower, writes on 
one certain grass, refers to one particular object, labors on one particular line, establishes 
one particular topic, or accomplishes one particular piece. It is simply not out of Heaven. 
However, it still centers on me. This is what is called fu. When it comes to rhyme with 
others, [questions such as] who is touched, who feels it, and who composes will be raised. 
The answer could only be in the poet. If a poem is a product out of Heaven, one would 
fear that the poem might be harmed by Heaven; if it is owned only by me, one would fear 
the poem to be stronger than me. Now if the composition of a poem is only affected by 
people, how can one expect the poem to have a slice of Heaven and self? Presumably, I 
saw it before, and now I have to retrieve that impression. I do not want to use that rhyme, 
but have to follow the person whose poem I am rhyming with. Can even poets like Li Bai 
and Du Fu accomplish that? But Li and Du did not do that. There are no hasty lines in 
their collections and Yuan Zhen [779-831] and Bai Juyi [772-846] did not match the 
rhymes of others. Once poetry comes to matching the rhymes of others, it is ruined. 
Therefore Han Ju (1080-1135) considers matching the rhymes with others the biggest fault 
in poetry. 
          大抵詩之作也, 興上也, 賦次也, 賡和不得已也…或屬意一花, 或分題一草, 指某物, 課
一詠, 立某題, 徵一篇是已, 非天矣. 然猶專乎我也, 斯之為賦. 至於賡和, 則孰觸之, 孰
感之, 孰題之哉? 人而已矣. 出乎天, 猶懼戕乎天, 專乎我, 猶懼強乎我. 今牽乎人而已
矣, 尚冀其有一銖之天, 一黍之我乎? 蓋我嘗覿是物, 而逆追彼之覿. 我不欲用是韻, 而
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抑從彼之用, 雖李杜能之乎? 而李杜之不為也. 是故李杜之集無牽率之句, 而元白有和
韻之作. 詩至和韻, 而詩始大壞矣. 故韓子蒼以和韻為詩之大戒也.163 
 
The criteria for the ranking, according to Yang, are their associations with the two terms tian 
(Heaven) and wo (I); or, in other words, related to the poetry composition process: whether a 
piece of work is composed out of the stimulation the writer receives from the natural world. The 
faults for poems of matching the rhymes with others lie in that the composition process is 
predetermined by a person other than the writer, therefore missing the above mentioned two 
most important agents. Yang, in addition, points out the difficulty and unreasonableness in 
following the vision and rhymes of another person.          
        Before ending this chapter, I would like to emphasize a few points that are closely related to 
my argument and are worth briefly revisiting. First, the shared notion about the difficulty of 
poetry composition among members of the poetic community in the late twelfth century 
indicates the sustained vitality of pedagogical manuals on poetry, a tradition that enjoyed great 
popularity since the Tang. We witnessed an increasing number of poetic remark works with a 
trend of returning to this tradition during this period. In the next chapter I will discuss Jiang 
Kui’s Baishi daoren shishuo to show how poets at the time tried to balance their intention of 
improving the quality of poetry composition as a whole and at the same time sticking firmly to 
their poetic ideals.   
        Second, in Yang’s writings, similar to his treatment of the chengshi and shanlin dichotomy, 
there is another juxtaposition of “the nobles and high officials” (wanggong daren) with “poets 
and prose writers” (shiren wenshi 詩人文士). What connects these two pairs of contrast is the 
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shared concern with the relationship between people and location. Just as shiren wenshi are more 
likely to stay in shanlin, wanggong daren are more closely related to the imperial capital. Yang’s 
discourse on the identity of poet will be further discussed in the fourth chapter through the case 
study of the constrained poet Lin Xian. 
        Third, a further complexity to the above pairings is the association between shanlin and 
jianghu 江湖, a term used to label the Rivers and Lakes School of poetry in the early thirteenth 
century. Although Yang applied new meanings to the term shanlin, his construction of the word 
was still based on its original implications of nature, remoteness, and being away from the center. 
As pointed out above, many of Yang’s poems were composed during the time when he took 
offices outside of the capital or when he visited his hometown in Jiangxi. Words such as 
“anchoring” 泊, “traveling” 行, “coming out of” 出, “setting off” 發, “lodging” 宿,  “on the way 
to” 道中, “walking through the mountains” 山行, “passing” 過, and “crossing [water]” 渡 
frequently appear in his poems. So does the word jianghu. For example: “Both of us are 
wandering old men of the rivers and lakes” 彼此江湖漫浪翁; “How many passing winds and 
mists since we were separated from each other and scattered among the rivers and lakes” 江湖契
闊幾風煙; “I have been wandering among rivers and lakes for ten years serving in lowly county 
and prefectural posts” 十載江湖州縣底; “Looking back, I am a fisherman of the rivers and lakes” 
顧我江湖釣竿客; “I have been taking positions among the rivers and lakes for forty years, / and 
enlisted my names in the cabinets for two or three times” 隨牒江湖四十年, 寄名臺閣兩三番; “I 
have traveled across rivers and lakes; / and found that they are close to my hut” 行盡三江與五湖, 
江湖元只近吾居; “Ten years on the rivers and lakes, a thousand li’s moon” 十載江湖千里月; “I 
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forget that we have been long separated by rivers and lakes” 忘卻江湖久別離.164 Jianghu in 
these poems is used by Yang to refer to his traveling experience among different local posts.  
        One important change I want to point out here is that the semantic field of the term jianghu 
was shifting from a world of rivers and lakes to a world indicating exact travelling and 
wandering. The eventual transition from shanlin to jianghu, toward the end of the Southern Song, 
that is, from something substantial and reliable to something drifting and unsettled, reveals the 
further changing social status of the poets and their even more severely challenged identity. 
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 Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 1037, p. 1099, p. 1116, p. 1239, p. 1901, p. 1911, p. 2062, and p. 2132. 
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Chapter 3: Under the Mask of Authorial Self-construction: Baishi daoren shishuo and the 
Poetics of Jiang Kui 
        The Southern Song poets and critics continued promoting the traditional discourse on the 
difficultly of poetic composition. Shao Bo 邵博 (d. 1158) records Su Shi’s words to Chen 
Shidao’s brother, Chen Chuandao 陳傳道: “I know that Chuandao writes a poem each day. This 
is very good. The art cannot be mastered by people who are very talented but do not work hard” 
知傳道日課一詩, 甚善, 此技雖高才, 非甚習不能工.165 Su applauds Chen’s act by confirming 
that even a talented poet needs to frequently practice his writing skills. Then how about a poet 
who has only average talent? As discussed in the last chapter, Yang Wanli’s personal experience 
in acquiring the desired ease in poetry composition might not be easily applied to other poetry 
writers. In the preface written to the Yinchuang zalu, the editor sighs: 
 
The number of poets who have ascended to the altar of poetry does not surpass a few 
hundred. Those who are lingering outside and could not advance and those who remain 
obscure, however, are numbered in thousands or tens of thousands. It is not poetry but 
knowing how to write poetry that is difficult. 
登於詩壇者不越數百人, 其餘踟躕不進湮沒無聞者奚翅千萬! 非詩之難也, 知所以為
詩者難也.166 
 
The editor is making a larger argument to justify the reprinting of the Yinchuang zalu, a 
compendium of poetry manuals, the reprinting of which was itself a reflection of the demand for 
                                                          
165
 Su Shi, “Yu Chen Chuandao shu,” quoted in Shaoshi wenjian houlu邵氏聞見後錄, juan 18, p. 145. 
166
 Yinchuang zalu, p. 5. 
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such technical works in the book market. Both this passage and the above remark by Su Shi 
highlight the necessity of training and practice in improving one’s writing skills, either by 
justifying the demand for works discussing skills of poetic composition, or by urging writers to 
pay attention to improve their skills.  
        In this chapter I will be focusing on just one such work, the Baishi daoren shishuo (Master 
White Stone’s Remarks on Poetry) by Jiang Kui, the early and middle years of whose life fall 
right within the timeframe of this dissertation. Jiang is most known in literary history as a song-
lyric writer, a poet, and a critic. In his “Self-Account” 自叙, Jiang tells of how his multifaceted 
talent in poetry, song lyrics, prose, and music, as well as his personality, is appreciated and 
praised by the eminent figures of the time.
167
 He did not hold office throughout his life because 
of his failure in the civil service examination and due to the lack of alternate means to get into 
officialdom.
168
 The first important figure who recognized his poetic talent was Xiao Dezao. Xiao 
exclaims: “After forty years of composing poetry, I finally got a friend like him” 四十年作詩, 
始得此友.169 He was so impressed that he arranged for Jiang to marry his niece and, in 1186, 
when he moved to Huzhou, invited Jiang to come with him. 
        On their way to Huzhou the next year, Xiao Dezao and Jiang Kui passed by Lin’an, where 
Jiang Kui made his debut and got acquainted with many poets. At that time, Xiao Dezao had 
already gained poetic fame and Jiang Kui was introduced to the poet community as a disciple, or 
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 Zhou Mi, Qidong yeyu, juan 12, p. 211. 
168
 See Xia Chengtao, “Jiang Kui zhuan” 姜夔傳, in Baishi shici ji, pp. 195-196. 
169
 Quoted in Qidong yeyu, p. 211.  
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a junior colleague, and a relative of Xiao Dezao.
170
 Showing one’s work to others was a classic 
way of presenting oneself at this type of social occasions, which was what Jiang Kui did. The 
first two couplets in Xiang Anshi’s poem, entitled “Thanks to Jiang Kui, the Eminent Scholar, 
who studied poetry from Xiao Dongfu [Qianyan], for Showing Me His Poetry Scrolls” 謝姜夔秀
才示詩卷, 從千巖蕭東甫學詩, read: “The poetic school of Qianyan resided in the capital city; / 
The dew in the gold plate of the Emperor Hanwu is so clear. / Their ancient-style poems follow 
the prosodies of Huang Tingjian and Chen Yuyi. / Their short stanzas show the talent and 
sentiment of Wen Tingyun [812-870] and Li Shangyin” 千巖一派落京城, 承露金盤爾许清. 古
詩黄陳家格律, 短章温李氏才情.171 As this poem indicates, Jiang was able to impress his 
fellow poets. He later was recommended by Yang Wanli to Fan Chengda, which resulted in 
Jiang’s staying in Fan’s Bolder Lake Estate (in the Wu County, present-day Suzhou) and the 
Huzhou area for quite a few years. The three of them, Jiang, Yang, and Fan, composed and 
exchanged poems as a way of acknowledging each other’s poetic achievement and reporting 
one’s wellbeing to another. 
       Beginning from 1193, Jiang Kui was under the patronage of Zhang Jian, who was based in 
Lin’an. Jiang viewed himself as in a similar situation as the Late Tang poet Lu Guimeng 陸龟蒙 
in terms of both their life experiences and poetic styles.
172
 The late Southern Song and early 
Yuan critic Fang Hui remarks: “[He] was quite famous for his poetry at the time. He was almost 
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 See Zhang Zi, “Yin guo Tian cui, zuojian de Jiang Yaozhang suozeng shijuan, yi qizi weibao” 因過田
倅, 坐間得姜堯章所贈詩卷, 以七字為報, in Jiang Kui ziliao huibian, p. 4. 
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 See Jiang Kui ziliao huibian, p. 9. 
172
 “I Must Be Lu Tiansui [Guimeng] in My Previous Life” 三生定是陸天隨, “Chuye zi Shihu gui Tiaoxi” 
除夜自石湖歸苕溪, in Baishi shici ji, p. 41. 
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only inferior to Xiao Dezao, You Mao, Lu You, and Fan Chengda” 當時甚得詩名, 幾亞於蕭尤
陸范者.173 
        Besides poems and song lyrics, Jiang Kui also left a work of poetic criticism, the Baishi 
daoren shishuo, “Master White Stone’s Remarks on Poetry.”174 In the preface to the Shishuo, 
Jiang tells in detail of how he received a copy of the work in 1186 from an old man he 
mysteriously encountered during his trip to Mount Heng, who claimed to have been born during 
the Qingli reign period (1041-1048) of the Northern Song. Jiang also tells us that he is not the 
author and is just making the copy he has inherited from the old man public. In 1244, fifty-eight 
years after the writing of the preface, however, Jiang Kui was clearly identified as the author of 
the work, by Huang Sheng in his preface written for Wei Qingzhi’s Shiren yuxie: “Jiang White 
Stone says: How can one become adept at composing poetry if he does not know the faults of 
poetry? And how can one know the faults of poetry if he does not study the methods of poetry?” 
姜白石云: 不知詩病, 何由能詩? 不觀詩法, 何由知病?175 Quoting directly from the Baishi 
daoren shishuo, Huang Sheng not only does not seem to have any suspicion about Jiang’s 
authorship, but by confirming Jiang’s view on shibing 詩病, highlights the connection between 
Jiang’s book and similar works in the following periods of the Song. 
        The word shibing immediately calls our attention to the shige works of the early Tang, 
when the regulated verse flourished and when “faults” (bing) was used to refer to tonal faults at 
first and then gradually extended to include other faults in poetry composition. 
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 Quoted in Yingkui lüsui huiping, vol. 36, p. 1437. 
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 When Jiang resided in Tiaoxi (in present-day Zhejiang province), he lived next to a “White Stone Cave” 
and because of that, his friend Pan Cheng 潘柽 (1131-?1209) named him “Master White Stone.” Jiang 
took it as his style name since 1190. 
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 Shiren yuxie, Taipei: Shijie shuju, 1960, p. 2. 
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        Shige and shihua were considered two different genres of poetic criticism by poets and 
scholars in the Song.
176
 As pointed out by some modern scholars, the word ge 格 could mean 
many things, e.g., “standard,” “pattern,” “guideline,” or “style.”177 Shige as a critical genre on 
poetry, in the words of two recent studies, is primarily “pedagogically motivated”; they are 
“pedagogic works compiled both for and perhaps by novice poets.”178 Shihua, on the other hand, 
is considered a product of the Song dynasty; the first work that has this term in its title is Ouyang 
Xiu’s Liuyi shihua 六一詩話, written in the early 1070s. The main feature of the new genre is 
that, according to Donald Egan, it provides an “alternative space” outside the normal genres for 
“thinking and writing about poetry.”179 The dominance and popularity of the shihua in the Song, 
however, does not necessarily mean that people were no longer interested in the earlier genre of 
shige. The compilation of Yinchuang zalu in the eleventh century and its enlargement and 
publication toward the end of the twelfth century are evidence of its continued utility, if not 
popularity, in the Song. Besides the reprinting of Yinchuang zalu, other works of poetic criticism 
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 Chao Gongwu (1105-1180), for example, in his Junzhai dushuzhi lists shihua and shige works 
separately: shihua works are listed in the section of xiaoshuo (Small talk), which highlights shihua’s 
writing style, while shige works are in the section of wenshuo (Discussions on wen). This differentiation 
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how the Song people conceptualized these two categories. See Zhang Bowei, Quan Tang Wudai shige 
huikao, pp. 1-6. 
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 For example, shige is translated by Hartman as “poetry standard” or “guidelines for poetry,” while 
Yugen Wang translated it as “patterns of poetry.” See Charles Hartman, “The Yinchuang zalu 吟窗雑錄, 
Miscellaneous Notes from the Singing Window：A Song Dynasty Prime of Poetic Composition,” in 
Recarving the Dragon: Understanding Chinese Poetics, Prague: The Karolinum Press, 2003, p. 206; 
Wang, “Shige: The Popular Poetics of Regulated Verse,” T’ang Studies 22 (2004), pp. 95-110. 
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authors.” Wang, p. 81. 
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 The Problem of Beauty, p. 107. 
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that bear varying degrees of resemblance to the shige during the Southern Song include: Lin 
Yue’s 林越 (fl. 1147) Shaoling shige 少陵詩格, Yan Yu’s Canglang shihua (completed before 
1244),
180
 Zhou Bi’s 周弼 (1194-1255) Tang santi shifa 唐三體詩法, and Wei Qingzhi’s Shiren 
yuxie. The names of earlier shige works also appear in various kinds of Southern Song works. 
For instance, Yang Wanli in his Chengzai shihua provides a different opinion from that in the 
Jinzhen shige 金針詩格, a Tang shige work, on how the ending lines of a regulated poem should 
be written;
181
 a passage from the Xu Jinzhen shige 續金針詩格  is quoted, respectively, by Zeng 
Zao 曾慥 (fl. 1126-1151) in his Leishuo 類說, by Hu Zi 胡仔 (1110-1170) in his Tiaoxi yuyin 
conghua 苕溪渔隱叢話, by Wei Qingzhi in his Shiren yuxie, and by the Late Southern Song 
critic Cai Zhengsun 蔡正孫 (b. 1239) in his Shilin guangji 詩林廣記.182 These again indicate 
that shige works were being circulated, read, and commented upon in the Southern Song.
183
  
        One major task of this chapter is to evaluate where Jiang Kui’s Baishi daoren shishuo 
stands among the many and various critical traditions on poetry that were still alive in the Song, 
and specifically to analyze what motivated Jiang to write such a work. I argue that despite its 
close association with the shige genre of earlier periods, Jiang Kui’s Shishuo stands out from 
these earlier technically oriented works: it did not primarily target novice poets, but tried to set 
high standards for poetry in general. Under Jiang’s authorial mask as seen in his own preface lies 
a strong self-consciousness about what being a poet means. 
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 Canglang shihua was completed before the Shiren yuxie, which includes the former in its entirety. The 
preface to the Shiren yuxie was written in 1244. 
181
 Lidai shihua xubian, Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, p. 1983, p. 137.   
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 See Leishuo, juan 51, SKQS edition; Tiaoxi yuyin conghua houji 苕溪渔隱叢話後集, Beijing: 
Renmin wenxue chubanshe, 1962, p. 259; Shiren yuxie, juan 9, p. 197; Shilin guangji, juan 2, p. 46. 
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 See Quan Tang Wudai shige huikao, pp. 38-41. 
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        Acknowledging the uniqueness of the Shishuo, the modern scholar Guo Shaoyu
 郭紹虞 
(1893-1984) considers that it shows the traces of a transformation of Song works of poetic 
criticism from the time when the Jiangxi School gained popularity to the time before the 
Canglang shihua began to circulate. He considers the use of the word shishuo instead of the 
popular shihua in the title intentional, demonstrating the author’s interest in theory rather than 
anecdotal accounts.
184
 Comparing the Shishuo with other shihua works in the Song is 
undoubtedly a productive perspective on Jiang’s work. By focusing attention on the work’s 
connection with the Jiangxi School and works in the late Southern Song, however, Guo 
overlooks Jiang’s Shishuo’s connection to earlier shige works. It is my intention to further 
explore that connection in the following pages of this chapter. I will also discuss how Shishuo 
deviates from that historical association. 
 
The Preface 
 
        Baishi daoren shishuo does not frequently use the typical sentence structure of the shige, 
that is, “Shi you” 诗有 followed by a numeral plus a noun or a verb, such as “Poetry has five 
taboos” or “There are five things to be avoided in poetry” 詩有五忌.185 It, however, shares in 
important ways the essential features of a shige work.
186
 First, the preface of Shishuo shows the 
same writing patterns as the Jinzhen shige and Xu Jinzhen shige. Jinzhen shige is allegedly 
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 See Song shihua kao, Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1979, p. 92. 
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 Quan Tang Wudai shige huikao, p. 7. 
186
 There is only one such statement in the Shishuo, which is “In poetry, there are four kinds of gao miao 
[supreme marvel]” 詩有四种高妙. Baishi shici ji, collated and edited by Xia Chengtao, Beijing: Renmin 
wenxue chubanshe, 1998, p. 68. 
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compiled by Bai Juyi, and Xu Jinzhen shige, the earliest extant Northern Song shige work, is 
attributed to Mei Yaochen 梅堯臣 (1002-1060). 
        A comparison of the preface of Shishuo with that of Xu Jinzhen shige will illustrate these 
similarities. The Shishuo preface starts with: 
 
          On the first day of summer in the bingwu year of the Chunxi reign [1186], I traveled to 
Mount Yue and arrived at Miyun Peak. I lingered at Yu Creek Bridge, up and down. 
Loving its quietness and tranquility, I then stopped the servants and horses and went to 
look for the source of the creek alone. I chanted while walking. I saw a thatched hut in the 
woods and a man sitting on a big rock, who looked bright and was about forty to fifty 
years old … This man was delighted [after hearing couplets I recited from my poems] and 
said that I was a lovely person. Then he reached to his bag and got out a book, saying it 
was called Remarks on Poetry…I asked about his age and was told that he was born in the 
Qingli reign period [of the Northern Song]…At night I rested my horse and read the book 
carefully. It was marvelous.    
          淳熙丙午立夏, 余遊南岳, 至密雲峰. 徘徊禹溪橋下上, 愛其幽絕. 即屛置仆馬, 獨尋溪 
          源. 行且吟哦. 顧見茅屋蔽虧林木間, 若士坐大石上, 眉宇闓爽, 年可四五十. … 若士喜,  
          謂余可人. 遂探囊出書一卷, 云是詩說. … 問其年, 則慶曆間生. … 晚解鞍細讀其書, 甚 
          偉.187 
 
The Preface to Xu Jinzhen shige starts with: 
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 Baishi shici ji, p. 65. 
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          I traveled to Mount Lu and lodged in West Woods Monastery, where I discussed poetry            
          with Monk Xiyan. His words were full of profound thought. He always despised scholars     
          who do not understand yi and ge, knowing only to pick up leaves and search for strange    
          phrases, unable to enter the door of elegance and righteousness… He showed me the   
          Jinzhen shige by Mr. Letian [Bai Juyi] while he lived in a thatched hut. I browsed through   
           it and immediately realized that it was by someone who truly understands the essence of  
           poetry. 
          予游廬山, 宿西林與僧希言談詩. 極有玄理, 常鄙學者不知意格, 徒摘葉搜奇而不能入 
          雅正之奧閫… 出樂天在草堂中所述金針詩格, 觀其大要, 真知詩之骨髓者也.188 
 
Both accounts start with a trip to a scenic mountain, unexpectedly meeting someone who is away 
from the dusty world, and end up with receiving a piece of work from this person. Both preface 
writers are impressed by the work after reading it. 
        The story line that appears in both works can be traced back further to the preface to 
Jinzhen shige. Several elements of the story line can be identified in this earlier work attributed 
to Bai Juyi: 
   
          When I was demoted to Jiangzhou, I traveled quite often to Mount Lu and took lodge in  
          the East Woods and West Woods Monasteries. I loved poetry deeply ... Since then, I began 
to comprehend the principles of poetry writing and summarized the most important ones 
into a volume and named it Jinzhen ji. By this [the word jinzhen in the title, which means 
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 Yinchuang zalu, Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1997, p. 556. 
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gold needle] I mean that, just like diseases, the faults of poetry can be cured by a needle. 
There are many types of faults in poetry. If these faults are understood, the standards and 
patterns of poetry will be complete. 
          居易貶江州, 多游廬山, 宿東西二林. 酷愛於詩, … 自此味其詩理, 撮其體要為一格目, 
          曰金鍼[針]集. 喻其詩病而得鍼[針]醫, 其病自除. 詩病最多, 能知其病, 詩格自全也.189 
 
As we have seen, both “trip to a mountain” and “comprehending the principles of poetry 
composition” are prominent motifs in the Xu Jinzhen shige and Baishi daoren shishuo. This 
indicates a close relationship among the three works and probably a direct lineage from Jinzhen 
shige and Xu Jinzhen shige to the Shishuo. 
        A comparison of the prefaces to the three works shows that they share a similar writing 
style despite the appearance in the Shishuo of the mysterious old man who claimed to have been 
born in the Qingli reign period. Chen Si 陳思 (b. 1873) of the Qing Dynasty and the modern 
scholar Xia Chengtao 夏承燾 (1900-1986) prefer to take the old man as a figure for Huang 
Tingjian (who was born during the Qingli reign), and interpret the mysterious treatment of the 
authorship as Jiang’s way of indicating the roots of his poetic model.190 Guo Shaoyu, like most 
other scholars, interprets Jiang’s account of the old man as fictitious but does not provide further 
analysis as to why Jiang chose do so. 
        The unanswered question of why Jiang would conceal his authorship might be due to the 
lack of clear evidence. More probably, however, Jiang’s concealing his authorship might have 
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been intentional. In the ending line of the work, Jiang writes: “My sayings have already offended 
the ancient poets, Will people from later generations not blame me for this” 吾之說已得罪于古
之詩人, 後之人其勿重罪余乎? “My sayings” 吾之說, according to the context, refers to what 
has been said before this point in the Shishuo. Jiang worries that his treatises, which he thinks go 
against the ancient poets’ practice, might go against the later generations’ will as well. As for 
how and why, the text does not specify. 
        The sentence “my sayings have already offended the ancient poets” implies that according 
to Jiang Kui, what has been stated in the Shishuo differs from the ancient poets’ common 
practice. If we look at the history of the shige as a genre, we find similar offended feelings from 
the poets to such works. Shige as a term probably appeared as early as Shen Yue’s 沈約 (441-
513) time; and as a book title, it did not appear until the Tang.
191
 Because its main target was 
beginning writers, there were fierce attacks on the shige works in the Northern Song for their 
vulgarity and absurdity.
192
 For instance, Fan Wen 范溫 (fl. the end of the Northern Song), one of 
the earliest shihua writers, mentions people’s attitudes toward the shige work: “The popular 
opinion is that Letian’s Jinzhen ji quite vulgar and shallow. However, there are good points [in 
Jinzhen ji], such as ‘Finding out the right line is not as good as to find out the right intent,’ which 
cannot be said by someone who is not a master in literary writing” 世俗所謂樂天金針集殊鄙淺, 
然其中有可取者: “煉句不如煉意,” 非老於文學不能道此.193 Another often cited attack on 
shige is from Cai Kuanfu 蔡寬夫, a contemporary of Fan Wen: “At the end of the Tang and in 
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the Five Dynasties, many of those vulgar and self-appointed poets, in their pursuit of fame, were 
fond of establishing ungrounded patterns and rules [for poetry]” 唐末五代, 流俗以詩自名者, 多
好妄立格法.194 Jiang’s ending remarks, therefore, could be taken as coming out of Jiang’s 
awareness of his Shishuo’s connection to the shige works. 
 
The Faults of Poetry and the Conception of the Poet as a zuozhe 
 
        While the Shishuo shares some important features with works in the shige tradition, it also 
takes these features into different directions. Like the shige, Shishuo centers on the concept and 
issues of “faults” (bing). Throughout the Shishuo, Jiang is instructing poets on what to follow 
and what to avoid while composing poems. 26 out of its 28 entries fall under this category.
195
 
Entries in the work usually start with what qualities a poem should have and what would be the 
outcome if a certain quality is lacking. Jiang also diagnoses the causes of these “faults.” Here are 
the first two entries in Shishuo: 
           
          In general, poetry should have qixiang (aura and appearance, 氣象), timian (body and face   
          or overall structure, 體面), xuemai (blood and veins or inner linkage or fluidity, 血脈), and  
          yundu (resonance and charm, 韻度). For qixiang, what should be desired is vastness and  
          profundity, its shortcoming being that it may lead to vulgarity; for timian, what should be  
          desired is grandness, its shortcoming being that it may lead to unrestraint; for xuemai, what  
          should be desired is consistency and linkage, its shortcoming being that it may lead to  
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          shallow connections; for yundu, what should be desired is gracefulness and elegance, its   
          shortcoming being it may lead to lightness and frivolity. 
大凡詩自有氣象, 體面, 血脈, 韻度. 氣象欲其渾厚, 其失也俗. 體面欲其宏大, 其失也
狂. 血脈欲其貫穿, 其失也露. 韻度欲其飄逸, 其失也清. 
 
Composing big pieces especially needs arrangement to stay balanced at the beginning and 
the end, and remain rich and full in the middle. I see a lot of people’s works with excess at 
the beginning but inadequate at the end, or extreme refined at the beginning but rather 
hasty at the end. [This as a fault] should be learned.  
作大篇尤當布置, 首尾匀停, 腰腹肥滿. 多見人前面有餘, 後面不足, 前面極工, 後面草
草. 不可不知也.196 
 
Shishuo makes a strong connection between “faults” and shifa, or “methods of poetry,” a notion 
that was popularized by the Jiangxi School, emphasizing that only when one knows the shifa can 
one recognize the “faults” in one’s poems, can one be capable of composing poetry. It shares an 
essential assumption with the Jinzhen shige in recognizing that knowing the “faults” of poetry is 
a pre-condition for maintaining the quality of poetic composition, as we have seen earlier in this 
chapter (in a passage in the preface explaining the meaning of jinzhen in the title).   
        Putting Jiang’s work in the context of what perhaps can be considered a revival of interest 
in the shige in the late twelfth and the thirteenth centuries, we find that the concern with “faults” 
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was a widespread phenomenon.
197
 Huang Sheng, for example, in his preface to Shiren yuxie, has 
this passage regarding the “faults” of poetry:  
 
          The comment to a poem is like a doctor’s prescription. If the comment is not sharp,  
          how can it benefit the reader of the poem? If the prescription is not effective, how can it  
          help cure the disease?... [This book] will function as the famous Western Han doctor  
          Chunyu Yi [Master Cang] and the Eastern Han doctor Hua Tuo. Giving out prescriptions  
          based on this book, even a quack can cure diseases, let alone those who are excellent at          
          providing treatments....Not everyone is a Li Bai or a Du Fu—how can one go directly to  
          the most marvelous place? We poets should make a collective effort on this! 
          詩之有評, 猶醫之有方也. 評不精, 何益于詩? 方不靈, 何益于醫? …是猶倉公, 華佗, 按 
          病處方, 雖庸醫得之, 犹可藉以已疾, 而況醫之善者哉…人非李杜, 安能徑詣聖處! 吾  
          黨盍相與懋之!198   
 
The purpose of such works is to provide guidance for the poets to help with their composition, 
just like medicine prescribed by doctors to their patients. When talking about the necessity of this 
type of works, Huang Sheng brings up two different kinds of poets: bad poets who are like the 
yongyi or bad doctors, and good poets who are like the “yi zhi shan zhe,” those who are good at 
providing treatments to their patients. 
                                                          
197
 There was a rekindled interest in shige works starting from the mid-Southern Song: Yinchuang zalu 
was reedited and reprinted in 1194, a time when the Canglang shihua, Shiren yuxie and Tang santi shifa 
were also in circulation. Zhou Bi’s Tang santi shifa is a combination of anthology and shige work. It 
gives particularly instructions (an analysis on the structure of a given verse) on five- and seven-syllabus 
regulated verse and jueju poems to novice poets. 
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 Shiren yuxie, p. 2. 
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        There is, however, a subtle but significant difference between Huang Sheng and Jiang Kui’s 
statements on the importance of knowing the poetic “faults.” Huang Sheng, in the latter part of 
his preface, treats the “prescription” itself as a magic that transforms the poets to immortals, 
while Jiang Kui states that there is a higher level beyond the instructions themselves, which 
cannot be reached by simply following what is said in the book. Here is what Jiang says: 
 
          Shishuo is not composed for those who can compose poetry but for those who  
          cannot, so that they will be able to compose. For those who have acquired the basic skills  
          of poetry and then come to my book for further instruction—yes, it is also composed for   
          them. However, if people think my book has exhausted the theories of poetry, and do not  
          make an effort to reach a higher level by themselves—can they be considered really able  
          to compose poetry? As for the worthies of the later generations, are they like water thrown  
          into water?
199
 or, like those who are able to forget the trap after getting the hare?  
          詩說之作, 非為能詩者作也, 為不能詩者作而使之能詩. 能詩而后能盡吾之說, 是亦為 
          能詩者之作也. 雖然, 以吾之說為盡, 而不造乎自得, 是足以為能詩哉. 後之賢者, 有如 
          以水投水者乎, 有如得兔忘筌者乎.200  
 
By claiming that the work is not for those who are capable of composing poetry but for those 
who cannot compose, Jiang Kui categorizes poets into three types: 1) novice poets (buneng shi 
zhe), 2) poets who can compose and are willing to follow his instructions (neng jin wu zhi shuo 
                                                          
199
 Yishui tou shui is an allusion from the “Shuofu” 說符 chapter of Liezi 列子, denoting two things that 
belong to the same category and cannot be differentiated, just like throwing water into water. 
200
 Baishi shici ji, p. 69. 
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zhe), and 3) poets who are able to reach a higher level by themselves after acquiring the needed 
skills (zide). According to him, the highest level has to be achieved through the poet’s own effort 
and frequent practice: “You will learn naturally if you are well read; [your poems] will naturally 
be good if you write a lot” 多看自知, 多作自好矣; “the subtlety needs to be realized by oneself” 
聖處要自悟.201  
       Since Jiang claims that Shishuo is written for novice poets to help them with their 
composition, it is necessary to examine how he defines “neng shi zhe.” From the Shishuo and 
from his prefaces to his own poetry collection, we can see that Jiang sets a very high standard for 
them. First and foremost, neng shi zhe is defined by him as a “zuo zhe” 作者, “one who makes” 
“one who composes,” an ancient idea that has complex literary and cultural connotations.202  
 
One knows the perseverance of the pine and cypress trees only when the weather gets cold;  
only when it comes to the most difficult part [in poetic composition], are the skills of a  
writer revealed. 
           嵗寒知松柏, 難處見作者.203 
                                                          
201
 Entries 7 and 22, in Baishi shici ji, pp. 66-69. Besides this notion of realization by oneself (ziwu), 
Jiang’s work is an important source for Yan Yu’s Canglang shihua. If we examine the shifa 詩法 section 
of the work, we find that it contains similar contents as Jiang’s Shishuo; especially the shiti 詩體 section, 
which looks like an expansion of two entries in the Shishuo. 
202
 See Baishi shici ji, p. 68, and pp. 1-2. The “Record of Music” 樂記 chapter in the Record of Rites 禮記: 
“The one who makes is called the sage; the one who transmits is called the bright” 作者之謂聖, 述者之
謂明. See Liji yizhu 禮記譯注, trans. and annotated by Yang Tianyu, Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 
2004; Cao Zhi 曹植 (192-232), “Yu Yang Dezu shu” 與楊德祖書: “But the authors of nowadays can be 
briefly talked about” 然今世作者, 可略而言也. See Wenxuan, vol. 42, p. 593; Lu Yun 陸雲, “Jiumin” 九
愍: “Then I impose the role of an author upon myself and compose ‘Jiumin’” 遂廁作者之末, 而述九愍. 
See Lu Yun ji 陸雲集. Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1988, p. 124. 
203
 Baishi shici ji, p. 68. 
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           The ideas in a couplet should be deep and far-reaching; the tones of a couplet should be  
           lofty and ancient. These are what a writer is supposed to do. 
          句意欲深欲遠, 句調欲清欲古, 是為作者.204 
 
           My poems are just my poems. Living in obscurity and poverty, it is permissible to use 
poetry to express my loneliness. But if you want me to follow those writers [referring to 
Yang Wanli, Fan Chengda, Lu You, and Xiao Dezao] and gain a reputation of being good 
at poetry, not only is it not possible to me, but I do not dare, either. 
          余之詩, 余之詩耳. 窮居而野處, 用是陶寫寂寞則可. 必欲其步武作者, 以釣能詩聲, 不 
          惟不可, 亦不敢.205 
 
          If one has not yet reached this state [referring to the state of “not being able to not write,”  
          buneng buwei, described by Su Shi], then one should not list himself among the ranks of a 
writer. 
          未近乎此, 則不當自附於作者之列.206 
 
These quotations indicate that the term zuozhe as used by Jiang Kui refers not to just anyone who 
is writing poems but to a superior writer, an author, an originator, a creator of good poetry. 
                                                          
204
 Baishi shici ji, p. 68. 
205
 Baishi shici ji, p. 1. 
206
 Baishi shici ji, p. 2. 
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        An important component in this conception of the post as a zuozhe is to eventually form 
one’s own style: 
 
The words of a writer have their own individual flavor. It is like the twenty-four tones in 
music: for each of them to have their own unique sound is exactly where they should be. 
Although an imitator can make his words sound like [those by a real writer], there is no 
lingering flavor in them. How can the merchants from Silla be tricked!   
一家之語, 自有一家之風味. 如樂之二十四調, 各有韻聲, 乃是歸宿處. 模倣者語雖似
之, 韻亦無矣. 雞林其可欺哉.207 
 
Here, a poem produced by imitation is compared to forged merchandise, the readers to the 
merchants, and the act of imitating to cheating in business. The goal of having a personal style 
and unique poetic flavor would certainly be hard for a novice poet to achieve. Jiang duly 
recognizes this. Elsewhere, in the preface to his own poetry collection, he writes: 
 
          I came to know Qianyan [Xiao Dezao] at the Xiaoxiang River. When I came to the east, I  
          got acquainted with Chengzhai [Yang Wanli] and Shihu [Fan Chengda]. We talked about  
this issue [the resemblance of our poetry] and they all said that there was an affinity 
among our poetry. Was it that they only saw the resemblances and cast the differences 
aside? Or, did they simply take the differences in our poems as resemblances? Or, did they 
                                                          
207
 Baishi shici ji, p. 69. Jilin, the wood where the roosters crow, is used here for Silla; and jilin gu 雞林
賈 is used to refer to merchants from Silla. 
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want to enlist me among the writers and therefore acknowledged our resemblances? 
Otherwise, how can it be that there are so many resemblances in our poetry?  
          余識千巖于瀟湘之上, 東來識誠齋, 石湖. 嘗試論玆事, 而諸公咸謂其與我合也. 豈見其 
 合者而遺其不合者耶? 抑不合乃所以爲合耶? 抑亦欲俎豆余於作者之間而姑謂其合耶?  
          不然, 何其合者眾也! 208 
 
In the second preface to the same collection, Jiang once again brings up the point: 
 
 In composing poetry, it is better to seek being different from the ancients than to try to    
 resemble them; it is better to have to resemble the ancients even if you are not seeking it,    
 and to have to be different from the ancients when you are not seeking it.  
          作詩求與古人合, 不若求與古人異. 求與古人異, 不若不求與古人合而不能不合, 不求 
          與古人異而不能不異.209 
 
Stressing the importance of developing an individual poetic style, Jiang shows his desire to be a 
better poet (the third level), and at the same time he has set a high standard for his fellow poets. 
The boundaries among the three types of poets listed by Jiang—novice poets (buneng shi zhe), 
poets who can compose and are willing to follow his instructions (neng jin wu zhi shuo zhe), and 
poets who are able to reach a higher level by themselves after acquiring the needed skills 
(zide)—are set by what he considers what a poet/good poet should and should not do. By re-
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setting the bar for excellence in poetic composition, Jiang is redefining the very idea of what 
being a “poet” means. 
        As analyzed in the previous chapter, Yang Wanli emphasizes the irreplaceable role of the 
poet because poetry writing requires a high level of skill and talent that cannot be easily acquired 
by just anyone who writes poetry. The larger context that motivates Yang Wanli’s statement is 
the same for Jiang Kui’s setting standards for the poetry writers. Jiang gives instructions to the 
beginning writers in Shishuo, but apparently does not want the readers to be confined and limited 
by those instructions. His ending remarks especially share a similar view and tone with Yang and 
other poets in facing poetry writers who either took less interest in poetry writing or spent less 
time and energy on it. Their message is clear: Poetry writing needs practice and poets could 
reach a higher level only after hard training and self-realization. From the above discussion, we 
see that beneath Jiang’s authorial mask lies a strong self-consciousness about what being a poet 
means. It is this self-awareness that makes his Shishuo stand out from other technically oriented 
works of poetic criticism such as those in the shige tradition, despite its close association with 
the latter. 
 
Ge 格 and Yi 意 
 
        Another connection between Jiang Kui’s Shishuo and the shige works revealed in the 
preface to the Xu Jinzhen shige is the emphasis on yi 意 and ge 格: “He [Monk Xiyan] always 
despised scholars who do not understand yi and ge.”210 Yi could refer to “intention,” “idea,” or 
“thought,” and ge to “standard,” “pattern,” “guideline,” or “style” (as discussed at the beginning 
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 Yinchuang zalu, p. 555. 
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of the chapter). Most of the entries on yi and ge in Xu Jinzhen shige come directly from Jinzhen 
shige with some twists. For example, one entry in the Jinzhen shige states: 
 
A poem, first, has to have “aperture” [key]; second, it has to have bones [strength]; third, 
it has to have essence. One should take tonal patterns as aperture, objects and images as 
bones, and yi and ge as essence. A poem should contain these three elements. 
一曰有竅, 二曰有骨, 三曰有髓. 以聲律為竅, 以物象為骨, 以意格為髓. 凡為詩, 須具
此三者.211  
 
Xu Jinzhen shige keeps the original wording in the middle sentence of this entry (“take tonal 
patterns as aperture, objects and images as bones, and yi and ge as essence”), lists them 
separately, and gives each a poetic line as an example.
212
 
        Shizong mizhi 詩宗密旨 (attributed to Wang Changling) and a few entries attributed to 
Wang and collected in the Wenjing mifu lun might be the earliest shige works that discuss yi and 
ge. Wang Changling treats yi and ge as from the same category and with a close association: 
 
If a poem’s yi is lofty, its ge is also lofty; if a poem’s yi is low, its ge is also low. 
詩意高, 謂之格高. 意下, 謂之格下.213 
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 Yinchuang zalu, pp. 548-549. 
212
 Yinchuang zalu, p. 558. 
213
 Shizong mizhi, in Yinchuang zalu, p. 242. 
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A general principle in poetry composition is that yi is ge, sound is prosody. If the yi is 
lofty, then the ge is lofty. 
凡作詩之體, 意是格, 聲是律. 意高則格高.214 
 
Wang Changling makes no clear conceptual differentiation between yi and ge; however, viewed 
from the above two citations, he obviously highlights the central status of yi in a poem. In other 
words, ge, referring to the style of a poem, is determined by the yi. 
        Jinzhen shige ranks yi and ge differently: “Finding the right word is inferior to refining 
intention; refining intention is inferior to refining the overall style” 鍊字不如錬意, 錬意不如錬
格.215 In another entry, the author states the ultimate criteria for ge: “Only when both the internal 
and external intentions are not explicitly expressed, can they be said to have a poetic style” 内外
意皆有含蓄, 方入詩格.216 For this entry, Xu Jinzhen shige only records the first part and adds a 
poetic line as an example of that. And there is no direct and intentional contrast between yi and 
ge in it.  
        Jiang Kui discusses yi in several entries in the Shishuo. For example, he says that yi should 
produce a lingering effect at the end of a poem: “Words have limit but meaning does not” 言有
盡而意無窮; he promotes the fusion of yi and jing 景 (scene): “There is scene in the thought, 
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 “Lun wenyi” 論文意, in Wenjing mifu lun jiaozhu, p. 282. 
215
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thought in the scene” 意中有景, 景中有意; he sighs over the marvelousness of yi in a poem: 
“Outlining things unexpectedly is called the marvelousness of yi” 出事意外, 曰意高妙.217  
        Jiang Kui also pairs yi and ge together but at the same time he tries to differentiate the two 
terms: 
  
The yi and ge of a poem should be lofty, the syntax should be resonant. Therefore it all 
starts with yi, while ge is completed in the lines and words. 
意格欲高, 句法欲響, 故始于意, 格成于句字. 
 
Another entry says: 
  
If yi comes out of ge, one has acquired ge first; if ge comes out of yi, one has acquired yi 
first. 
意出于格, 先得格也. 格出于意, 先得意也.218 
 
In the first entry cited above, Jiang Kui brings up the expectation on the yi and ge of a poem. He 
then talks about how the ge of a poem is actually carried out and realized through the crafting of 
the lines and words. In the second entry, Jiang points out the two different situations that 
determine the relationships of yi and ge. According to Jiang, both yi and ge can shape the poetic 
effect of a poem and have the possibility of taking the lead in the poetic process.  
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 Both entries are from Baishi shici ji, p. 68. For a discussion of Jiang Kui’s “yige,” see Zhou Jinfang, 
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        Jiang Kui’s treatment of yi and ge is one of the keys to understand his poetics. Yi, intention, 
is an important element in poetry writing. If the pattern of a poem comes after the creation of the 
intention of the writer, the poem has acquired the intention first. And ge, style or patterns, 
formed and presented only through the structuring and crafting of the whole poem, could also 
play a determining role in poetry writing: the intention of a poem could come from the writers’ 
mastering the ge. The overall structuring and presentation of a poem is as important as its yi. Liu 
Xizai 劉熙載 (1813-1881) in Yigai藝概 acknowledges Jiang’s contribution to this: “Some 
poetic critics consider that refining intention is inferior to refining style; some consider that 
refining style is inferior to refining intention. Only Jiang Baishi’s Poetry Remarks gets it” 論詩
者, 或謂煉格不如煉意, 或謂煉意不如煉格. 惟姜白石詩話為得之.”219 
        Jiang Kui’s view on ge and yi concerns two different ways of composing poetry: one is 
through mastering the ge to represent the yi of the poem, which is handled by careful crafting; 
the other is through the acquiring of yi and using it to command the entire poem. Both could 
create satisfying poetic effects. In other words, Jiang does not overlook skills, nor does he 
disvalue a natural presentation following one’s intention. This balanced view of Jiang on yi and 
ge, viewed together with Jiang’s other remarks in Shishuo, shows a consistent view of Jiang on 
poetry composition with or without visible traces of skill. For example, following his above 
remarks on ge and yi, (“意出于格, 先得格也. 格出于意, 先得意也,”) is another passage: “吟咏
情性, 如印印泥. 止乎禮義, 貴涵養也,” which can be translated as “The poetic expression of 
one’s nature and feelings is like using a seal with ink. It stops at propriety and righteousness and 
values what one harbors and nurtures.” We see similar statements in other entries: 
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The style of being composed and jolly comes from the Heaven. Naturalness and 
acquisition through learning are both bestowed by Heaven. 
沉著痛快, 天也. 自然與學到, 其為天一也. 
 
If you encounter obstacles in thoughts, it is because what you harbor and nurture is not 
there yet. You should enhance it with learning. 
思有窒礙, 涵養未至也. 當益以學.220  
 
According to Jiang, the poet, based on what he has acquired through learning, should be able to 
have chances to achieve the effect of writing without the traces of skills and to form one’s own 
poetic style. Jiang Kui gives account of his personal experience:  
 
At that time I read broadly. After a while, I was sickened by their lack of coherence. 
Burning incense and bathing for three times, I took Huang Tingjian as my teacher. After 
several years, I stayed silent and dared not utter a word. Then I began to realize that 
learning itself is the problem, the result of which is not as good as what can be gained 
through not learning. And even Huang’s poems were stowed away on the bookshelves.     
異時泛閲衆作, 已而病其駮如也, 三薰三沐師黄太史氏. 居數年, 一語噤不敢吐. 始大
悟學即病, 顾不若無所學之為得, 雖黄詩亦偃然高閣矣.221 
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221
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It was after this process that Jiang was able to find his own voice. A similar experience is also 
shared by Yang Wanli.    
        Besides hanyang 涵養, other words, such as quyi 趣詣, which reflect one’s nurtured quality, 
appear in Shishuo as well: 
  
Tao Yuanming was both with high talent and lofty intentions. Therefore his poems are 
relaxed but serious, bland but plump. Definitely he did not allow himself to be the man of 
Handan who imitated other people’s way of walking.”  
陶淵明天資既高, 趣詣又遠. 故其詩散而莊, 澹而腴. 斷不容做邯鄲步也.222 
         
Therefore, Shishuo instructs beginning poetry writers not only what rules to follow, but also what 
cannot be imitated. The comments on Ge and yi, and the related discussion surrounding them 
indicate that both are important elements and qualities that a poet should acquire in composition. 
Being skillful in ge or yi alone, however, will not guarantee the quality of a poem or transform an 
average poet into a good one.      
  
Poems on Travelling and Residing on the Lake 
 
        Jiang Kui has long been considered an early representative of the River and Lake poets.
223
 
Zhao Xiaolan 趙曉嵐 has categorized Jiang’s poems into three different time periods and 
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considers that poems during the period from 1187 to 1196 best bespeak Jiang’s identity as a 
River and Lake poet. Jiang Kui lived his life as a commoner. During most of his life, Jiang either 
lived by rivers and lakes or travelled on the rivers and lakes. He first lived with Xiao Dezao by 
the Tiao Creek 苕溪, visited Fan Chengda’s Boulder Lake Estate, settled through Zhang Jian’s 
support at the Liang Creek 梁溪 of Wuxi, and then in his last years, lived by the West Lake of 
Lin’an. If Yang Wanli’s poems present an expanded space of shanlin for the poets, Jiang Kui’s 
poems show the readers an intensified image of jianghu and a drifting image of the poet. The 
difference suggests the poets’ different living circumstances and the new development in the 
literary landscape of the time.    
        The word jianghu, like shanlin, first appeared in Zhuangzi and refers to actual rivers and 
lakes.
224
 It later developed into a term associated with the state of a group of people who led an 
unorthodox life style and tried to stay away from the control of the government. For Jiang Kui 
and other Rivers and Lakes poets, the word jianghu carries implications of both actual rivers and 
lakes and of people outside of the official system.  
        As Zhang Hongsheng has observed, one of the features of the River and Lake poets’ works 
is their “documentary” 紀實性/ 實錄性 nature. Compared with the Tang poets or other earlier 
poets, the River and Lake poets tend to have limited vision and often focus on “this place and 
this moment” 此时此地.225 When compared to You Mao, Yang Wanli, and Fan Chengda, 
according to Zhang Hongsheng’s data, there are increased use of modifiers to the natural images 
                                                          
224
 See “Xiaoyao you” in the Inner Chapter of the Zhuangzi: “Now that you have a gourd of five shi, 
instead of worrying about its being too big and having nothing to fill it, why not make it to a big vine cup 
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in the Rivers and Lakes poets’ poems.226 Jiang Kui’s poems also share these two features. Jiang 
Kui in the preface to his own poetry collection describes his poems as composed while living in 
constrained and wild situations 窮居而野處.227 The preface to “Poems on Past Travelling” 
(Xiyou shi 昔遊詩) says: 
 
I traveled through the rivers and roads in my early years when I was orphaned and 
constrained. After quite a few years, I was finally able to have a stable residence. Having 
nothing to do in the autumn days, I recalled and reminisced about those travel experiences 
that are pleasurable or astounding, and composed these five-syllable ancient-style poems. 
 夔蚤歲孤貧, 奔走川陸. 數年以來, 始获寧處. 秋日無謂, 追述舊遊可喜可愕者, 今為五
字古句.228  
 
The phrase “staying in the wilderness” yechu 野處 in Jiang’s preface to his poetry collection and 
“finally able to have a stable residence” in this preface to “Poems on Past Travelling” tell us how 
Jiang Kui is self-conscious about and feels for his once wandering state of living. He once 
describes himself as “[t]he guest who rides along with the waters of the Yangzi and the Han, an 
untied boat in the whole universe” 江漢乘流客, 乾坤不繫舟.229 Yang Wanli in a poem written 
for Jiang Kui, consciously or unconsciously reveals the association of Jiang Kui with rivers and 
lakes in his choices of images and allusions.  
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He has the heroic spirit of a half-circle-shaped Jade and the hanging  釣璜英氣横白蜺, 
    white rainbow. 
What he utters are all pearls and jades of his new poems.                    咳唾珠玉皆新詩. 
Rivers and mountains confide sadly and the orioles cry;                      江山愁訴鶯為泣, 
Ghosts and deities are body searched and the Heaven discloses the    鬼神露索天洩機. 
secret. 
          The bright moon plays in the heart of the Pengli Lake;                         彭蠡波心弄明月, 
The stars of poetry enter the body and break the heart.                         詩星入腸肺肝裂. 
They are as if the spring breeze bringing out the hundreds flowers;     吐作春風百種花, 
and blowing away the snow on mountains by the lakes.                       吹散瀕湖數峰雪. 
Wearing black shoes and cotton socks in the soft red dusty world;      青鞋布襪軟紅塵, 
his ten thousand poems only win him the single word “poverty.”        千詩只博一字貧. 
My friend, the Prefect Xiao of Yiling                                                    吾友夷陵蕭太守, 
speaks of you to whomever he meets.                                                   逢人說君不離口. 
Holding his poems, he paid me a visit;                                                  袖詩東來謁老夫, 
I regret that I do not have the ability to keep this valuable jade.           慚無高價當璠璵. 
Please quickly buy a boat of Songjiang;                                                翻然卻買松江艇, 
And directly go to Suzhou to meet Mr. Boulder Lake.                          徑去蘇州參石湖.230 
 
                                                          
230
 “Song Jiang Kui Yaozhang ye Shihu xiansheng” 送姜夔堯章謁石湖先生, in Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 
1119. 
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In this poem, the allusion of “fishing the half-circle-shaped jade” and the images of rivers, lakes, 
mountains by the lake, and the boat all fit the image of the poet Jiang Kui as he appears in his 
own poems, even though this poem by Yang Wanli was written in 1187, when Jiang was 33 
years old.  
        Of his about 180 extant poems, about 63 are on travelling on rivers and lakes, which take up 
about a third of his collected works. They most of the time focus on the word guo 過, in the 
sense of both “passing by” and “moving,” which reflects Jiang’s personal and aesthetic choices 
in writing the poems. Wandering among rivers and lakes and travelling in the boat have a great 
impact on Jiang Kui’s poems. The boat as a site has a deep influence on the pace of the poems 
and on the changing views due to the movement of the boat. The word “passing” (guo), 
sometimes directly appears in the titles, such as in “Passing Xiangyin and Sending It to Qianyan 
[Xiao Dezao]” 過湘陰寄千巖, “Passing Tonglu” 過桐盧, “Passing Chuihong” 過垂虹, and 
“Passing Deqing” 過德清.231 The content of these poems also carry this feature: “At late night I 
flow with the boat while playing the flute; / the autumn moon shines over all the thirty-six bays” 
夜深吹笛移船去, 三十六灣秋月明 (“Passing Xiangyin and Sending It to Qianyan [Xiao 
Dezao]); “We passed Songling Road as the song ended; / I looked back at the fourteen bridges 
through the misty water” 曲終過盡松陵路, 回首煙波十四橋 (in “Passing Chuihong”); “As the 
misty river was gradually behind me and the bridge moved to the east; / there was a slight 
sadness, still spotting the railings of the bridge” 煙波漸遠橋東去, 猶見阑干一點愁 (in “Passing 
Deqing”); “In the misty autumn of the Niuzhu Rock, I flow down the stream while playing my 
                                                          
231
 Baishi shici ji, p. 40, p. 45, p. 46, and p. 47. 
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flute” 牛渚磯邊渺渺秋, 笛聲吹月下中流,232 etc. In the following pages, I will focus on three of 
Jiang Kui’s group poems to analyze how boat as a site had an impact on his presentation of 
images and his overall poetic structures. Jiang Kui composed several series of poems, which are 
viewed by scholars as carefully structured.
233
 The three group poems are “Poems on Past 
Travelling” (Xiyou shi 昔遊詩), “Passing Xiangyin and Sending It to Qianyan [Xiao Dezao]” 過
湘陰寄千巖,” and “Miscellaneous Poems Composed while Residing on the Lake” 湖上寓居雜
咏. Each of them represents one stage in Jiang Kui’s life, although the first and the third were 
composed in Jiang Kui’s later years and are therefore beyond the time range of my discussion. 
What shows in them are Jiang’s reflections on his life experience after so many years travelling 
on the rivers and lakes, and they therefore could provide us with Jiang’s retrospective view of his 
earlier life and reveal how his early life had an impact on his views of things. 
        Jiang’s preface to “Poems on Past Travelling,” quoted earlier, tells us what the poems are 
about and what motivated him to write these poems. This group of poems has fourteen pieces 
altogether, including “pleasurable or astounding” memories of travelling on the Dongting Lake 
or Yangtze River, passing by Longyang County 龍陽县, Xiangyin County 湘陰县, or Baima 
Ferry 白馬渡 (all in present Hunan), and travelling to Mount Heng 衡山, Mount Siwu 四無山 
(present Anhui), or Mount Lu 盧山 during the years from 1179-1187.234 The seventh poem is 
about one of Jiang’s travel experiences in the winter of 1186: 
 
                                                          
232
 “Niu zhu” 牛渚, in Baishi shici ji, pp. 46-47. 
233
 See Zhang, pp. 215-216. 
234
 See Zhang Hongsheng, “Dapian de shuxie,” p. 2. 
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Sailing the windowed boat down the Yangtze River.                           揚舲下大江, 
There were wind, rain, and snow every day.                                         日日風雨雪. 
Being detained on the Sea Turtle Back Island,                                     留滯鼇背洲, 
We could not set off for ten days.                                                         十日不得發. 
The ice on the bank was one inch thick.                                               岸冰一尺厚, 
It was like knife and sword touching the oar.                                       刀劍觸舟楫. 
The snow on the bank was ten foot deep.                                             岸雪一仗深, 
It stood like the jade battlements of the city wall.                                屹如玉城堞. 
The men in the same boat with me,                                                      同舟二三士, 
Were quite strong and not afraid or intimidated.                                  頗壯不恐懾. 
They covered the boat with felt and lay with the roofing cover shut,  蒙氈閉篷卧, 
And let the boat willfully tilt and jolt in the waves.                              波裏任傾攧. 
Looking at the felt in the morning,                                                        晨興視氈上, 
How white was the accumulated snow!                                                積雪何皎潔. 
We wanted to get on the bank but there was no ladder;                        欲上不得梯, 
We wanted to stay but the [iced] bank was about to break.                  欲留岸頻裂. 
Holding something and climbing, we were able to get to the bank;     扳援始得上, 
Fortunately there were people on the bank to meet and greet us.         幸有人見接. 
There was a desolate village with two or three households.                 荒村两三家, 
They were in poverty and lacked food and clothes.                              寒苦衣食缺. 
We went to buy a pig to offer sacrifice to the river deity.                     買猪祭波神, 
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We wanted to get to the market but the road was already cut off.       入市路已絕. 
Now I am able to sit and relax;                                                             如今得安坐, 
And talk leisurely about this with my wife and children.                     閑對妻兒說.235 
  
The poem tells of the journey from the beginning to the end.  Each line is like a link in a story. 
Recounting his past adventures with great details in both the scenes and the people, it shows how 
impressive this experience was for him. The last two lines intensify the feeling of telling one’s 
past experience. The other thirteen poems are all remarkable travel experiences in one way or 
another. Furthermore, as Zhang Hongsheng’s study shows, this group of poems, in addition to 
showing the similar spirit of some of Du Fu’s travel poems in terms of motivation, structures, 
and writing skills, are closely related to Jiang’s life style, travelling frequently on water, which is 
a refreshing new element in literature.
236
 
        On the New Year’s Eve of 1191, after departing from Fan Chengda’s Boulder Lake Estate, 
Jiang Kui composed a group of ten quatrains under the same title on his way home with a singing 
girl named Xiaohong:         
                                                            1 
The thin grass grows through the sand and the snow half melts;           細草穿沙雪半銷, 
The mist of Wu Palace is cold and the waters extend far.                      吳宮煙冷水迢迢. 
Hidden in the bamboo grove, no one sees the plum blossoms;              梅花竹裡無人見, 
The boat passes by the stone bridge on this fragrant-floating night.      一夜吹香過石橋. 
                                                          
235
 Baishi shici ji, p. 15. 
236
 Zhang, “Dapian de shuxie,” p. 6. 
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                                                            2 
The beauties once were happily entertaining the King on this terrace;  美人臺上昔歡娱, 
Now, the empty terrace faces the Five Lakes.                                        今日空臺望五湖. 
The lingering snow has not melt yet and the green grass has died.        殘雪未融青草死, 
I am sad that even moose do not pass by the city of Gusu.                    苦無麋鹿過姑蘇.237 
                                                            
                                                            3 
The boatmen pass words loudly with each other and I could not          黄帽傳呼睡不成, 
    sleep;  
The oars carefully strike on the floating ice.                                          投篙細細激流冰. 
It is clearly the old bank of the South that I once stopped by;               分明舊泊江南岸, 
At the back of the boat, the lamp sways in the spring wind.                  舟尾春風飐客燈. 
 
                                                            4 
As the torches are lighted in one thousand households, the crows         千門列炬散林鴉, 
    of the forest disperse;  
Thinking of my children, I am not home yet.                                         兒女相思未到家. 
It should be insomnia instead of staying awake for the New Year;       應是不眠非守歲, 
                                                          
237
 “Moose passing by the city of Gusu” 麋鹿姑蘇 is an allusion attributed to Warring States minister Wu 
Zixu 伍子胥 (died in 484 B.C.E). Wu Zixu, the minister of Wu, foresaw the defeat of the state and left 
Gusu, its capital city, with moose passing by. Recorded in Sima Qian’s The Record of the Grand 
Historian, vol. 118. 
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The spring scene entered the snuff of the candlewick through the        小窗春色入燈花. 
    small window.           
 
                                                            5 
I must be Lu Tiansui [Lu Guimeng] in my previous life;                      三生定是陸天隨, 
Once again I am returning to Wusong after being a guest.                    又向吴松做客歸. 
Already going all out, I spend the New Year in the boat;                      已拚新年舟上過, 
I ask someone to wash my travelling coat with snow.                           倩人和雪洗征衣. 
      
                                                            6 
The wind returns through the end part of the sand, and the oar feels    沙尾風迴一棹寒, 
    cold.  
The pepper flowers tonight do not appear on the plates.                       椒花今夕不登盤.238 
It has been hastily like this for one hundred years;                                百年草草都如此, 
I polish and read my words on spring under the candlelight.                自琢春詞剪燭看. 
 
                                                            7 
The Taihu lake is vast and the shadow of the goose is vague;              笠澤茫茫雁影微, 
The jade mountains stand one upon another, protecting the clouds.     玉峯重疊護雲衣. 
The long bridge is lonely on this cold spring night,                              長橋寂寞春寒夜, 
                                                          
238
 During the Jin (265-420), the wife of Liu Zhen 劉臻 wrote an “Ode to the Pepper Flower” on the first 
day of the lunar new year. Later the “pepper flower” became an image associated with the celebration of 
the new year. 
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There is only one boat of this poet returning.                                        只有詩人一舸歸. 
 
                                                             8 
The bonfire among the mulberry trees is suitable for the silkworms;   桑間篝火却宜蠶, 
The custom has been passed on but I am a stranger.                             風土相傳我未諳. 
I only wish to travel less the next year;                                                 但得明年少行役, 
And only cut white ramie and make them into spring clothes.             只裁白紵作春衫. 
                                                                                                    
                                                   9 
Since childhood, I have been known in the literary world.                   少小知名翰墨場, 
For the past ten years, having something weigh on my mind, I feel     十年心事只凄凉. 
    only forlorn.  
In old times, I once composed a rhapsody on the plum blossoms;        舊時曾作梅花賦, 
The ink is still fragrant even to this day.                                                研墨於今亦自香. 
 
                                                   10 
The coldness of the jade did not disappear following the waves;          環玦隨波冷未銷, 
The old moss with lingering snow on it grows in the middle of the      古苔留雪臥牆腰. 
    wall.             
Who is playing that song of spring lament?                                           誰家玉笛吹春怨, 
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I see light yellow is on the willow branches.                                         看見鵝黄上柳條.239 
 
In the first poem, the boat does not appear, but we know that at night it lightly passes by the 
misty cold water and the floating fragrance of plum. In the second poem, the poet and Xiaohong 
pass by the now empty Gusu Terrace as the only passersby of the night. The third poem tells us 
that their boat is still moving with the oars striking through the floating ice. In the next three 
poems, the poet remains awake, thinking of his family and his wandering life on New Year’s Eve. 
The seventh poem, which situates the boat in its environment, presents a lonely image of the boat 
in the cold wide waters of Lize and surrounded by mountains. After the poet sighs on his 
situation and wishing less travel next year in the following two poems, the boat heads forward in 
the sound of the flute. The flow of these poems resembles that of the water, the fragrance of the 
plum, the light in the boat, and the sound of the flute, travelling along lightly.  
          Another group of fourteen poems, entitled “Miscellaneous Poems Composed while 
Residing on the Lake” 湖上寓居雜咏, were written during Jiang Kui’s later years in Lin’an, 
where he lived by the West Lake. The word yuju 寓居 in the title has the meaning of residing 
temporarily in a place other than one’s home. And hushang 湖上, “on the lake,” here refers to 
the vicinity of his residence, which not only clarifies the title but also intensifies the meaning of 
temporary lodging (yuju). The poems focus on the passing/movement of others from the 
perspective of the poet as an observer. The poet’s sensitiveness to the coming and going in turn 
reveals his inner world and his aesthetic choice.  
 
                                                            1 
                                                          
239
 “Guo Xiangyin ji Qianyan” 過湘陰寄千巖, in Baishi shici ji, pp. 41-42. 
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The lotus leaves cover the water, the river banks are cool;                    荷葉披披一浦涼, 
The green reeds stand high, chanting songs at night.                             青蘆奕奕夜吟商. 
I, in my entire life, am best at recognizing the flavor of the rivers and  平生最識江湖味, 
    lakes. 
Upon hearing the sound of the fall, I recall my hometown.                   聽得秋聲憶故鄉. 
 
                                                            2 
The wind in the lake is tranquil and the moonlight is light.                   湖上風恬月澹時, 
I lie on the bed, looking at the shadow of clouds entering the glassy    臥看雲影入玻瓈. 
surface of the water.        
          A swift boat suddenly passes by my window,                                        輕舟忽向窗邊過, 
Stirring a couple of the blue reeds.                                                         搖動青蘆一兩枝. 
  
                                                            3 
The autumn wind is stuffy and the various mountains are sad.             秋風低結亂山愁, 
One thousand qing of silvery waves are stuck and do not flow.            千頃銀波凝不流. 
The painted boat is by the bank and the horses are on it,                       隄畔畫船隄上馬, 
The green poplars swing slowly in the wind.                                         綠楊風裏兩悠悠.  
  
                                                            4 
Empty halls are everywhere and the view is broadened,                      處處虛堂望眼寬, 
The lotus flowers and leaves grow higher than the railings.                 荷花荷葉過闌干. 
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There are no songs and drums after the visitors leave.                        遊人去後無歌鼓, 
It becomes cold in an evening of white waters and green mountains. 白水青山生晚寒. 
 
                                                            5 
On the imperial roads, the willows are planted on both sides;             輦路垂楊兩行栽, 
The autumn waters in the Garden Gate are about to become even      苑門秋水欲平階. 
    with the steps.           
Each morning I gaze at the palace, watching clouds rise out of it;      朝朝南望宫雲起, 
A pair of white birds fly down from the mountains.                            白鳥一雙山下來. 
 
                                                            6 
The small waves push the green duckweed open;                                微波衝得綠萍開, 
Some of them in green get stuck on the steps.                                      數點青青黏石階. 
The green turnip come and go by themselves;                                      綠葑自來還自去, 
Ride on white seagull next time you come.                                          來時需載白鷗來. 
 
                                                             7 
What is the need for the commoners to bow the nobles?                     布衣何用揖王公, 
Returning to the root of the reeds, I wash off the red dust of the         歸向蘆根濯軟紅. 
    world.   
I myself feel there is not a single thing lingering in my mind;             自覺此心無一事, 
A small fish jumps out of the green duckweed.                                    小魚跳出綠萍中. 
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                                                             8 
Ten thousand words in a sealed sack are always words in vain;          囊封萬字總空言, 
The dew dripping on the Paulownia branches are almost breaking     露滴桐枝欲斷絃.240 
    the strings. 
I am too lazy to care about the contemporary issues.                           時事悠悠我亦嬾, 
Lying on the bed, I look at the autumn waters soak the mountain       臥看秋水浸山烟. 
    mist. 
 
                                                 9 
The walls of the garden are curvy and the willows are dark;               苑牆曲曲柳冥冥, 
People are quiet, the mountains are empty, I saw a lamplight.            人靜山空見一燈. 
The lotus leaves look like clouds with constant fragrance;                  荷葉似雲香不斷, 
The small boat wobbly enters Xiling.                                                   小船搖曳入西陵. 
 
                                                             10 
The unrestricted recluse does not belong to the same period as me;    處士風流不並時, 
            I moved my residence closer to his.                                                      移家相近若依依. 
                                                          
240
 The two lines in the couplet are from two allusions. The first line evokes the story of Cheng King of 
Zhou 周成王 (r. 1042 B.C.E.-1021 B.C.E.?). He once enfeoffed his younger brother Shuyu 叔虞 with a 
paulownia leaf. The second line is about Emperor Xuanzong of Tang, who missed Consort Yang after her 
death during the An Lushan Rebellion, as described in Bai Juyi’s “Song of Everlasting Sorrow.” 
According to the poem, when the paulownia leaves start to drop in the autumn rain, it is the time that the 
Emperor misses Consort Yang the most. 
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The night is cool, a lonely boat anchored at the foot of the mountain. 夜涼一舸孤山下, 
The fireflies fly in the dark wood and deep grass.                                林黑草深熒火飛. 
 
                                                             11 
Lying on the bed, I look at the mountains, their green filling the sky. 臥榻看山綠漲天, 
At the corner gate there are fishing boats anchored all the time.          角門長泊釣魚船. 
Now I begin to think of abandoning this worldly life;                          而今漸欲抛塵世, 
Not being a recluse yet, I feel upset.                                                     未了菟裘一悵然. 
 
                                                 12 
I cannot bear to see the south mountain through the window latch;     鈎窗不忍見南山, 
Under the mountain the bones of my three children have not chilled  下有三雛骨未寒. 
yet. 
            I am upset that both the past and the present share the same flavor;    惆悵古今同此味, 
In wind and rain of the two tombs, the troops of the Jin returned.       二陵風雨晉師還.241 
 
                                                             13 
The opened window under the willows almost touches the water;      柳下軒窗枕水開, 
The painted boat unexpectedly comes carrying my old friend.            畫船忽載故人來. 
I walk through the road of the western city with you,                          與君同過西城路, 
                                                          
241
 The story is from the Zuozhuan, in which the Zheng troops defeated the Qin at the locations of the two 
tombs. And the old minister of the Qin, Jianshu was upset because of foreseeing the result of the attack 
and the death of his son. 
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However, pointing to the water afar, return alone.                               卻指烟波獨自回. 
 
                                                             14 
With guidance, I stop the boat at the willow bank,                              指點移舟著柳隄, 
The beauty looks back, holding my arms.                                            美人相顧復相攜. 
Stepping on the bridge, the fall fragrance becomes even stronger,      上橋更覺秋香重, 
The flowers are in the west of the small garden at Xiling.                   花在西陵小苑西.242 
 
The first poem indicates that it is an evening in the fall season. Hearing the sounds of the leaves 
of lotus and reeds, the poet claims that he is most capable of telling the taste of the rivers and the 
lakes 平生最識江湖味. In the second poem, the poet catches a glimpse of the shadow of the 
clouds and a passing boat either from his boat or within his residence by the lake. The third 
presents the contrast between the stillness of the wind, mountains, and the water with the horse 
walking (probably also involves people from the painted boat) and the wind breezing on the lake 
bank. The fourth describes the scene after the visitors leave, by contrasting the broadened view 
and the discontinued songs and drums with the evening coolness. The fifth uses the same 
perspective, with the poet this time looking in the direction of the imperial palace. In the next 
three poems, the poet turns his views to the lake, and the coming and going of the water grass, 
the white bird, fishes, and the surroundings. The poet at the same time expresses his loss of 
interest in public life. The ninth poem first delineates a broader picture with a still scene, then 
guides the reader’s attention to the small moving boat which wobbles into the picture amid the 
                                                          
242
 Baishi shici ji, pp. 43-44. 
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constant fragrance of the lotus blossoms. The poet either observes this from his residence by the 
lake, or as an observer and a rider in the boat, describing the view of his boat in the darkness of 
night with the flying fireflies. The next two reveal the personal aspect of the poet regarding his 
family life and career pursuit. The twelfth talks about a friend’s visit. In this group of poems, the 
poet presents the changes and movements in the vicinity of his residence with himself either in or 
out the pictures. 
         Jiang Kui carefully captures the moving scenes on the West Lake, which shows, on the one 
hand, his acuteness as a poet; on the other hand, his sensitiveness as a person who travelled and 
wandered in his life. Most of the poems in this group are about mobility: a boat passing by or 
coming for a visit, people on the land coming and going, activities continued and stopped on the 
land, and even one’s social mobility. The contrast is made between the still water and the 
ongoing events on the land, the floating water grass with some of it getting stuck on the steps, the 
stillness of the boat with the flying of the fireflies, etc. The boat as a site, a floating space, 
produces the floating sound, fragrance, images, accompanying the poet as his mood changes with 
the circumstance. 
        Zhao Xiaolan in discussing the last two group of poems, says that they represent the two 
aspects of Jiang’s life on travelling and settling down, with one focusing on the traveling in 
motion and the other on staying in one particular place.
243
 Whether in motion or settling down at 
one place, for Jiang Kui, it all involves the boat, which provides him with the means of 
transportation and space. The boat not only is the carrier of his travel memories (such as 
“Accounts of Past Travelling” 昔遊記), but also becomes his base on which he observes the 
world, including the water, the banks, and the land. From Yang Wanli’s preference for 
                                                          
243
 Zhao, p. 332. 
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mountains and forests to Jiang Kui’s life on rivers and lakes, it shows an outward movement, 
both geographically and psychologically, away from the political center.         
        In this chapter, I have traced the format and content of Jiang Kui’s Baishi daoren shishuo to 
earlier shige works in the Tang and the early Song. We have seen that while Jiang draws upon 
that earlier tradition, his Shishuo represents an important development. This has to do with his 
effort to set a higher standard for writers of poetry, which on a redefinition of the term shiren 
from any person who writes poems to people who could write good poems. When poetry writing 
and poets face tremendous challenges from shiwen writing and others, this redefinition of the 
poet is an act of labeling the poet as a distinct group of writers with talent and training.  
        Jiang Kui, throughout his life, lived by the Tiao River with Xiao Dezao, at the Boulder Lake 
with Fan Chengda, by the Liang Creek with Zhang Jian, and in his later years by the West Lake 
and died there. Rivers and lakes became a natural part of his life and the subject matter of his 
literary works. Jiang writes beautifully and elegantly. By saying that “my own poems probably 
have not reached the state of composition [because of my not being able to compose in a war as 
described by Su Shi]” 余之詩蓋未能進乎此也, however, he sets an even higher standard for his 
own poetry composition. Furthermore, his poems about his own life experience, through the 
image of a passersby on a boat, reveal his drifting life on rivers and lakes and his particular 
perspective in composing poetry. This difference in the setting of their poems, from Yang 
Wanli’s shanlin to Jiang Kui’s jianghu, which took place during approximately the same time 
period, is a reflection of the difference in their social status (a lower rank official and an educated 
commoner), and is illustrated also in their poems and their formation of different writing styles. 
The intermingling of people with different social status enhanced the interactions of the poets as 
they sought and provided help for one another, consequently strengthening their connection in 
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the community. It also allowed the voice of the poets to be heard by people beyond their own 
social group. Jianghu not only coexisted with shanlin; in a few decades it would become the 
leading factor for poets who are categorized into the River and Lake School. 
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Chapter 4: The Poet’s “Snow Nest” 
        Lin Xian 林憲, style named Jingsi 景思, is a Southern Song poet from Wuxing (present-day 
Huzhou, Zhejiang), near the capital Lin’an. He passed a special examination during the Qiandao 
reign period (1165-1173). Recognized and appreciated by the former Prime Minister He 
Yunzhong 賀允中 (1090-1168, served as Prime Minister in 1159) because of his talent, Lin 
became He’s grandson-in-law and lived in Linhai 臨海 (in present-day Zhejiang). It was said 
that Lin’s attitude toward officialdom was influenced by He Yunzhong and Xu Du 徐度 (fl. 
1161), a close friend of Lin’s, who did not get along with Qin Hui and chose to stay away from 
the political center. Lin Xian seemed to take no other official positions except for a sinecure post 
in charge of the Nanyue Temple 南嶽廟. 
        In 1175, when You Mao 尤袤 (1127-1194) was appointed Prefect of Taizhou (Linhai was 
the capital city), he came to get acquainted with Lin Xian and developed a deep friendship with 
the latter. You Mao wrote a poem to Lin Xian around 1177 when the two parted ways. Seven 
years later, when they met again in Lin’an, You wrote another one: 
  
Since we parted in Linhai, it has been seven years.                         臨海睽離七度春, 
We speak of our sadness and hardship when we meet in the           都城相見話悲辛. 
    capital again. 
The grey hair and the aged face are not what we had before,          苍顔白發渾非舊,  
But the short lines and the long pieces are brilliant.                         短句長篇卻有神. 
It is really regretful that you were unsuccessful in the civil             一第蹉跎眞可嘆, 
    service examination, 
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You have long been in poverty and wandered for half your life.      半生奔走坐長貧. 
I, with an old heart, feel it hard to say goodbye again,                      老懷先自難為别, 
Are there any people other than you that I can get along with?         相識如君更幾人.244 
 
You Mao sighs over the passing of time and the hardship Lin Xian had to endure under the 
circumstances of his particularly impoverished life. According to an account in You Mao’s 
preface to Lin’s A Small Collection of Mr. Snow Nest 雪巢小集, before his death, He Yunzhong 
tried to offer Lin several hundred hu of rice but was declined by the latter. After He died, Lin 
took his wife and children to a temple and lived there. In the late twelfth century, when Yang 
Wanli and Lou Yue took official positions in the court or near Lin’s residence, they began to 
have frequent interactions with Lin. During this period in Lin’an, You, Yang, Lou, Lin, Shen Kui, 
and Wang Houzhi organized a poetry society and exchanged poems with one another when they 
went to the West Lake for an outing. 
          At that point, Lin Xian had already earned a poetic fame among his like-minded friends. 
His poetry was praised for its blandness and natural style, considered to be close to the poetic 
style of the Tang masters. Below is a poem by Yang Wanli in reply to a poem sent him by Lin, in 
which Yang provides a vivid portrayal of the poet and his pursuits: 
 
Shen Kui from Huating,                                                                       華亭沈虞卿, 
You Mao from Huishan,                                                                      惠山尤延之. 
Each time I met them,                                                                          每見無雜語, 
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 “Ji Lin Jingsi” 寄林景思, in Quan Songshi, vol. 43, p. 26853. 
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they had no other words but talked about Lin Jingsi.                          隻說林景思. 
Allow me to ask what Jingsi is good at?                                              試問景思有何好, 
His wonderful lines astonish people and are admired by everyone.    佳句驚人人絕倒. 
Each line comes as if flying from the moon;                                       句句飛從月外來, 
It shames the nobles and can be recommended to Heaven.                 可羞王公薦穹昊. 
It is as if a man riding the clouds and driving with the wind,              若人乘雲駕天風.  
His autumn clothes are cut from chrysanthemums and made with      秋衣剪菊裁芙蓉. 
    hibiscus. 
At night he lodges at the Milky Way and in the morning, having       暮宿銀漢朝蓬宮, 
    an audience at the Penglai Palace. 
I want to follow him to the east of the Eastern Sea.                            我欲從之東海東. 
In February or March, under the willows of the West Lake,               西湖柳色二三月, 
We met and laughed to the extent of breaking the cap ribbons           相逢一笑冠纓絕. 
Drunken, we beckoned Lin Bu [林逋, 967-1028] and summoned      醉招和靖叫東坡, 
    East Slope [Su Shi];   
We drank from the West Lake and the water were almost                  一吸西湖湖欲竭. 
    exhausted. 
I slept naturally after getting drunk while you carried on;                   我醉自眠君自顛,  
The passersby often pointed at him and called him an immortal.        路人往往指作仙. 
How could these people know of our joy;                                            此輩何曾識此樂, 
The pity remains the same for those who know or those who do         識與不識俱可憐. 
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    not.  
The flowers that were blossoming when we departed now have          别時花開今巳落, 
    fallen already;  
Thinking of you makes me as thin as a crane.                                      思君令人瘦如鶴. 
In the dream I followed you with a wine ladle;                                    夢裏隨君攜酒瓢, 
Together we climbed the Tiantai and passed through the stone           同登天臺度石橋. 
    bridge. 
The waterfall flew from the edges of the sky and the clouds               瀑泉界天瀉雲屈, 
    retreated;  
The tall pine trees stood and held hands with the clouds high above. 長鬆拔地挽煙霄. 
I linked verses with you, but before the stanza ended,                         與君聯句章末了,  
The bell of the capital city rang and morning dawned on the west      帝城鍾動西峰曉. 
    peak.  
The sea wind breezed along with the corral branches;                         海風吹隨珊瑚枝,  
It was you sending me a poem.                                                             乃是先生寄我詩. 
The fire clouds burned the river to boil;                                               火雲燒江江水沸,  
But your poems were cooler than the waters.                                       君詩清涼過於水. 
I knew for sure that they came from the bottom of the Snow Nest;     定知來自雪巢底,  
And they gave me the feeling as if I were sitting in the Tiantai           恍然坐我天臺寺.245 
Temple. 
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 “Lin Jingsi jizeng wuyan changju xiezhi” 林景思寄贈五言長句謝之, Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 1146. 
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The poem has four parts. It starts with Lin’s friends’ compliments to him. Yang then lists the 
features of Lin’s poetry and recalls their gatherings at West Lake in the past and the joy shared 
among them that is not understood by others. This joy of the past is so precious that in the third 
part, Yang even dreams of a scene in which he composes poetic lines with Lin Xian. The poem 
ends with comments on the poem he just received from Lin, attributing the poem’s unique 
feature to the Snow Nest, the place where Lin Xian lives. Thus, the last three parts of his poem 
form a strong contrast: between the past joy, the joy re-experienced in the dream and the 
fulfillment in the dream on the one hand and Yang’s receiving the poem from Lin Xian on the 
other.  
         Lin Xian’s extant poems are scattered in the Houcun shihua 後村詩話, Tiantai xuji biebian 
天臺續集别編, Quanfang beizu 全芳備祖, and Shiyuan 詩淵.246 His poetry collection A Small 
Collection of Mr. Snow Nest was named after his meditation room, “Snow Nest.” Lin Xian also 
took “Snow Nest” as his literary name. The name of this room, in Lin and other poets and critics’ 
writings, appeared frequently and had become a symbol of Lin’s character. You Mao and Yang 
Wanli, for example, wrote not only poems on it; both also wrote a prose account and a rhapsody, 
respectively, on it as well. 
        I will start this chapter’s discussion with an analysis of the image of “Snow Nest” as 
presented by Lin Xian’s friends and compare it with Lin’s own representation. I will then turn to 
three prefaces written by Lin’s friends for his literary collection. I will focus on how the issue of 
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 Houcun shihua was compiled by Liu Kezhuang; Tiantai xuji biebian is a collection of works on the 
Tiantai (Heavenly Terrace) mountain, compiled by Lin Biaomin 林表民 (fl. 1223-1250); Quanfang beizu 
is a work recording names of flowers and plants, compiled by Chen Jingyi 陳景沂 and printed in 1256; 
Shiyuan, an encyclopedia of poetry composition and appreciation, is believed to be a work of the Early 
Ming. 
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the poverty and constrained condition of a poet was viewed and discoursed on by other poets at 
the time. I will point out that a shift of focus regarding the issue was taking place during this 
period, a shift from the traditional discourse that emphasized the inter-relationship between the 
quality of one’s poetry and the constrained life situation of the writer to a self-conscious 
identification with the constrained poet, and from a lamentation of the current constrained 
situation to setting mind on posthumous fame. I argue that this shift reflected the changing status 
of poetry and poetic composition in society and in the popular imagination of the time. I am 
particularly interested in how the recent literary inquisitions and factional politics affected the 
poets’ evaluation of their personal success and literary fame. Findings on these will help us better 
understand the place of poetry in this transitional period of time in Chinese literary history. 
 
 “The Snow Nest” 
 
        Snow Nest, either as the literary name of Lin Xian or the name of Lin’s meditation room, 
carries strong personal implications. You Mao tells us that Lin lived in the Xiao Temple 蕭寺 at 
Tiantai Mountain. The rooms were small and shabby and could hardly shield him from wind and 
rain. Lin Xian named his meditation room there the Snow Nest and recited poems in it daily.
247
 
Lin Xian’s friends, when writing and exchanging poems with him, make a strong association 
between the elements of snow and nest or the general environment of the room and Lin’s 
personality and lofty pursuit in life. For instance, the juxtapositions of the bitter, cold winter 
season with Lin’s simple and austere life style, and of the flying snow with the falling petals of 
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 Quan Songwen, vol. 225, p. 246. 
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plum blossoms.
248
 This construction of Lin Xian’s personal image through the Snow Nest is 
salient in the following three poems written to him by Fan Chengda: 
 
The nine layers of ice froze the earth completely.                   大地九冰徹底, 
The four walls of the small nest were all empty.                     小巢四壁俱空. 
Only the plum blossoms were in the same tune with you,       只有梅花同調, 
Bringing spring breezes in the snow.                                       雪中無限春風。 
 
Where were the hot springs and fire wells?                             何處温泉火井, 
Whose family had bear mats and fox coats?                            誰家熊席狐裘. 
How many times did the swallows in the halls feel the           堂燕幾番炎熱, 
summer?  
The ice silkworm wrapped itself in a cocoon.                          冰蠶一繭綢繆. 
 
 The human traces in ten thousands realms disappeared          萬境人蹤盡絕, 
    completely. 
The natural world in one hundred wei all fell silent.                百圍天籟都沉. 
What remains is only a desolate life that you are living,          惟餘冷淡生活, 
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 For example, “The Snow Hall was completed in a snow. The plum blossoms were falling one after 
another on the four walls…What did the snow from the Snow Nest look like? Wasn’t it a symbol of its’ 
owner’s purity and hardship” 雪堂竟向雪中成, 四壁紛紛洒雪霙…雪巢之雪竟何許, 豈象主人清且苦. 
Zhao Fan, “Jiti Lin Xian Jingsi Xuechao” 寄题林憲景思雪巢, Quan Songshi, vol. 49, p. 30856. The 
“Snow Hall” here is an allusion to Su Shi’s Snow Hall which was built when Su was banished to 
Huangzhou (in present Hubei). Su wrote “An Account on the Snow Hall.” See Su Shi wenji, Beijing: 
Zhonghua shuju, 1986, pp. 410-413. 
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           Combing the beard and reciting poems in the frozen air         時復撚髭涷吟.249 
               from time to time. 
 
The first poem singles out the extreme coldness of the weather and the emptiness of the Snow 
Nest to make a contrast with the plum flowers outside the room that bring the taste of spring 
even in the bad weather conditions of snow. The second poem focuses on the coldness of the 
room from another perspective: the contrast of the living quarters of the noble and the rich with 
the Snow Nest. The third poem outlines an undisturbed, self-possessed poet in a desolate 
environment. The three poems are full of contrasted images. The room with the poetic aura and 
the snow are the personification of the poet himself.  
        As Lou Yue in a poem entitled “The Snow Nest of Lin Jingsi” 林景思雪巢 points out, 
neither word in the name of the room, “snow” or “nest,” should be understood literally: 
  
Not all the four seasons have snow.                                                 四時不皆雪, 
Dwelling on the land cannot be said to be living in a nest.              陸居本非巢. 
A lofty person naturally lodges his thoughts in faraway places,      高人興寄遠, 
And expresses it with a bunch of thatch.                                          表此一把茅.250 
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 “Jiti Lin Jingsi Xuechao liuyan sanshou” 寄題林景思雪巢六言三首, Fan Shihu ji, p. 443. 
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 Quan Song shi, vol. 47, p. 29319. The image of “a bunch of thatch” 一把茅 in the last line is used to 
indicate the idea of people having similar interests tending to get and bond together; it also indicates the 
good fortune to go further. See Zhou Zhenfu, Zhouyi pingzhu 周易評注, Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1995. 
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Lou Yue argues that the name of Snow Nest was used by Li Xian to express his concealed 
intention. We will come back to this topic and discuss what that concealed intention is in a later 
section of this chapter. 
 
The Three Prefaces  
 
          The Small Collection of Mr. Snow Nest has three extant prefaces written respectively by 
You Mao, Yang Wanli, and Lou Yue. Among these three, the one written by You Mao came the 
first, followed by those of Yang and Lou. Both You Mao and Lou Yue highlight Lin’s poverty 
while praising his poetic talent. In an earlier poem to Lin, You Mao describes his financial 
situation as “Not a penny in the pocket, he is in poverty to the bone” 囊乏一錢窮到骨.251 In the 
preface, You Mao first states: “He frequently got to the edges of starvation, all with no regret” 屢
瀕於餒而不悔.252 He then continues with the following extended comment: 
 
           Later, most of these friends passed away. Lin had been in bad luck to the extent of having 
no place to live and no land to till. The more poverty-stricken he was, the more 
consolidated his integrity became and the more skillful his poems were. Alas! People 
constantly worry about the lack of talent in the world, while talented people are always in 
poverty and in such a constrained situation. Is this because the talented people have 
discovered the secrets of Heaven and are therefore loathed by Heaven like this? Or, I once 
thought that richness and nobility are what one can get, while talent is what can be granted 
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 You Mao, “Bie Lin Jinsi” 别林景思, in Quan Songshi, vol. 43, p. 26859. 
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 Quuan Song wen, vol. 225, p. 229. 
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only by Heaven. Jingsi has acquired so much what Heaven is reluctant to grant, therefore 
it is suitable that he does not at the same time get what people can easily get. Talent, 
however, is only what leads to poverty. What is the use of being talented? And why does 
Heaven have to be so stingy to grant it? This cannot be easily understood by reason. 
          其後諸公彫喪略盡, 君亦運騫不偶, 至無屋可居, 無田可耕, 其貧益甚, 其節益固, 而其
詩益工. 嗚呼, 士患無才, 而有才者, 困窮類若此, 豈發造化之密, 天殆惡此耶? 抑嘗謂
富與貴人之所可得, 而才者天之所甚靳. 景思取天之所甚靳多, 則不能兼人之所可得
固宜. 然則才者實致窮之具, 人何用有此, 而天亦何用靳此, 此未易以理曉也.253 
 
In this passage, You Mao paints a strikingly graphic picture of Lin’s poverty. It also brings up 
two general and most commonly invoked comments on the poet’s constrained situation: first, the 
relationship between the poet’s constrained situation and the quality of his work; second, 
Heaven’s stinginess in bestowing talent on people and the seemingly lack of balance in Heaven’s 
bestowment. The first comes directly from Ouyang Xiu, the great writer and statesman of the 
Northern Song. In his “Preface to Mei Shengyu’s Poetry Collection,” Ouyang Xiu says: 
 
          People say that there are more constrained poets and less successful ones. Is that so? It is 
probably because the majority of poems that passed down to us were written by 
constrained poets in ancient times….It must be that the more constrained one is, the more 
skillful one’s poetry becomes. However, it is not that poetry makes people constrained. It 
is that poetry becomes skillful only after the poet is constrained. 
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          世謂詩人少達而多窮, 夫豈然哉! 蓋世所傳詩者, 多出於古窮人之辭也…蓋愈窮則愈
工. 然則非詩之能窮人, 殆窮而後工也.254 
 
Before Ouyang Xiu, the Tang poet Han Yu expressed a similar view on this issue: “words out of 
constraint and hardship are more likely to be good” 窮苦之言易好.255 The connection between 
one’s constrained situation and his becoming skilled in literary writing is stated once again by 
Han Yu in his “Preface for Sending off Meng Jiao [孟郊, 751-814]”: “When there is injustice, 
there will be an outcry” 物不得其平則鳴.256 It indicates the need and the urge of expressing 
oneself when one is in an unfavorable situation. Han Yu and Ouyang Xiu’s remarks, however, 
focus more on the expressiveness of one’s feeling and less on the skills of poetic composition. 
      Unlike Han Yu and Ouyang Xiu, You Mao’s comment brings up the role of Heaven. He 
speculates on the fate of the poets and the reasons why they are disliked and maltreated by 
Heaven. According to him, the poets have discovered the secrets of Heaven and for that reason 
Heaven will not bestow too much on them for the sake of fairness. You Mao, however, expresses 
his confusion over Heaven’s maltreating the poets by granting them too much poetic talent, 
knowing that it will unlikely bring them success in the world. The motive of Heaven in putting 
people in a constrained situation is usually explained by Mencius in the following well-known 
passage: 
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 Ouyang Xiu wenxuan 歐陽修文選, Beijing: Renmin wenxue chubanshe, 1997, p. 259. 
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 “Jingtan changhe shixu” 荊譚唱和詩序, in Han Changli wenji jiaozhu 韓昌黎文集校注, Shanghai 
guji chubanshe, 1986, p. 262. 
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 Han Changli wenji jiaozhu, p. 233. 
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          That is why Heaven, when it is about to place a great burden on a man, always first tests 
his resolution, exhausts his frame and makes him suffer starvation and hardship, frustrates 
his efforts so as to shake him from his mental lassitude, toughen his nature and make good 
his deficiencies. 
          故天將降大任於斯人也, 必先苦其心志, 勞其筋骨, 餓其體膚, 空乏其身, 行拂亂其所為, 
所以動心忍性, 增益其所不能.257 
 
An intrinsic connection between the Mencius passage and You Mao’s preface is that hardship 
will not be endured in vain but lead to one’s eventual success. For a poet, his suffering will 
empower him and he will eventually become a skilled writer, as we also see in Ouyang Xiu’s 
remark. What is noteworthy is that, in You’s preface, although he starts with following Ouyang 
Xiu’s logic, he ends the preface not with a further justification and confirmation of this 
conventional interpretation but with an expression of his confusion and presents it as a question. 
        Ouyang Xiu’s remark focuses on the connection between one’s life circumstances and one’s 
accomplishment in poetry writing. However, the bibliographer Chen Zhensun 陳振孫 (?1183-
?1262) in his Zhizhai shulu jieti 直齋書錄解題, based on his reading of Lin Xian’s poems, 
expressed a different view on this issue: “It seemed that the poems composed in Lin’s later years 
were inferior to his earlier poems. He was often burdened by his poverty and therefore hardly 
able to avoid the decline” 然其暮年詩似不逮其初, 往往以貧為累, 不能不衰索也.258 Chen’s 
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 Mengzi 孟子, Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2006, p. 285; for English translation, see Mencius, trans. D.C. 
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comment also indicates that the poetic discourse on this issue was shifting away from the so-
called shi qong er hou gong 詩窮而後工 in the thirteenth century of the Southern Song.259 
        In Yang Wanli’s preface to the same collection by Lin Xian (dated to 1191-1192 by the 
modern scholar Yu Beishan), we see a continued discussion of the constrained situation of the 
poet. Yang’s preface starts by picking up the threads in You Mao’s preface but Yang approaches 
the question from a different perspective: 
 
However, Yanzhi [You Mao’s style name] deeply treasures Jingsi’s talent and sighs over 
his constrained situation. He goes as far as raising the question: “Is this because the 
talented people have discovered the secrets of Heaven and are therefore loathed by 
Heaven like this?” He also comments: “Wealth and high rank can be acquired by everyone, 
but talents are what Heaven bestows most ungenerously. Since [Jingsi] has acquired what 
Heaven most unwillingly bestows, he should not get both. Moreover, Yanzhi says, 
“Talents are what has caused the constraint. What is the use of acquiring it? And why is 
Heaven ungenerous in this? There is something hard to understand by reason. 
I once cited these words and condoled with Jingsi: “Why do you have to be in such 
constraint because of your talent? Why do you have to reveal the secrets of Heaven and 
encounter its rage? Why do you have to compete to get what Heaven is reluctant to bestow 
but not to go after what can be acquired more easily?” Jingsi responded with a smile: 
“Haven’t you seen the cases of the Tang poets Meng Jiao and Jia Dao [賈島, 779-843]? 
Jiao and Dao’s being in constraint was surely due to their talents. However, weren’t their 
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contemporaries such as Wang Ya [王涯, d. 835] and Jia Su [賈餗, d. 835] wealthy and 
with high ranks? When Jiao and Dao were hungry and cold starving to death, Ya and Su 
might have shown their sympathy. When it came to the time of the Sweet Dew Incident, 
even if Ya and Su had wanted to die like Jiao and Dao, they would not have been able to 
do so. If Jiao and Dao were to encounter the tragedy of Ya and Su, would Ya and Su hold 
sympathy for them? Or, would Jiao and Dao feel sympathetic to Ya and Su? It is hard to 
know. Haven’t you also seen the cases of Huang Tingjian and Qin Guan of our dynasty? 
Luzhi [Huang’s style name] died during his banishment in Yizhou and Shaoyou [Qin’s 
style name] died in Tengzhou, while Cai Jing [蔡京, 1047-1126] and Wang Fu [王黼, 
1079-1126] took the positions of prime ministers successively, with ranks that would 
shake All under Heaven. When Huang and Qin died, Wang and Cai must have felt a secret 
pleasure in their heart. When it came to Wang and Cai’s being executed, Huang and Qin 
could not see it, but even if they had been able to see it, they would not secretly celebrated 
it. However, even if Huang and Chen would not have celebrated it, people All under 
Heaven, and generation after generation, would celebrate it. On the other hand, while 
Wang and Cai would secretly celebrate Huang and Qin’s death, people All Under Heaven, 
generation after generation, regretted it. Then how on earth can we understand Huang and 
Qin’s being in constraint and Wang and Cai’s being wealthy and with high ranks? 
Moreover, as for the wealth and high ranks of the four [Ya and Su, and Cai and Wang], 
did they benefit from it? Viewed now, they were just as meaningless as dung and dirt. As 
for the other four [Jiao and Dao, and Huang and Qin] who were poor and lowly, even 
though what they acquired resulted in this, they could compete with the sun and the moon 
for brilliance. Then what should be blamed and what not be blamed? It is hard to know. 
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Shallow as I am, how dare I compare myself to Jiao and Dao, Huang and Qin, even 
though my poverty surpasses theirs? How lucky do I feel to be in the same constrained 
situation as Jiao and Dao, and Huang and Qin! And I do not want to be as successful as Ya 
and Su, Wang and Cai. Do you want me to be like that? Moreover, the poets and I, 
competing together for what Heaven is most reluctant to bestow, are the unlawful ones of 
Heaven. We together offend Heaven with things disliked by him, and therefore are again 
the unlawful ones of Heaven. Unlawful policies should be applied to govern unlawful 
people. Being the unlawful ones but not willing to go through the unlawful policies 
together with the poets, does this sound acceptable? 
I congratulated Lin and said, “Since you make efforts without reservation in acquiring 
what Heaven is most reluctant to bestow, feel fearless to confront what Heaven dislikes, 
and have no complaint and are content with the outcome, the regret that Yanzhi feels for 
you is his overreaction. That I condole you with Yanzhi’s words is an overreaction as well. 
However, it is still too much that you wholeheartedly enjoy what is brought to you by your 
poetic talent and have no regret in enduring the unlawful administration of the Creator.” 
然延之深愛景思之才而深惜其窮, 至謂 “啓發造化之秘而天惡此耶”? 又謂“富貴者人
之所可得, 而才者天之所甚靳. 既取所甚靳, 則不兼具所可得.” 又謂“才者致窮之具, 
人何用得此,而天亦何用靳此? 有未易以理曉者.”  
余嘗摘此以唁景思曰: “子何必以才而致窮耶? 子何必發天之所秘而逢天之所怒耶? 子
何必爭天之所靳而不即人之所可得者耶?” 景思笑曰: “子不見唐人孟郊賈島乎? 郊島
之窮, 才之所致固也. 然同時之士如王涯, 賈餗豈不富且貴哉? 當郊島以饑死寒死, 涯
餗未必不憐之也. 及甘露之禍, 涯餗雖欲如郊島之饑死寒死, 不可得也. 使郊島見涯餗
之禍, 涯餗憐郊島乎? 郊島憐涯餗乎? 未可知也. 子不見本朝黃秦乎? 魯直貶死宜州, 
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少游貶死藤州, 而蔡京王黼相繼為宰相, 貴鎮天下. 當黃秦之死, 王蔡必幸其死, 及王, 
蔡之誅, 黃秦不見其誅, 亦必不幸之也. 然黃秦不幸王蔡之誅, 而天下萬世幸之. 王蔡
幸黃秦之死, 而天下萬世惜之. 然則黃秦之貧賤, 王蔡之富貴, 其究何如也? 且彼四子
之富貴, 其得者幾何, 而今視之, 不啻如糞土. 而此四子之貧賤, 所得者如此, 今與日月
爭光可也. 然則孰可怨, 孰不可怨乎? 亦未可知也. 今吾不才, 豈敢擬郊島黃秦? 而吾
之窮有甚於郊島黃秦, 吾何幸得與郊島黃秦同其窮, 而不慾涯餗王蔡同其達, 而子為
我願之乎? 且吾與詩人, 同爭夫天之所靳, 是天之橫民也, 同犯天之所惡, 是又天之橫
民也. 治橫民宜以橫政, 既與詩人同為橫民, 又欲不與詩人同受橫政, 可乎?  
余賀之曰: “子既無遺力以取所靳, 無懼心以犯所惡, 無怨言以安所致, 然則延之為君
惜, 延之為過也. 舉延之語以唁君, 亦過也. 然君心欲專享詩人所謂才之所致者, 而不
顧不悔以不辭造物之橫政, 亦過也.”260 
 
Yang’s preface is set in a dialogue between Yang and Lin on the issues raised in You Mao’s 
preface. Yang asks Lin Xian three questions in a row centered on Lin Xian’s choice of being a 
poet despite the constrained situation it brought him into. Yang uses three hebi (“why bother”) to 
strengthen the tone of his questions. Taking advantage of the form of a dialogue, Yang includes 
Lin Xian’s response to his own situation and gives Lin an opportunity to voice his thought. By 
doing so, Lin is no longer the passive receiver of Heaven’s act, but a person with his own choice.              
        In responding to Yang’s questions, Lin brings up two cases of comparison between poets in 
the past who were in a constrained situation and the high-ranking officials who enjoyed great 
power during their lifetimes. One case is from the Tang, and the comparison is between the poets 
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Jia Dao and Meng Jiao with the officials Wang Ya and Jia Su. These four figures lived at 
proximately the same period of time. Jia Dao and Meng Jiao were well known for their poetry 
and their lack of success in officialdom, and Wang Ya and Jia Su were once prime ministers of 
the Tang and died in a palace coup between the emperor and the eunuchs. The other case is a 
comparison between the poets Huang Tingjian and Qin Guan, and the high-ranking officials Cai 
Jing and Wang Fu of the Northern Song.             
        By comparing these people’s different life tracks during their lifetime and their posthumous 
fame, Lin expresses his preference for the latter: he would rather be as impoverished as Jia Dao 
and Meng Jiao, or Huang Tingjian and Qin Guan, than be as rich and politically successful as 
Wang Ya and Jia Su, or Cai Jing and Wang Fu. Lin continues by saying that he feels lucky to be 
as constrained as these poets and would be more than happy to be maltreated by Heaven because 
of his choosing to be a poet. Lin Xian therefore identifies himself with the great poets of earlier 
times and at the same time is willing to confront and endure his constrained situation. Yang at 
the end of the preface also expresses his apology to Lin on behalf of You Mao and himself for 
having shown pity for Lin’s situation, although he still considers that Lin should not have to be 
in such a constrained situation.        
        Lou Yue, who came to know Lin in 1178 and became a close friend, was also asked by Lin 
to write a preface for his collection after You and Yang. In the preface, Lou Yue says: 
 
The room is desolate with four bare walls. He endures poverty like iron and rock. People 
in the prefecture all think highly of him....Although he is not successful in officialdom, he 
is known for his poems and prose among the various gentlemen. Therefore Mr. You and 
Mr. Yang both wrote a preface for him. This can ensure the immortality of his fame. 
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環堵蕭瑟, 忍窮如鐵石, 一郡人士稱重之…身雖未達, 而以詩文於諸公聞. 于是遂初尤
公尚書, 誠齋楊公待制俱為之序, 此可以不朽矣.261 
 
After a thorough discussion between Yang and Lin on the issue first brought up by You Mao, 
Lou Yue certainly does not feel there is the need to go any further than that. His statement on Lin, 
however, is still worth noting. He points out that Lin socializes with the gentlemen mainly in his 
capacity as a poet and prose writer and that You and Yang’s prefaces would help spread Lin’s 
literary fame in later generations. In doing so, he is confirming Lin’s identity as a poet and a 
point that has been raised in Yang’s preface: one’s literary works would earn one an enduring 
fame in history.        
 
Lin Xian’s Personal Statement on the “Snow Nest” 
 
                    As mentioned earlier, poverty or constraint has been a common topic among the poets and 
critics of premodern China. From early on, claims such as “writing poetry makes one constrained” 
詩能窮人 has been raised frequently. The great Western Han rhapsody writer Yang Xiong’s 
“Rhapsody of Chasing Away Poverty” 逐貧賦 and the Tang poet Han Yu’s “Sending off 
Poverty” 送窮文 are well-known examples, expressing the preciousness of being in an 
impoverished situation, which is considered a blessing in disguise. In such cases, being in 
poverty and being constrained is taken to be due to one’s keeping something precious to oneself. 
The Northern Song poet Wang Ling 王令 (1032-1059) and Southern Song poet Cui Dunli 崔敦
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禮 (？-1181) modeled after these writers in showing their determination to maintain their 
integrity by sticking to poverty and the constrained situation. Besides Cui Dunli, another 
contemporary Southern Song poet Lu You also composed quite a few poems regarding his own 
poverty and constrained situation.
262
 Yang Wanli in his works, particularly his prose, talks 
frequently about this issue. He once compares his close friend Xiao Dezao to figures in the past 
who were in a similar situation: 
  
            The gentlemen who are full of knowledge but cannot fill their stomach, full of virtue but 
cannot save their wives and children from starving are called impoverished. Masters Lie 
Yukou and Qian Lou [both from the Warring States period] belong to this category. 
Having talents of governing the world but unsuccessful, having a name that is known in 
one hundred generations but unknown in one’s own time is called being constrained. 
Dong Zhongshu [B.C.179-B.C.104] and Feng Yan [fl. 24] belong to this category. 
           士飽乎學而不療腹之飢, 肥乎德而不救妻子之瘠, 玆謂貧, 列禦寇, 黔婁是也. 才經天
下而一身之不達, 名垂百世而當時之不逢, 玆謂窮, 仲舒, 馮衍是也.263 
 
By making a strong contrast between the richness of Xiao’s scholarship, virtue, and talent on the 
one hand and his poverty and lack of personal advancement on the other, Yang expresses his 
sympathy with Xiao’s situation and his discontent to contemporary society. Yang distinguishes 
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between what is pin and what is qiong. The former refers to one’s economic condition and the 
latter one’s political success. Discussions on poets often focus on qiong, such as seen in the 
popular statement “poetry makes one constrained” (shi neng qiongren). However, pin and qiong 
tend to be entwined with each other: many educated people who failed in the civil service 
examination ended up in poverty, while on the other hand entering officialdom does not 
guarantee a well-being financial situation, especially for those low rank officials. The discussion 
on another Southern Song lyricist Xin Qiji’s (1140-1207) economic situation and his way of 
dealing with it reveals one aspect of the low-ranking officials’ awkward situation.264 In You 
Mao’s “Preface to A Small Collection of Mr. Snow Nest,” the words pin and qiong are used 
interchangeably. Since pin and qiong are so closely interconnected and sometimes the use of 
either word contains both connotations, unless otherwise indicated, I will treat the two words as 
containing both meanings in this dissertation.       
        The expression shineng qiongren was directly challenged by the Northern Song poet Chen 
Shidao, who took low-ranking positions not through the civil service examination but through 
recommendation. He could hardly support his family economically and had to send his wife and 
children to stay with his wife’s family in certain extreme situations. Chen came up with an 
opposite claim “writing poetry makes one successful” 詩能達人 in his preface written for Wang 
Anguo 王安國 (1028-1074), the brother of the famous Northern Song reformer Wang Anshi but 
took a very different path in his political career from his brother. Chen states in the preface: 
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Wang Pingfu [style name of Wang Anguo] is from Linchuan. His name was on the 
recommendation list only after he passed forty years of age. He befriended the low 
officials. After only a few years, he was removed from his position and returned to his 
hometown. He can be said of being in an extremely constrained situation. But the meaning 
of his prose is magnificent and he is good at poetry as well. It is only because he is so 
constrained that he has acquired much more in writing. It is indeed like what people say 
that one becomes skillful in poetry writing only after being in a constrained situation. 
However, the rule of the Heaven is to make the one in office lacking of something; those 
that bear fruits are not adorned with beautiful flowers, while creatures living in the water 
do not flourish on the land. It is the nature of things that nothing can have it all. The good 
thing of the world is that one is not supposed to possess both wealth and high ranks. 
Therefore it is believable that poetry can make one constrained. During Pingfu’s time, his 
ambitions were repressed and his talents were not shown. The power of his position was 
not strong enough but people heard his voice. The households have his collections, which 
were popular at the time and will be so in later generations. Even his opponents dare not 
gossip about him. Therefore poetry can make one successful; I do not see it make one 
constrained. Therefore, as for a gentleman’s achievement in the world, what is worth 
talking about is not whether he is successful or not. What matters is the writings he leaves 
behind. 
 王平甫, 臨川人也, 年過四十始名薦書. 群下士, 歷年未幾, 復解章綬歸田里, 其窮甚矣. 
而文義蔚然, 又能於詩. 惟其窮愈甚,  故其得愈多, 信所謂人窮而後工也. 雖然, 天之命
物, 用而不全. 實者不華, 淵者不陸. 物者不全, 物之理也. 蓋天下之美, 則于富貴不得
兼而有也. 詩之窮人又可信矣. 方平甫之時, 其志抑而不申, 其才積而不發, 其號位執
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力不足動人而人聞其聲. 家有其書, 旁行於一時, 而下達於千世. 雖其怨敵, 不敢議也, 
則詩能達人矣, 未見其窮也. 夫士之行世, 窮達不足論, 論其所傳而已.265 
 
In this preface, we see a few similar remarks as those by Yang Wanli and Lin Xian as shown 
earlier in this chapter. The first is the statement of the impossibility of receiving too much talent 
from Heaven. The second is that one’s success should be evaluated by one’s works; and how a 
writer’s works are taken in their own times is not as important as how they will be taken in later 
periods. The first similarity gives the poets justification from Heaven for their constrained 
situation, which is something one can do nothing about. The second similarity that the value or 
achievement of the poet can be evaluated and recognized through their works could find its 
origin in the Zuozhuan about the three long-lasting achievements: establishing virtue, 
establishing deeds, and establishing words, and later in Cao Pi’s words on the function of literary 
composition. 
        Despite these similarities, Yang Wanli’s discourse on the issue no longer focuses on the 
evaluation in the contemporary world but from later generations. Overlooking or disregarding 
the evaluation of their achievements from outside of the poetic circle of the contemporary world 
indicates a tension between the poets and other members of the society on the standards for 
evaluating individual achievement, or the distrust in the latter’s ability to do so from the poets. 
Yang and Lin’s conversation in Yang’s preface specifically points to the unreliability of the 
contemporary evaluation system. 
        In Lin Xian’s case, according to the extant writings, his poverty is mostly symbolized by his 
house, or more specifically, his “Snow Nest.” The residence of Lin is described by You Mao as a 
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shabby house with a few beam rafters, which were hardly able to provide shield from wind and 
rain. In his “An Account of the Snow Nest,” citing Lin Xian’s own words, You Mao tells us the 
reasons for the name: 
 
As for the beautiful sceneries of the four seasons nothing can be compared to snow; as for 
the speed of change, nothing can be compared to snow, either.…At the time when I came 
and took residence in Tiantai, there were noble men and high-ranking officials who lived 
in the neighborhood, their grand houses with red doors and luxury utensils were the envy 
of the world, their children gathering and playing happily together. Since then it has been 
less than twenty years but those with high ranks have already passed away, the rich have 
already become poor, the young ones have all gotten old. Looking back at these twenty 
years, it felt just like a short moment. Aren’t the changes and transformation even quicker 
than that of snow? Knowing that it is something that cannot be permanent and will change 
within minutes but still struggling for gaining benefits in this until old age and death, isn’t 
this confusing? Therefore I named my room “snow,” situating its emptiness in my heart, 
using its whiteness to see my nature, its purity to strengthen my integrity, and its illusory 
nature to reflect on my life. Then I am able to realize that youth and strength cannot be 
relied upon, wealth and high ranks should not be envied, and that there is nothing sad 
about being in poverty and without high rank. I am using this to admonish not only myself 
but also other people as well. For those who come and visit my room, if their anxiety can 
be calmed, their risks be leveled, their blemishes be cleansed, wouldn’t this be nice?  
天下四時之佳景, 宜莫如雪, 而幻化變滅之速, 亦無甚於雪者…自吾來居天臺, 時王公
貴人比里而相望, 朱門甲第, 擊鐘而鼎食, 童顔稚齒群聚而嬉戲. 今未二十年, 其昔之 
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貴者則已死, 向之富者或已貧, 而往之少者奚已耄. 回視二十年, 直俄頃爾. 其幻化變
滅之速, 不猶愈於雪乎? 知其非堅實也, 於其俄頃起滅之中, 乃復顛冥於利害, 交戰於
寵辱, 汩汩至於老死而不自知, 非惑歟! 吾以是名命吾巢, 且將視其虛以存吾心, 視其
白以見吾性, 視其清以勵吾節, 視其幻以觀吾生. 則知少壯不足恃, 富貴之不足慕, 貧
與賤者不足以爲戚. 非特以此自警, 而且以警夫世之人. 使凡游吾之巢者, 躁者可使靜, 
險者可使平, 而污者可使之潔, 不亦休乎.266  
 
The changing nature of snow reflected the vicissitudes of events in the late eleventh and the 
twelfth centuries, including the dynastic change and particularly, the political power swings 
between different parties that usually ended up with a political purge of the losing side and 
literary inquisitions. 
        Su Shi, when he was banished to Huangzhou (in present-day Hubei province), built a house 
and named the middle studio the Snow Hall 雪堂. He painted the four walls with images of snow, 
because it reportedly snowed when the hall was completed. Su, in a staged dialogue with a guest 
in his “An Account of the Snow Hall,” talks about the reason why he built and named it so: 
 
When people ascend this hall and see the painting, they will stop and choke, feel the chill 
without the coldness. It will chill their skin and wash away their worries, so that they will 
not be mocked for having “burning hands” and avoid the disease of “drinking ice.”267 As 
for people who hurry themselves on the road of gains and benefits, or are in the realm of 
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mania and worry, how do they differ from those who dip their fingers in the hot water or 
hold burning objects in their hands, waiting to wash them [in the snow]....Therefore, I 
build this hall to borrow not the power of snow, but the idea of it. I am escaping not from 
worldly affairs themselves but the snares of them. 
升是堂者, 將見其不遡而僾, 不寒而慄, 淒凜其肌膚, 洗滌其煩郁, 既無炙手之譏, 又免
飲冰之疾. 彼其趑趄利害之途, 猖狂憂患之域者, 何異探湯執熱之俟濯乎?…是堂之作
也, 吾非取雪之勢, 而取雪之意, 吾非逃世之事, 而逃世之機.268 
 
Su Shi’s statement on his Snow Hall and Lin Xian’s statement on his Snow Nest indicate a clear 
connection between the two, if not direct influence. Both show a deliberate indifference to 
worldly affairs and both images are enabled to make one feel composed and cleansed. 
        Later poets and critics might tend to highlight Lin’s taking lightly of his poverty and 
constrained situation and overlook the rapidly changing nature of snow emphasized by Lin. The 
information conveyed by Lin, especially the association between his Snow Nest and Su Shi’s 
Snow Hall, however, was clearly received by his contemporaries or approximate contemporaries. 
The symbolic meaning of the space of the Snow Nest was established by Lin Xian and 
strengthened by his poet friends, such as Fan Chengda (whose poems were quoted earlier in this 
chapter) and Lou Yue, and by later poets, such as Chen Qiqing 陳耆卿 (1180-1236), a native of 
Linhai, where Lin Xian lived and built the Snow Nest. Below is a poem by Lou Yue: 
 
Not all the four seasons have snow.                                                   四時不皆雪, 
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Dwelling on the land cannot be said of living in a nest.                    陸居本非巢. 
A lofty person naturally lodges his thoughts in faraway places,       高人興寄遠, 
            And expresses it with a bunch of thatch.                                           表此一把茅. 
I am not the Second Chan Patriarch, Huike;                                     吾非二祖可, 
He stood the whole night with snow reaching his knees                   夜立寒齊腰.269 
    [for Bodhidharma]. 
I am not the Bird Nest Master;                                                          吾非鳥巢師, 
He built his house on the real tree branches.                                     結盧真樹梢.270 
The sun of the day shines on my heart;                                             白日照我心, 
The light will not dim because of the sunset.                                    不以見晲消. 
With two feet firmly on the ground,                                                  兩腳踏實地, 
You stand in the wind and rain without swaying and drifting.         風雨無漂搖. 
You compose poems even more skillfully due to the constrained    作詩窮亦工, 
    situation; 
The “cold” and “lean” style of your poem approaches Jia Dao        寒瘦逼島郊. 
    and Meng Jiao.  
When your brush touches the paper, the lines are surprising.           落筆句驚人, 
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There is no longer the need to ponder on the lines.                          不復尋推敲. 
The guests arrive and you do not ask who they are;                         客至不問誰, 
It is as light as the friendship of the gentlemen.                               淡若君子交. 
Your rightfulness goes above to the clouds;                                     直氣幹霄上, 
It looks down those shallows.                                                           下視鄙斗筲. 
Being wealthy and noble is like the one moment blossom;              富貴頃刻花, 
Who are able to equate it as an illusory bubble as you do?               誰能等幻泡. 
One’s attaching to and leaving from someone is like the swallows  附離如幕燕, 
    in one’s household;  
But some people consider the relation as strong as glue and paint.  自謂漆與膠. 
You know the world well;                                                                 先生閲世熟, 
You sit upright at the pass of the mountainous city.                         兀坐山城坳. 
There will be time for the spring sun;                                                春陽會有時,  
Who said that we will be left unused like the gourd forever?           岂曰終繫匏.271 
You sent me your powerful writings from the Xi Mountain;            錫山寄雄文, 
The awe-inspiring style makes my hair stand.                                   凛然竪髮毛。 
I dare not comment on poetry;                                                           我非敢言詩,  
I just mean to entertain you.                                                               為君聊解嘲.272 
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Unlike the brief preface to Lin Xian’s poetry collection, Lou Yue in this poem talks about his 
overall impression of Lin Xian, from the idea of the Snow Nest’s association with Buddhism and 
Lin Xian’s personality and current situation, to the poetic style of Lin’s works. Lou, as an old 
friend, not only speaks highly of Lin Xian, but also shows his deep understanding of the poet. 
Lou hopes that Lin will eventually be recognized in the society.     
      The next poem we discuss is written by Chen Qiqing when he had a dream about Lin Xian: 
 
I sigh over the once empty old yellow leaves;                                   感舊空黄葉, 
Over time, they again turn to green mosses.                                      經時又綠苔. 
He should not have left for the Heaven;                                            未應天上去, 
He still knew to come in my dream.                                                  猶解夢中來. 
Snow originally has the illusory nature;                                            雪亦本幻爾, 
Where is now the Nest?                                                                     巢今安在哉. 
He left behind poems in ten thousand scrolls;                                   淋浪詩萬軸, 
The flowers and birds are startled.                                                    花鳥自驚猜.273 
 
This poem by Chen Qiqing is centered on the theme of the changing and illusory nature of things. 
He starts with the seasonal changes in nature and the cycle of life and death in the human world, 
bringing up the two symbolic subjects closely related to Lin Xian. It is natural that snow would 
eventually melt away, and that even the Nest may no longer exist when the builder or owner dies. 
Only the works of the poet are left. At the same time, Chen Qiqing also indirectly touches upon 
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 “Meng Lin Xuechao” 夢林雪巢, in Quan Song shi, vol. 56, p. 35198. 
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the issue that is heatedly discussed by Yang Wanli, You Mao, and Lou Yue in their prefaces to 
Lin Xian’s poetry collection: Which has more enduring value, fame in one’s lifetime due to high 
official positions and wealth, or posthumous fame because of one’s literary works?     
        Like Su Shi, many poets at the time were deeply involved in the partisan politics and the 
contentious intellectual discussions that followed. At the end of the Northern Song and the 
beginning of the Southern Song, the poetry of Su Shi and Huang Tingjian was banned and the 
blocks were destroyed. In a preface, Yang Wanli quoted Wang Tinggui’s comments on that 
chapter in Song political and literary history: 
 
At that time, the bookshops were afraid of getting punished. They burned all the blocks of 
Su Shi and Huang Tingjian’s writings. There was only one certain household of an 
imperial relative that had their works carved and printed. One jin of gold could only buy 
ten pieces of Su’s writing. It turned out that the harsher the ban was, the more expensive 
Su’s writings became. Now every household can have them and everyone is studying their 
teachings. Who would know that it was once so difficult to obtain their writings? 
Therefore the repression of literature by the petty people only makes it more flourishing. 
Those who repressed literature are now decaying with the grass and trees, while on the 
other hand what has been achieved through literature can compete with the sun and moon 
for brilliance…Are the likes and dislikes of the contemporary world enough to affect us? 
是時, 書肆畏罪, 坡谷二書, 皆毀其印. 獨一貴戚家刻印印之, 率黃金斤易坡文十, 蓋其
禁愈急, 其文愈貴也. 今家有此書, 人習此學, 有知當時斯文之難得如此者乎? 是小人
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之厄斯文, 乃所以昌斯文也. 然厄斯文者, 今皆泯然與草木共腐, 而斯文之得, 與日月
爭光…時之好惡, 足為之動耶?274  
 
Wang is instructing his fellow poets not to be affected by the contemporary world’s fleeting taste 
and judgment. And according to Yang Wanli, it does not matter how soon one establishes his 
fame; what matters is how far his fame can spread: 
 
There is only the question of how far the fame spreads and how quickly it spreads. If one 
is not known in his time, he will be known in later times. Being known in later times does 
not worry me; what worries me is that one’s fame could not reach afar. The farther the 
fame can reach, the more precious it is. How should speed be a measure in evaluating 
one’s success? 
特知之者有遠近, 有遲速耳. 不見知於近, 必見知於遠. 病不遠耳, 遠非所病也. 惟愈遠
則愈貴耳. 遲速足較哉?275 
           
        This literary inquisition had such a far-reaching impact on the poets that Yang once had a 
dream in which Su Shi and Huang Tingjian appear as two figures who cannot forget their former 
life experiences and are talking in pain about things that have happened during the Yuanfeng 
[1078-1085] and Yuanyou [1086-1094] reign periods.
276
 The dream scene described by Yang 
shares several similarities with the rapid changes of snow described by Lin Xian. The word 
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 “Shanxi ji houxu” 杉溪集後序, Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 3352. 
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 “Sanjin zhai yulu xu” 三近齋餘錄序, Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 3348. 
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 See “Da Zhu Hui’an shu” 答朱晦安書, Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, p. 2888. 
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“illusion” (huan 幻) used by Lin could be referring to the rapid social and political changes or 
the notion of illusion in the Buddhist sense.
277
 In a poem dedicated to the Snow Nest, Xu Sidao 
compares Lin Xian to poets from the Zhengshi 正始 period of the Wei (240-248) when the 
political environment was least desirable to the literary men.
278
 
          Emperor Xiaozong, faced with the factional politics at court, seemed to be seeking a 
different solution by promoting the imperial royal relatives and those who were close to him, 
which only made the situation worse. Yang Wanli (1127-1206), in a memorial of 1189, criticized 
the factional politics: 
           
          Recently, how numerous are the words about factions! There is the so-called faction of  
          Chief Councilor A, there is the so-called faction of Chief Councilor B; there is the faction 
of Prefecture A, and there is the faction of Prefecture B; there is the Daoxue faction and 
there is the of Non-Daoxue faction. How come there are so many factions! And who did 
not get employed through a Chief Councilor? For people promoted by Chief Councilor A, 
once Chief Councilor A was disposed, they would be considered members of the Chief 
Councilor A faction and removed from their posts. For people promoted by Prefecture B, 
once Prefecture B was disposed, they would be considered members of the Prefecture B 
faction and removed from their posts…I am afraid that the discussions on factionalism 
that are originated from the literary people would bring disaster harm to the state. Since 
similar situations happened before, how can one not worry about this! 
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 The Snow Nest was a meditation room for Lin and the word “chao” 巢 itself has a Buddhist 
implication. A bird once built a nest and laid eggs in the hair of Shakyamuni when he was in meditation. 
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 “In the Nest remains the ancient snow; The person has the style of the Zhengshi reign period” 巢餘太
古雪, 人有正始風. “Ti Xuechao” 題雪巢, Quan Songshi, vol. 47, p. 29103. 
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近日以來, 朋黨之論何其紛如也? 有所謂甲宰相之黨, 有所謂乙宰相之黨, 有所謂甲州
之黨, 有所謂乙州之黨, 有所謂道學之黨, 有所謂非道學之黨, 是何朋黨之多歟? 且天
下士大夫孰不由宰相而進者? 進以甲宰相, 一日甲罷,  則盡指甲之人以為甲之黨而盡
逐之. 進以乙宰相, 一日乙罷, 則又盡指乙之人以為乙之黨而盡逐之…黨論一興, 臣恐
其端發於士大夫, 而其禍及於天下國家. 前事已然矣, 可不懼哉?279 
 
Yang Wanli’s words present a vivid picture of the situation and expresses his deep concern about 
the matter. 
        As a consequence of the partisan politics and competing philosophical ideas, the 
interpersonal relationship became a problematic issue. This was discussed frequently by people 
in their literary works. Lu You, for example, sighs over this issue to his close friend Han Yuanji 
at a literary gathering: “Alas! The custom has worsened daily. The way of friendship is lacking. 
Among the literary scholars, people having a good relationship like that between the two of us 
are rare” 嗚呼! 風俗日壞, 朋友道缺, 士之相與如吾二人者, 亦鮮矣.280 Chen Liang 陳亮 
(1143-1194) provides his explanation for the decline of morality at the time: 
 
Since the time of crossing the River, scholars flocked to the Wu and Yue area, their 
shoulders scrubbing with one another, to the extent that five or six out of every ten people 
who wanted to farm had no fields to till, people who wanted to gather firewood had no 
mountains to go to. With this is gone any sense of permanence with one’s property. 
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 “Yiyou zi Yunzhou fu xingzai zoushi, shiyue chusan ri shangdian diyi zhazi” 己酉自筠州赴行在奏事, 
十月初三日上殿第一札子, Yang Wanli ji jianjiao, vol. 6, pp. 2938-2939. 
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 Lu You, “Jingkou changhe xu,” Lu Fangweng quanji, p. 76. 
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Relocation and migration has become such a constant part of life, meeting needs such as 
washing and cooking has put such pressure on people that it becomes virtually impossible 
for them to have a constant mind. Not being able to own regular properties or to keep 
normal attitudes towards life, people just go floating with the circumstances. It is rare to 
see scholars who are able to stay unaffected by all these changes. People eagerly sell their 
writings, offer their ideas, and will do anything to please and flatter their superiors. This is 
caused by the circumstances and nothing should be taken as unusual. 
蓋自渡江以來, 士之萃於吳越者肩摩袂錯, 欲鋤無田, 欲樵無山者十五六, 則常產已亡
矣. 遷徙之無常, 滌瀡之所迫, 則常心不能存矣. 以其非所有之常產, 加之以莫能存之
常心, 則隨染隨遷, 不動而遷於俗者蓋寡. 故售書獻計, 過媚以圖悅, 卑姝以取幸者, 亦
其勢之必然, 無足怪也.281 
 
Chen here indicates that the key factor for the phenomenon was the limited resources due to the 
radical social changes, which resulted in the disturbances in both the material life and the mind. 
        The following poem can serve as Lin Xian’s response to the social and intellectual problems 
facing his time:  
 
Picking orchids to decorate oneself,                                                  採蘭以紉佩, 
Soon the fragrance will disappear.                                                    不久香消歇. 
Why not in the deep woods                                                               何如深林中, 
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 “Song youren you Wulin xu” 送友人遊武林序, Quan Songwen, juan 279, pp. 241-242. 
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when the weather is cold, live a life all by myself?                           歲寒自時節. 
The clear fragrance rides with the breeze,                                         清芳御微風, 
The serene look embraces the bright moon.                                       幽態含皎月. 
The world may be lacking in writers of poetry,                                 世或無騷人, 
But I would rather have snow and ice as my company.                    寧甘伴冰雪.282 
 
Lin is saying that compared to decorating himself with orchids picked from the woods in order to 
stay fragrant, he would rather go to live in the place where the orchids grow—the woods in the 
poem, or for that matter, the Snow Nest in his house. Lin Xian also reinterprets the works of the 
“garden and field” (tianyuan) poet Tao Qian 陶潜 (365-427), who retreated from public life. Lin 
writes: 
 
Begging for food is not because of clumsiness;                                乞食不為拙, 
Building beautiful carriages is not because of admiring.                  华軒不為慕. 
Returning home is not because of nobleness.                                    歸來不為高, 
Bending waist is not because of depression.                                     折腰不為沮.283 
 
According to Lin, Tao did not intentionally act in that way; instead, his choice is just out of 
natural response. 
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 “Xuechao sanshou qi’er” 雪巢三首其二, Quan Songshi, p. 23102. 
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 “Du Taoshi zuo” 讀陶詩作, Quan Songshi, vol. 37, p. 23101. 
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        You Mao, in the “Account of the Snow Nest,” after hearing Lin Xian’s words, responds 
with the question: “Who would know the joy of a commoner is superior to the worries and fears 
of the noble and big figures” 孰知乎匹夫之樂, 有賢於王公大人之憂畏也哉?284 You Mao 
began to realize and understand the value and joy of being a commoner. Peter Bol has observed 
that the “local intellectuals in twelfth century China were paying closer attention to their own 
local figures, events, institutions, and landscapes than ever before.” He also points out that “[t]o 
say far more attention was being paid to local things is to say that literati were continuing to pay 
attention to themselves, except now the center of their existence has shifted from the capital to 
the locality.”285 The locality for Lin Xian is the life in the Snow Nest with an identity that he 
chose to have.  
        Yang’s “Rhapsody on the Snow Nest” presents us with more details about Lin and the 
locale:  
 
Lin raises his wine cup and thanks the visitors: “The ‘nest’ is completed and the snow 
comes. The snow meets with the ‘nest.’ It adorns my room with jade and my office with 
pearl. There is no dirt in the air and the snow highlights the feature of my house. From 
now on, I do not welcome the guests if they are not immortals and do not react to the 
guests if they are not poets.” Then mixing water and snow and putting the writing brush in 
the ink, he writes “Snow Nest” on the lintel and keeps the vulgar ones outside of his door. 
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先生舉酒酬曰: “巢成雪至, 雪與巢會. 式瑤我室, 式珠我廨. 空無一埃, 點我勝概. 繼自
今匪仙客其勿迎, 匪詩人其勿對.” 乃擣水漿與雪汁, 飲兔鬚於墨澮, 大書其楣曰雪巢, 
摽俗子出諸大門之外.286 
 
His snow nest is pure, shining, beautiful, lofty, but is at the same time insecure with the some 
expectable risks. For a poet like Lin Xian, by welcoming only like-minded poets and immortals 
and excluding all others, he not only identifies himself as a poet, but also categorizes people 
based on whether they belong to the poetic community. If we go back to Yang’s preface to A 
Small Collection of Mr. Snow Nest, in which Lin lists himself in juxtaposition with Meng Jiao, 
Jia Dao, Huang Tingjian, and Qin Guan, we find that by saying that he dares not compare 
himself with these four great poets, Lin is not only showing his respect to them but at the same 
time proud to face what the status and identity of a poet has to bring him, even though that means 
poverty and constraint. We have also seen that a similar act of drawing a line between poets and 
non-poets is also carried out by Yang in his preface to Fan Chengda’s poetry collection. Lin’s 
words make us wonder whether writing poetry at the time indeed became a beautiful, lofty, and 
risky undertaking, just like the snow depicted by him, and was seriously engaged only by a small 
group of people. Sharing no common ground with contemporary people, the poets had to turn to 
later generations for their eventual recognition. This response is a reflection of their despair over 
and criticism of the contemporary world and therefore is different, in terms of both motive and 
context, from Cao Pi’s comment on the function and role of literary composition. 
        It was not only by the poet himself, but also by his poet friends that the Snow Nest 
completed its allegorically transformative process. From its association with the Snow Hall of Su 
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Shi, to the poems and proses composed on and for the Snow Nest, the image of the Snow Nest 
and its implication have been intensified and eventually become a unified whole for Lin Xian. 
The poets’ participation in the image construction process shows their confirmation of the image 
and emotional bond to Lin Xian as both a poet and a friend. As a result, the Snow Nest not only 
speaks for the poet, Li Xian himself, but also speaks for the community of poets in general, or at 
least, for those poets who share Lin Xian’s experience and attitudes towards poetry and life. 
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Conclusion 
        This dissertation looks into the poet’s identity reconstruction process at the second half of 
the twelfth century. In the previous chapters, I have examined three poets, Yang Wanli, Jiang 
Kui, and Lin Xian, from three different angles: Yang’s transformation of “mountains and forests” 
or shanlin as a borderline space; Jiang’s setting high standards for himself and other poets and 
his transformation of the boat as a space connecting him and the “rivers and lakes” or jianghu; 
Lin’s positive turn of the traditional relationship between constraint and literary achievement. I 
argue that all these three were essential efforts in the identity reconstruction process of a key 
moment in Chinese literary history. 
        The chapter on Yang Wanli argues that the change of the poet’s social status was directly 
reflected in the content of Yang’s poems and his ideas on poetry. As a lower-position official 
mostly of the time in his career, Yang showed a great interest in and wrote extensively on 
subjects and topics that were related to life outside of the cities. This life experience, I argue, 
played an important role in helping the redefinition and transformation of the traditional term 
shanlin from a reclusive space to an actual living space for the poets, especially for those low-
rank officials and those who did not hold office. The chapter on Jiang Kui focuses on his poems 
on rivers and lakes, and work of poetic criticism, specifically, how his Baishi daoren shishuo 
reflected Jiang’s view on the concept of shiren, the poet. Jiang intends to provide poetry writing 
instructions to the beginners; at the same time, he points out that poetry composition is far 
beyond what is mentioned in his work and that a good poet should aim higher. The emphasis on 
the different levels of poetry composition shows both Jiang’s self-conscious claim and the 
expectation on the part of the readers. Compared to Yang Wanli, Jiang’s poems exemplify a 
coexisting space between “mountains and forests” and “rivers and lakes.” The chapter on Lin 
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Xian analyzes how Lin’s situation is viewed and interpreted by him and his like-minded friends. 
I argue that the partisan politics had a considerable impact on the poets, who ended up with a 
reexamination of the social values and their own identity as a poet.  
        What is shared by the three poets, in their poetic practices, is their intention to and remarks 
on differentiating between poets and people with other social status and between poets and 
writers of other genres and even between poets and beginning poetry writers. I would like to 
point out that these consistent efforts are not something brought up by a planned agreement but 
through a natural response to a common issue faced by them. At the same time these natural 
responses appear noticeable and strong when they are read together. Yang did this through his 
poetry composition and his comments on other poets’ works and his personal life experiences; 
Jiang Kui indirectly responded to it in his Shishuo; Lin Xian’s material space of the Snow Nest 
was built with a clear intent and naturally became a symbol for the separate space of the poet. 
They emphasize that poets are a distinct group of people, with their joy not being understood by 
the outsiders and their value not being recognized by the society. 
        During this period, “who is writing” became a central concern to the poets, a question that is 
closely related to the criteria of a poet and their self-identification. Previously, the discussions on 
writers made by the poets were focused on the personal writing styles, specific writing skills, or 
individual relationships among the writers. Even when it involved the counterpart of the poet, 
such as the wanggong daren we have seen in the Southern Song, it was not as intense and salient 
as this period. Then the question is, what prompted the poets during this period to differentiate 
themselves from other poetry writers? In this dissertation I have examined a few factors that 
contributed to this change. The civil service examination since the Sui dynasty provided 
opportunities to the educated commoners. The examinees who passed the exams became 
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officials; some of them at the same time were poets as well. When the number of examinees 
greatly surpassed the number of officials needed, which was the case in much of the Southern 
Song, and when grades on the poetry session weighed less than other test subjects, the examinees 
who were good at poetry but less so at other subjects could fail in the exams. As a result, the 
identity of the poet began to be detached from that of the official. Furthermore, the examinees 
either took less interest in poetry or had less practice in poetry writing due to their focus on the 
shiwen during the Southern Song. They tended to view poetry as less useful if not entirely 
useless in one’s advancement to officialdom. Responding to this situation, the poets of the time 
asserted that poetry writing is not easy, it needs talent and time to practice. At the same time they 
questioned the contemporary social value on poetry and, based on past history, believed that their 
achievement would be reevaluated by later generations. 
        The faster publication and wider circulation of examination aids and primers, from one 
aspect, demonstrates the growing educational level in the Southern Song. These guides and 
books, however, provided only basic or limited training in poetry in general. The examination 
guides were to help examination candidates prepare for the exam in the poetry session. When the 
topic was treated, the focus was on the so-called examination poetry or shengti shi, which, as we 
discussed in the previous chapters, had rigid requirements for rhymes, patterns, styles, and titles.  
The poetry primers were either for children in general or in one’s household or clan.287 The 
actual education process is conducted through recitation and explanation. According to Jiang Kui, 
there are different levels of poetry writing: novice poets (buneng shi zhe), poets who can 
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compose and are willing to follow his instructions (neng jin wu zhi shuo zhe), and poets who are  
able to reach a higher level by themselves after acquiring the needed skills (zide). Solely relying 
on the examination aids and primers, and without adequate practice and further exploration, the 
poetry writers will not become a qualified poet in the poets’ views.  
        Therefore we have various groups of poetry writers depending on what criteria to use to 
differentiate them, and social status and the level of skills are among the most prominent ones. 
The poets of this period, in choosing the poet identity among other identities, attempted to 
differentiate themselves from writers with different social statuses, writers specializing in 
different genres, and writers of poetry who are not able to go beyond the technical and the basics. 
They wanted to show that practice and training were a natural and essential part of being a poet, 
that there were joy in poetry composition, and that this joy and the sense of achievement could 
not be shared with and understood by others not in the field. These were claims made by Yang 
and other poets at a time when poetry writing was being revived but faced with great challenges 
and crisis. This would become more salient in the thirteenth century. 
        The acuteness in the responses of the poets to these circumstances was an indication of the 
degree of change in the general culture of the time. Entering the thirteenth century, after many 
eminent figures in poetry writing passed away, the literary landscape was characterizes by a 
growth in the number of poets but, as some scholars have pointed out, lacking in influential 
ones.
288
 This had already been a concern for the poets under discussion and was part of the force 
that had pushed them to articulate their notions of poetry.  
        When poetry was viewed as useless in advancing one’s official career, the function of 
poetry as a powerful tool for social criticism and for the expression of legitimate, balanced 
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emotions was somewhat neglected by contemporary people in their eagerness to pursue 
immediate results in the examinations. Huang Tingjian, as quoted at the beginning of this 
dissertation, once reflected on poetry’s social function of venting one’s yuan 怨 (complaint or 
resentment), and called to pay more attention to the more balanced, traditional Confucian view 
(wenrou dunhou). He considers that uncontrolled anger and excessive complaint will lose the 
intention of poetry composition. The Southern Song writer Tang Zhongyou 唐仲友 (1136-1188) 
expresses a similar view by relating poetry to the tradition beginning from the Classics and says: 
“Who knows that the fate of poetry is key to the communication between the sovereign and his 
ministers” 孰知詩之存亡係言路之通塞歟?289 Yang Wanli further elaborates on that in the 
following passage: 
 
Poetry is a tool to correct the wrongs of All under Heaven. …When the sages wanted to 
correct the wrongs of the world, they must first restrain the most extreme of the emotions. 
Having had a way for the most extreme of emotions to get expressed and then rectify them, 
how would people not to follow? The sages guided the people to give their views on the 
benevolence and malevolence of the world. This was why poetry was created. Therefore 
poetry is that by means of which the excesses of the world are contained. 
詩也者, 矯天下之具也…蓋聖人將有以矯天下, 必先有以約天下之至情. 得其至情而
隨以矯之, 安得不從? … 聖人引天下之眾, 以議天下之善不善, 此詩之所以作也. 故詩
也者, 收天下之肆者也.290 
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Acknowledging that “the most extreme emotions” (zhiqing) need to be expressed first and then 
corrected, Yang is modifying Huang Tingjian’s remarks. In so doing, in bringing up the 
rectification and cultivation function of poetry, Yang retracted farther back to the traditional 
Confucian view emphasizing poetry’s role as a legitimate means of social criticism. 
        This brings us to another issue related to our discussion, that is, the relationship between 
poetry and political power. Poetry had enjoyed a very close relationship with political power 
since the Tang but as we have seen that relationship was seriously weakened in the Southern 
Song at a time of extreme political emergency and uncertainty. If the identity of the poet became 
a salient issue starting from the Mid-Tang, it became much worse in the second half of the 
twelfth century. I have tried to argue that the promotion of the identity of the poet by the poets 
themselves during this period was due to the lowered status of poetry and the lack of recognition 
of poetic talent in the political institutions and in the society at large. It is this lacking of 
recognition of the poets and poetry writing that prompted the poetic identity construction we 
have seen collectively in Yang Wanli, Jiang Kui, Lin Xian, and many others. I want to 
emphasize that the construction and discourse building was not merely debates within the 
community, but had a direct association with the challenging social circumstances. 
        On the other hand, this change in the poets’ social status has also led to a new direction in 
poetic composition. When it becomes common for the poets to stay out of the big cities of 
political power and lived in smaller cities and rural areas, it brings new elements to poetry 
composition in terms of both content and writing style. The once allegorical terms “mountains 
and forests,” and “rivers and lakes,” became the poets’ actual living environment. They 
frequently appear in the poets’ works and become an expanded new space for these poets. The 
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formation of the Chengzhai Style and the characteristics of Jiang Kui’s poems both show this 
new development. Lin Xian’s Snow Nest is also a space used by him and other poets to construct 
the image of Lin Xian. Therefore this location- or space- based construction became a prominent 
trend for the poets, due to their displacement at the time. The poets were seeking significance in 
the personal settings and geographical locations, and in the open and relational space. The 
political power, individual identity, and collective identity of the poets are constituted in their 
relation to places. The different locales or space, for instance, the “mountains and forests” for 
Yang Wanli, the “rivers and lakes” for Jiang Kui, and the meditation room for Lin Xian, 
provided the necessary condition for the formation of the three poets’ identity, and at the same 
time, created differences and variations among them as well. Yang Wanli’s identity is formed 
through his involvement with and participation in nature; Jiang Kui’s individual identity is 
constructed through pieces of memory of being on a boat and observations made on a boat; and 
Lin Xian relies on the allegory of snow to construct his identity. The space, appearing in various 
forms, becomes an extended realm of the poet’s inner world. And from the efforts to set 
boundaries between poets and non-poets to the quest for a space exhibiting their own characters, 
we see the illustration of the desire for a geographical and psychological space of their time. 
Previous studies tend to conclude that there were a group of educated commoners and even 
officials who preferred to stay in the in-between realm of being employed and at the same time a 
recluse. They accordingly juxtapose the term miaotang with shanlin, “mountains and forests” 
and vaguely treat jianghu, “rivers and lakes,” either as a space similar to shanlin or between 
miaotang and shanlin. They use these terms in their traditional connotations and overlook the 
new implications of “mountains and forests” and “rivers and lakes” shaped under the specific 
cultural, political, and institutional situations of the Southern Song.  
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        The poetic practice and theoretical discourse we have seen in the three case studies bespeak 
the place of poetry in this historical period, and the lowered status of poetry hereafter. Poetry 
from early on had a close relationship with court politics and, as the primary means of literary 
expression during much of the medieval period, enjoyed a favored treatment in the general 
literary and intellectual culture. This favored or privileged treatment of poetry was largely due to 
the Confucian value endowed to poetry and to poetry’s becoming a prestigious subject in the 
civil service examination. During the twelfth century, this close relationship between poetry and 
court politics, as this dissertation tries to show, became estranged. The loss of privileged status 
was demonstrated in the poets’ identity construction process, particularly in their questioning the 
changed contemporary value system regarding poetry and the poet. The emphasis by the poets on 
the difficulty of poetry composition and the importance of practice and training bestowed upon it 
represented their reflection on this situation. The lack of strong promotion and support from the 
political power diminished the aura of poetry. However, poetry’s lowered status did not 
necessarily equate the decline of poetry. The Southern Song had a large group of poetry writers 
and poetry composition was still been seriously taken as a worthy enterprise by a considerable 
number of people thereafter. Some scholars consider that there was an ongoing transition from 
the so-called highbrow/elite literature to popular literature in the Southern Song.
291
 Poetry, one 
of the most prestigious genre among elite literature and an active participant in this transitional 
process, would continue to serve its function despite its lowered status. 
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 Wang Shuizhao, pp. 52-55. 
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